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CHANGES IN DEVELOPMENT ASSISTANCE POLICY 

In the years since World War I, religious groups and voluntary organiza. 
tions like OXFAM and CARE have been concerned with providing prompt ssns. 
tance to those who need it most. These efforts concentrate on medicines, food, 
clothing, and ahelter for the poor.' Multilateral and bilateral aid usually have had 
the longer-term objective of developing the economy, thus decreasing the future 
need for development assistance. These officially sponsored efforts concentrate 
on projects of an infrastructural nature: irrigation, cash crops, livestock, wads, 
dams, and bridges. 

AIMs Response 

For a quarter of a century following the end of World War II, the U.S. 
Agency for International Development (AID) and the World Bank (International 
Bank for Reconstruction and Development, IBRD) gave loans to Third World 
countries to construct, 'plant, and market the kinds of things they believed 
would cause economic growth. 

Immediate giving to alleviate suffering, on the one hand, and longer-term 
development plans and objectives, on the other, appeared to complement each 
other. However, by the late 1960 the development assistance community in the 
industrial nations had become increasingly worried because official assistance 
was not achieving ita development objectives, for the rich in the Third World be
came wealthier as the poor became more impoverished. The policy of transfer. 
ring technology and finance from the rich nations to the developing countries 
had not worked as well as had been anticipated. 
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With the idea of achieving a more equitable distribution of the benefits of 
development sstance, a new series of objectives and priorities for development 
maistance have been proposed. Efforts are now to be concentrated on the most 
disadvantaged people in the Third World, those previously bypassed by aid. 
These are the people referred to w "marginal "-the "bottom 40 percent." Of 
cc--me, in some countries the miserably impoverished are the bottom 80 or even 
90 percent. The new policies aim to introduce better education, effective popu
lation programs, better nutrition programs, as well as economic programs to raise 
incomes for the most distreseA. Aid is now supposed to get where it is most 
needed.3 

Reflecting the shift in U.S. thinking, the administrator of AID, in an inter. 
nal memorandum during January 1972. stated that 

programrrung economic assistance more directly to meet bmiic hu
man netds, rather than primarily for overall country growth, will be 
and essential feature of our redirected AID.... We iiave learned that 
if developm it is truly to occur, it has meaning only to the extent 
that genui.e benefits accrue to those in lower levels of the social and 
economic otter. 

U.S. bilateral foreign assistance programs since World War II, like the mul. 
tilateral programs of the UN agencies, had been characterized by an emphasis on 
economic growth, mea.ured in terms of increase in per capita GNP. This increase 
was seen as being necessary to overcome the effects of increases in population, 
to provide a surplus for further investment, and, if powible, to establish a growth 
in consumner goods and services. Social development was usually linked with eco. 
nomic development and consequently expressed as "economic and social devel
opment."3 

During the growth-model era, economists believed that benefits might not 
be equitably distributed during the initial stages of economic growth, but that 
eventually they would be shared by all; that is, the "trickle down" or "spillover" 
effect would occur. In the meantime, economic development would be served by 
devoting relatively small amounts to the creation of social and physical infra
structure through fostering community development, increasing the size and im
proving r-mewhat the quality of schools, spreading preventive health services, 
and so on. Benefits did not trickle down, however. Instead, increasing economic 
growth caused increasing social inequality. 4 

World Bank's Responses 

Robert McNamar, president of the World Bank, commissioned a report 
n recommendations for future directions in aid giving from Lester Pearson and 

a number of prominent development thinken. 
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Mc*Nmm knew that population, education, and nutrition were linked 
with economic growth; furthermore, he had planners who convinced him that an 
attack on poverty caused by overpopulation, illiteracy, and malnutrition would 
make sense in banking terms. Among the first things that Robert McNamara did 
on assuming the presidency of the World Bank was to support lending for popu
lation and education programs (he also appointed an environmental adviser in 
1971). Barbara Ward cites McNamara's remarks at the annual meeting of the 
Bank's governors in 1971: 

Among the 2 billion people living in the more than 100 developing 
countries the Bank serves, there are hundreds of millions of individ
uais barely surviving on ti, margin of life, living under conditions so 
degraded by disease, ills racy, malnutrition, and squalor as to deny 
them the basic hurm'-;a necessities. These are the "mai ginal men," 
men and women living in "absolute poverty." It is clear that devel
opment efforts of the past, both by governments ind by the Bank, 
have simply not made an adequate contribution to the welfare of 

s 
this huge and growing group.

The same sense of priorities has been growing in e .veloping countries. As a 
communique produced at a Third World Forum, meeting in Karachi, January 5 
through 10, 1975, said: 

The real focus should be on the satisfaction of basic human needs 
and on a meaningful participation of the masses in the shaping of 
economic and social change; the policies of self-reliance should be 
encouraged, with emphasis on a self-confident and creative use of lo-
Cal resources, manpower, technology and knowledge, and with 'a 
growing stress on collective self-reliance between the societies of the 
Third World; the concepts of development should embrace the polit
ical needs and cultural patterns of their societies, so that life styles in 
the Third World do not become a pale imitation of somebody else's 
experience but a proud extension of their own value systems.6 

THE !OGISTICS OF CULTURAL APPRAISAL OF PROJECTS 

This book is directed toward those with responsibility for the identifica
tion, design, and implementatinn of Third WorW development projects; projects 
whose benefits are intended to 'each the poorest in those countries. The focus is 
primarily on the role of the project manager in both the public and private sec. 
tors and, to a lesser extent, on relationships among participmnts, social scientists, 
and nonproject officials; and on the ways in which those relationships help or 
hinder the project process. 
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To achieve the goal of better development projects one must steer between 
the Scylla of "real world" concerns and the Charybdis of scholasticism. The au. 
thor has been giving guidance on the cultural appraisal of development projects 
for almost 20 years, first as an administrator with British development assis. 
tance, then as a consultant for U.S. AID and the World Bank,7 His experience 
has inclined him to tbc view that standards of cultural appraisal will improve if 
the focus of efforts to improve is upon the project process and how project man
agers and social scientists can work together. A message directed either to social 
scientists or project managers alone would be inadequate. 

Social scientists and project managers have different work habits. A proj
ect manager concerned with projects must constantly give opinions and form 
judgments in an imperfect world. What the civil servant often wants is a social 
scientist who is prepared and able to give informed judgments and opinions in a 
manner that can be understood during the early stages of project design, and 
who is prepared to concentrate not only on past problems with a particular proj
ect but also on suggestions for better projects in the future. 

Social Science and the Project Process 

What social scientists need is a methodology to help them know the kinds 
of issues and information that should be communicated to project managers. So
cial scientists are often reluctant to commit themselves until they have all the 
necessary data. The academic wants to see greater use made of social science 
methods and techniques that show a high probability of contributing to allevia
tion of pressing human problems. However, it is not realistic to expect that every 
development project can receive expert social science scrutiny. Therefore, social 
scientists must learn to communicate more effectively with project managers. 

Project Managers and Social Science 

Also needed is a methodology that permits project managers to know, 
more than they do at present, when they need help from social scientists. There 
are standard tests for projects on financial, economic, and environmental 
grounds.3 The same standardization can be useful for cultural analysis. Too few 
social scientists are involved in a systematic manner in project work. For example, 
a population project in one country, or part of a country, may have a manager 
who feels he needs a social psychologist; the same type of project in another 
country or area can have a project manager who does not feel the need for any 
social science input. Cultural appraisal is too often ad hoc or ad hominem. 
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Cultural Appraisal Capacity in Developing Countries 

It may seem odd that officials in Third Word nations often need help in 
undertaking cultural appraisal in rural area of their own countries. They need to 
be able to organize, analyze, and focus the skills they do have. It is frequently 
the cue that these officials have been trained overneas and thai in their own 
countries they have lived in social environments far removed from those that are 
to be affected b, projecti. Many of those who work for bilateral or multilateral 
development assistance agencies are also more familiar with social conditions in 
industrialized countries than they are with the lives of those who have been by
p-aed by previous development assistance efforts in rural areas of the Third 
World. 

Cultural factors can no longer be thought of as extrinsic to project design, 
project design has to conform to and take account of the social landscape. Cu'r
tural factors are project design. This means that the role of the project manager 
assumes a new importance. Either project, managers will conduct cultural hp
praisal of projects themselves or, recognizing that a project has certain complexi
ties, they will obtain social science experlise. Therefore, the project managerls 
skill in making an initial determination about the cultural aspects of a project is 
critical. 

A METHODOLOGY FOR CULTURAL APPRAISAL 

The decision to allocate resources within a developing country to particu
lar projects that will benefit particular types of people is inevitably influenced 
by political considerations. This book concentrates on what should happen after 
such decisions have been made. Before individual projects can be identified, the 
nature, location, and magnitude of social distress must be analyzed in a cultural 
context. National plans and country programs, which are considered in separate 
chapters, often rely too much on macroeconomic data and have in the past said 
little about social and cultural characteristics of the people. This information 
must be obtained if cultural appraisal is to be satisfactorily executed. Social 
mapping techniques that can be used to disaggregale and overcome these defi
ciencies are explained in Chapter 3. 

In Chapter 4, the author suggests that a standard series of criteria for han
dling cultural factors be created for project design. These criteria could be used 
by social scientists in structuring advice so that it can be appreciated by project 
managern. They might also be used by project managers in determining need for 
expert social science help. 

(apter 5 describes principles and processes of implementation, seeking to 
emphasize the changes in project implementation that occur as a consequence of 
increased consideration of cultural factors. This chapter also provides standard
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ized criteria that can be used to improve the relationship between social scien 
tists and project managers. Discussion stresses the advantages of adopting an ex
perimental approach toward projects designed to reach the poorest. 

Many project managers want to know how to obtain good quality data and 
timely consultant guidance: many Third World countries already have the neces
sary resources, but these are not used to full advantage at present. 

Advice on how to select and bnef social scientists for prcject assignments 
and how to interpret their reports is provided in Chapters 6 and 7. Comments 
are also made on the advisability of obtaining different kinds of social science 
expertise. 

No magical formulas emerge. There can be no assurance that the guidance 
given here, if followed, will result in bettcr projects and more situations where 
poor people can participate in the benefits of development projects. There are 
many instances where people have changed, and will continue to change, despite 
minimal attention having been paid to their culture. Such neglect is not only 
morally and ethically reprehensible, it is also poor planning. Experience has 
shown, however, that it is more useful to pay attention to culture, and resources 
are wasted if this isnot done. 

The author should make it clear that he does not regard Third World peo
ple in rural areas as necessarily irrational or fatalistic. In many instances respon
sibility for lack of change in the circumstances of very poor people rests with 
governments at national or local levels. Sometimes donors who say they want to 
help the poorest people in developing countriec continue to finance projects 
whose main beneficiaries are the already well-off. Practically, however, one 
knows that development projects represent an opportunity for change that must 
involve both community members and central or local government officials. This 
book aims to show some of the possibilities for cultural adaptation and innova
tion among community members and the ways in which project procedures must 
change in order to achieve a mutually beneficial working relationship. 

In the absence of any operationally useful theory of social change the best 
that can be done is to produce a project system made up from a series of criteria 
that, if assessed by project managers, increase chances for project success. The 
cockpit drill a pilot performs before takeoff is not n theory about flight, or take
off; rather, it is a safety device to minimize risks. The method here advocated for 
the cultural appraisal of projects issimilar. Wh1at is needed is a system that can, at 
the same time, increase project managers' awareness of cultural factors and in
creae social scientists' awareness of the requirements of the project process. 

This book is not intended to present an account of how detailed, in.depth, 
and finished social science or project management analyses actually look. The in
tention is not to turn project managers into social scientists or vice versa; the in
tention is to create conditions where social scientists and project managers can 
collaborate in order to implement their shared concern for project quality. 

The appraisal system presented in this book can accommodate varying Iev. 
e of project complexity; that is,it can be used by project personnel engaged in 
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international minions on behalf "ofbilateral or multilateral development usis
tance organizations, by Third World civil servants, or by officials of voluntary or
ganizations acting as project managers in remote rural areas. The system has also 
been designed to accommodate different levels of manpower skills, that is, an in
ternational team or a local team. Experience has also showr that cultural appraisal 
can be integrated with other project anidyses-financial, organizational, and eco
nomic-without any undue delay or increase in cost. 
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Comprehensive project information deling with cultural factors is not 
normally available. Even when available it may not be used. Many project mana
gers feel that there is litile order and structure in cultural accounts, and their 
project managers' attempts to simplify such accounts have not been notably suc
cessful. The nature of cultural information can be bewildering for project mana
gers and, consequeidtly, important factors, from the point of view of projects, 
may be overlookcd in what appears to be a universe of data. The project mana
ger searches in vain for a norm, the average-some form cr standardization. 

The social scientist searches for the unique response that university'life re
wards, yet this means that five social scientists asked to give an opinion about 
the samne project might well give five differeni responue. This does not give proj
ect managers much assistance or confidence. The,'foe, project managers tend to 
use social scientists for confirmation, to "gild the lily." Asmall number of social 
iJ.'ntts capable of dealing with cultural factors now do project work, but they
:Ire often used in self-defeating ways; for example, the social scientists are con
suited after the main features of project design have been decided. 

Socially relevant projects are small and messy and may well go wrong.
There is pressure ir many development assistance organizations for large "show. 
All" projects requiring large sums of money.' Social scientists and their concerns 
are thought to delay projects too long and to complicate projects unnecessarily. 

EMPHASIS ON THE MANAGEABLE ASPECTS OF PROJECTS 

Attention is often focused during the life of projects only on physical in
frastructure-the building of dams, construction of clinics-and on the amounts 
of money obligated: 

a 
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The emphasis on investment expenditure as a propellant of develop. 
ment, though misleading, is comforting. It absolves people, cape. 

ally those responsible for pc9icy, from considering the possibilities 
and costs of operating on the basic determinants of material ad
vance. It encourages the facile belief that such advance is possible 
without die qualities, attitudes, and efforts which it has required 
elsewhere-in other words, that economic development is possible 
without cultural change.? 

Obviously, thcre is i need to pty systematic attention to cultural factors 
in projects. Development projects are intended to create oportunities for poor 
people to make a better way of life for themselves. Those who are burdened by 
large families are offered contraceptive facilitie; those who have low incomes 
are offered employment or the chance to.produce more cropb. Wlat is impeamt 
is not the fact that there may be need for a project, as appreciated by national or 
international civil servants, but that, through appropriate project design and im
plementation, people can and will take advantage of the project opportunities 
offered to permanently change their lives. Unless popular attitudes toward con
traception are altered and remain aOtered after the project is over, a population 
project will fail. Unless official methods of appraising the cultu:al dimensions of 
projects change, such projects will continue to fail. 

Another example of inadequate cultural appraisal concerns the need for 
low-income housing in St. Louis, Missouri, in the 1960s, which was met by con
stuction of !he Pruett Igoe complex. Vandalism and crime reached unbearable 
levels. It was the failure of the designers to anticipate that tenants would not ad
just their behavior to unfamiliar high-rise living that eventually forced the aban
donment of the project.3 Sociological reseaich before construction might have 
revealed the inappropriateness of such housing for the community involved. 

IMPLICIT THEORIES ABOUT CHANGE 

Although seldom stated in such a' way, it is a fact that all development 
projects are founded on the premise that one can predict and produce social 
change. The theory of sociAl change contained in most development projects is 
quite simple-a combination :f need and supply: if people who want money are 
shown how to get it, t&ey will adjust their behavior accordingly; if people who 
have suffered from disease and malnutrition are shown better ways, they will 
adopt those ways. Each project contains an explicit or implicit statement about 
how social change may be accomplished. 

Increasing prices for agricultural produce, demonstration of benefits, or 
erection of facilities are commonly thought of as ways to produce social change. 
Since World War IIand the rise of economic analysis in project work, the prevail
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ing theory among project manaers for social change, insofar as it has bim ex
plicitly stated, has been based on economic "rationalism" and the presumed 
logic of the situation.4 People with no money are presumed to want jobs, those 
with large families are thought to desire contraception, ambitious parents are as
sumed to want education for their children, and so on. However, it iadoubtful if 
such assumptions can be universally made: 

What the native of any country, and the representative of any cul
ture is ultimately, even if unconsciously, interested in is self-amer. 
tion and self-expression. He may want some of the advantages of civ. 
ilized knowledge, but he will inevitably want to make use of them in 
the rhythm of his life and in a society he has inherited even if it is a 
modified society! s 

If the lives of very poor people in Third Worid s6cieties were similar to 
those of poor people in industrialized 'countries it would be useful to assume 
that decisions would be made by project participants to maximize their mone
tary returns if given an opportunity to do so. However, where conditions are not 
comparable because cultural factors differ from those of industrial countries, the 
persistence of a "rational" theory of change leads to misunderstanding that can 
affect projects adversely. People in developing countries do not always want the 
kind of life that people in industrialized covntries want, as illustrated by the fol
lowing story: 

Wahinus went to work for the agricultural officer at Kira Kira as e 
cookboy in 1960, a.short while after the death of the "big man" in 
Tawani village., At the same time Wahinual two nephews joined the 
Public Works Department in Kira Kira as Itabourers. 

They worked for six years until they had saved enough money to 
buy thirty pigs; then they stopped work and returned to Tawani vil. 
lage. All moneymaing activities in Tawani village ceased. No copra 
was made because all the coconuts were required to make puddings, 
and no vegetables could be taken to Kira Kira market because they 
were also needed for the feast. 

Wahinua had always bcen an extremely hard-working man and, 
over the years, through entering into a large number of reciprocal re
lationships, and as a result of shrewd marriages he had a large num. 
ber of people obligated to him. By calling on these people at one 
time to -,epay their obligation Wahinua was able to organize the giv
ing of a feast. 

A very large feast was made and Wahinua gained the status of "big 
man." The total cost of the feast, which lasted only for one day, was 
$1,200. Wahinua had had a choice: instead of making his feast the 
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munt of money he had aved through hard work over the years
could have been used to purchase European goods. But Wahinua had 
chosen the status of "big man" rather than the kinds of goods that 
had made up the 'cargo" of "Mamching Rule." This experience
raised a doubt as to whether the Solomon Islanders really had a 
Europeanized pattern of material wants. In Wahinua's case posses.
sion of status had been more important than possession of wealth.' 

COMMON ERRORS DUE TO CULTURAL VARIATION 

In this chapter a case is made for raising the existing level of cultual ap.'
praisal of development projects. Failure to assess adequately the importance of 
cultural variation can be broken down into three common kinds of error (with 
some obvious overlapping): ignoring factors of sufficient.magnitude to make it 
unlikely that a project will achieve its intended effect, maling false rmumptions
about culture that preclude project success or minimize long-term results, and 
utilizing false measurements or statements that exaggerate project impact. 

Ignored Factors 

When cultural variation is ignored and analysis leading to corrective action 
does not occur, projects may fail to reach their goals; for example, if people do 
not use irrigation waters, this may be due to cultural factors and not simply to 
poor engineering of the ditches.' Assumptions that are basic to project success 
may be insufficiently tested. for example, when it in assumed that sufficiently
high price incentives to increase agricultural production will end local resitance 
to change. Insights that might increase project replication may be missed if proj. 
ect staff believe that, when contraceptive technology is more fully developed, 
population growth can be controlled effectively. Causes for failure to achieve 
project verification are often cultural rather than technical. Opportunities are 
lost when cultural factors are ignored. 

Two decades ago, culture was seen as an obstacle, a barrier to be over
cone. Those subscribing to this approach talked about "change agents," that is,
project personnel who could be sent into areas to change culture: "Studies ... 
called one set of persons 'planners,' 'initiators, 'or 'change agents.'... The other 
set.., were simply supposed to accede gratefullv to the well-intended ministra
tion of the former." a 

In the same vein, there is still some talk about "human constraints on de. 
velopment" that is, the existence of supposedly inappropriate attitudes, beliefs, 
and values, as well as complementary institutional structures. The results of that 
kind of thinking are projects like Hilton hotels. Each hotel, no matter in what 
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countr it is located, him more or less the same constnction, more or less the 
same facilities. The concession that is made to location is usually to have porters
and donrmen in colorful local garb and to have a few local nap and artifacts in
the lobby area. In the same way, projects dealing with roads, agiicultural credit,
and so on, when designed by persons who ignore cultural factors, turn out to be
similar in most countries. People who believe in fitting universal project designs
into particular cultures ask in what way acountry conforms to their previous ex
perience. The more important question is: In what way does a country depart
from previous experience?' Technical soundness is vital to projects, but when
technical considerations dominate to the exclusion of cultural factors, there is a
danger that cultural factors affecting participation will be ignored. 

Cultural Values Clash with Project Values 

There are social conventions that discourage participation in development
projects. In parts of South America some peasants regard increases in material
possessions as antisocial. In such communities, the popular view is that the good
things ir life are in short supply. Each person should receive a share of the good
thing3 of life. Anyone who acts in such a way as to do better than his or her
neighbors is thought to be acting in an antiocial manner. This concept is re
ferred to as the "image of limited good." 10 

Fatalism and Apathy 

Uruguayan livestock projects aimed to provide stock and fencing subsidies 
to very poor people in an effort to raise income and improve rutrition. However,
the people concerned possessed a strong sense of fatalism that made their partici.pation impossible. Fatalism has, in other parts of South America, made very 
poor people turn away from resettlement projects, since joining such projects re
quires a certain amount of confidence. In India, the existence of a similar belief 
-that poverty and illness are one's inevitable, God-given fate-has made poor
people avoid medical facilities or participation in economic development proj
ects. Of course, not all poor people poses either fatalism or the sense of lim
ited good," but enough do to warrant investigation of such cultural factors. 

The manager who says that he wants to help the poorest but does not al.
ter his projec design to make allowances for the debilitating consequences of 
poverty is engaging in a classic instance of "moving the target to hit the bullet."
Inability to innovate or adapt ii not always the outcome of a belief system; it 
may be produced as a consequence of hunger and malnutrition, or poor project
design and implementation. Those who have not eaten and are weak cannot
make the same kinds of buoyant, confident, entrepreneurial decisions as the
well-to-do. Persons who have been bypassed by previous development assistance 
projects may have little confidence in official assistance and are not likely to risk 
their meager resources on an official project. 
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HostilityandStrife 

CAltural factor can intrude even where poor people do wih to pwddps
in development projects. The Wainoni land development projectam the Wd 
of San Cristobal in the South Pacific gave lanu peasants 20 er of lan And 
provided coconut seedlinp and agricultural advice in order to increase cash iw
come. The project was also to absorb immigrants from crowded IWand acmes 
From the start the project was plagued by litigation that was so tediom and pr".
tracted that several years passed without project goals being reachrd. Evrntvual. 
the project had to be abandoned. The litigation over land boundaries w han. 
died by local courts, which appeared unable to resolve the problems. 

Conflict was all the more odd to the government since the 20-acr plots
had been meticulously laid out by government surveyors using the latest meth. 
ods. What went wrong? Settlers came from bush areas high in inland mountain 
ranges. Each man had an anc'stral shrine in the middle of-hiis land that he would 
visit on a regular basis. Peasants defined the boundaries on their pound bv its 
center. They practiced shifting cultivation in a circle around the shrine. The 
outer perimeter of the ground was not defined. ,he need to viit the hrine and
 
family food needs defined plot size. Thus, the people failed to pasp th-
 new

conceptien of wjuared-off boundaries, and endlese understandabli conflct arose.
 
This practice of defining plots by their center rather than by imapnur 
 botlike 
lines on the property also has been noted in Africa and South America. 

ParticipationCallsfor Abnormal Response 

A population project in South America failed when it telied an condom 
as the sole contraceptive technology: among those people, men used condoms 
only with prostitutes, so the project was doomed through choice of inappropm. 
ate technology. A project to build maternity clinics on South Sea Wlnds started 
by local midwives failed through unsuspected causes. People in the we& were 
promiscuous. Tradition required a woman to reveal the names of her lovers jirt
before giving birth. Failure to confess was thought to expose the woman to Mal. 
presentation of the fetus, or she might be seized by a shark while bathing in the 
sea. Women were unwilling to confess to a local midwife. The problem was 
solved when midwives from other islands were brought in to otaff the clinics,. 

Rationalism is not universal. For example, following World War 11 Bitain 
needed all the egtch the country could get for a war-torn, hungry population. The 
most efficient way to get those eggs was known to involve the battery system,
that is, placing hens in small cages, force-feeding them, and regulating the light
ing. The British did not take to the system because they felt it was unduly clod 
to animals. Asimilar exercise of irrationality caused a malaria eradication project 
to founder in West Africa. People would not return from their gardens or work. 
places to open their houses for spraying teams. People were avoiding the sprayers 
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dpite the fact that they did not like malaria. They had discovered that DDT 
spray, when left on the walls, eventually entered the bodies of small lizards. Liz
orih wet.- then eaten by pet kittens. The DDT attacked the central nervous sys
am of the kittens and they died. People liked their pets more than they wanted 
the benefits of the malaria eradication program, but they were anxious not to of
fend powerful government officials and so did not tell them. 

Ince-alvms for ParticipationAre .feaningleu 

Ignorance of social arrangements often leads the designers of projects to 
smme that the society they are dealing with is an institutional wilderness either 
possessing no institutional structures suitable for economic and social develop
ment or possessing institutions considered less suitable than those that serve in. 
dustrial countries. In a Sierra Leone agricultural project to create marketing fa
cilities, an elaborate government-run organization was created. The new struc
ture ignored the entrepreneurial role played by women's voluntary associations 
in West Africa, and resources were wasted. A road maintenance project in Af. 
ghanistan foundered because maintenance crews were made up on a countrywide 
basis. !.,n on maintenance crews often' had to travel long distances from home 
and had to spend coLsiderable periods of time away from home. Afghanistan has 
a number of higghly independent ethnic groups and members of each group like 
to stay near their homes. The problem was alleviated when road crews were lo
caitzed and made responsible for road maintenance within their own ethnic areas. 

A European businessman was trying to conclude a deal in an Indian bazaar 
for delivery of 1,000 bras trays. The price in the bazaar being 12 rupees apiece, 
he asked'what the delivered price would be for his bulk order. lie was amazed to 
hear the trader say it would be 15 rupees a tray, and asked why this was so. The 
trader replied that that was to compensate him for all the extra inconvenience. 

Many housing projects have wasted scarce resources because of insufficient 
attirton paid to local living a-rangements. For example, housing projects in In
dia put the kitchens outdoors, with die result that the kitchens were not used 
because cooking facilities should not be in a separate building. 

Nutrition projects have failed in South America on many occasions be. 
cause planners did not appreciate the difference between "cold" foods and "hot" 
foods. Some foods that are thought to be "cold," such vs fish, cannot be eaten 
in the evening. The idea of "hot" and "cold" varies but has great influence on 
people's dietary patterns. 3 Many South Americans also think that vitamins are 
very powerful, and it is difficult to get pregnant women to take vitamin supple
ments. Projects paying insufficient attention to cultural factors have produced 
the wrong kind of flour for making tortillas and have tried to induce people to 
drink milk, which they felt was bad for their health. 
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Fdag Aamoptiosi 

Unfounded ssumptiona make it imposible for projects to reach their 
gols. In Peru during the 1968 reform movement land was taken from the very 
rich landowners and managed by the army. Benefits of the land reform were 
eventully saupo ed to be felt by the impoverished, landless day laborers. How
* er, under the management of army officers productivity fell sharply in about 
30 perrent of the expropriated areas, thereby worsening the conditions of land. 
less day laborers. With respect to those latifundia, government had failed to ap. 
preciate that rich people are not simply rich because they have money. Rich peo
ple are, in part, successful because they are rich in skills, education, and so on. 
Poor people, on the contrary, are often poor in skills. Reform movements can 
take money from rich people and give it to poor people, but they cannot instan
taneously take skills from rich people and give these skills to the poor. Any proj
ect concentrating on social change by means of the transfer of physical resources 
from rich to poor is probably unwise. 

Some nutrition projects have failed because the manner of food distt~bu
tion within household1 was not understood and was assumed to be equitable. 
For example, in Jamaica men get the largest share of meat at the family meal. 
There is no point in concentrating on increased food production unless the in. 
creape will reach thooe who need the food most." The unfounded assumption 
behind many projects intended to improve nutrition isthat the benefits are 
raching the rht people. 

Employment Produces Neative Effects 

Unfounded assumptions about culture osare perceived ood thinp, so 
much so that they are often not vigorously checked. For example, employment 
i asumed to be !eneficial in any kind of project and any location. Employment 
i usually questioned only on its economic merits: Would capital-intensive meth
ods be preferable to labor.inteusive methods? 

Yet, there are, inevitably, negative effects stemming from increased em
ployment, since the social dimensions of employment are almost always ignored. 
Whe'e employment forces migration, asin southern, eastern, middle, and western 
Africa, an exi.a burden is placed on women. The crime rate in villages denuded 
of able-bodied males may increase. Employment tends to be directed toward 
males at the expense of female participation. Employment, as Lord llailey first 
noted in his African Survey, also s .yes to weaken ties between generations in 
traditional areas undergoing rapid social change.'" Young men are no longer de
pendent on their elders for bride price; old men have: few ways to gain money 
and so lose power and prestige. Tension between generations increases, and old 
people are no longer cared for by their relatives. As Raymond Apthorpe states, 
"This stratum ... most depends on traditional social relations of kin and mutual 
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aid... ; [nonworking older) pesants suffer most when these ar abrogated, just 
i th7 are least able to withstand the depredations of tax collectors or land. 

What relevant skills and attitudes are created and sustained through em. 
ployment generated by projects? Little of permanent value may accrue to com
munities wherein projects are located. An example is employment created by 
road projectb sited in an agricultural community. Ile skills and techniques
learned on the project are not of a kind that participants will find useful in their 
normal agricultural pursuits. Job requirements of a project should integrate with 
jcb requirements for males in the project community once a project i5 termi. 
nated, otherwise the belief that employment effects are a benefit may be un
founded. 

Road projects in western Kenya assumed that wages earned in construc
tion and maintenance would be uemd to buy food and to provide the necessities 
of life for the workers' families. Lsi fact, wages were usually gambled avay and 
large sums were spent on beer.' 7 Patterns of expenditure of wages aire, like other 
cultural patterns, the product of experience. It is too often assumed by project
designers that project participants will immediately adopt the expenditure pat
terns of laborers in industrialized countries. However, for people who have not 
lived by using money, the firt attempti to do so can be harrowing. Many recent 
immigrants to cities quickly become malnourished. In rural areas they did not 
have to buy their food. Faced with the problem of buying food, they often 
spend too much on foods with little nutritional value." 

Model ParticipantIs Not Representative 

In many cases project design assumes that participants can reach the level 
of productivity of outstanding individual farmer; Projects to grow bananas in 
Fij and coffee in Kenya both used successful independent farmers as their 
model participants. It was assumed that, given the project opportunities, others 
could reach the same level of productivity. But th' successful individual entre. 
preneum in many of those instances were persons whc had severed their social 
ties. They did not feed or lend money to their poor relatives-they did not 
share what they had. Those models of behavior were rmponsible for a level of 
econmic performance that project designers considered worthy of emulation, 
while local people uw a pattern of social performance that was considered de. 
viant.0 Accumulation of resources is only one side of the coin-distribution sys. 
tems that meet local convention a-e equally important in project design. 

Benefits Are Not Used as Anticipated 

Agricultural projects in Papua New Guinea concentrated all their pubicity 
am how producers who sold more could afford to buy material goods. While pro. 
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duction increased, profits were used to buy tucks to take relatives to market, 
boats to take fiiends fishing, or they were spent on large parties. Resources were 
not invested but were distributed conspicuously in accordance with traditiopal 
norms. The unfounded assumption was that, once increased productivity was 
achieved, consumer attitudes would change. 

False Meamrements 

False measurements mistakenly assess the magnitude of social change pro
duced by projects and the time taken to achieve thoso changes. Project design
has inevitably reflected the cultural assumptions of industrial countries. One 
such prominent assumption is the need to have large projects with massive im. 
pact. While it is possible to see the intellectual attraction of such conceptions as 
"takeoff into economic growth," "redistribution with growth," "the green revo. 
lution," or "reaching the poorest overseas," a convincing case can be made that 
these are cultural manifestations of industrial countries. These theories are popu
lar, in part, bcause diey show the intellectuil potency of indu.,trialized coun
tries. Development ideas promising immediate and dramatic breakthroughs have 
always been popular in industrial countries, b3ck to the days of the infamous 
groundnut schemes of the British in East Africa. 

It is difficult for industrial countries to comprehend the hopelessnes of a 
situation in which progress in handling the problems of Third World countries 
may have to !x: measured by how little the situation has degenerated, rather than 
by how much one has advanced. The cultural antecedents of industrial countries 
lead to the assumption that the application of science and technology, allied 
with the fruits of experience, can improve any situation., 

Projects often promise much more than they can realistically achieve-in
flated claims are made, effects are exaggerated. This is understandable, since 
project papers are not to be considered scientific documents, but rather docu
ments of advocacy, aiming to persuade. 

Time Required fG."Socia Change 

Most projects are supposed to last from three to five years. The life span of a 
project is obtained by estimating how long it will take to complete the physical 
dimensions: buildings and bridges take time to construct, fertilizer may have to 
be applied and a certain level of productivity may have to be achieved, people 
may have to be trained. The duration of a project is usually determined by such 
calculations. 

In Africa, Asia, and South America projects repeatedly fail when advise. 
and funds are withdrawn before participants have learned to manage on their 
own. For example, a resettlement project in tie Pacific took Gilbertese from the 
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Central Pacific and left them in the fertile Solomons. Each family was given a 
plot and expected to grow its own food as well as some cash crops. Agricultural
advice was kept to a minimum because the ground was so fertile and local people
could assist the settlers. After some months, the project was a clear failure and 
the settlers had to be put on rations. The trr/uslation from coral atolls to volcanic 
atolls, from scratching out a Sare living to abundance, was more than could be 
quickly mastered. 

Project managier often have to design projects without any clear idea of 
wditable project duration. A projrct to introduce wet rice-growing techniques 
into Liberia would, it was thought, undoubtedly produce benefits, since existing
dry rice production techniques were inadequate for the country's needs. But Li. 
berians do not like wet rice techniques. [low long would adoption take? Projects 
were mounted before any answer to this question was known. The project failed 
within the budgeted time period.20 

Importanceof CulturalImpact 

All projects are supposed to have a substantial impact on critical problems 
or needs. The justification for a project tends to be the contribution that it can 
make to the broader situation. If this contribution is to be made, then two 
things must happen: very poor people need to be involved as participants and 
the kinds of innovation or adaptation represented by the project must have a po.
tential to spread to other areas with similar problems. 

In the Caqueta resettlement project in Colombia, each settler was to be 
given tide to ten hectares of land if he followed the directions of the extension 
service. Settlers were selected from among those who had already shown that 
they could help themselves. Those selected were then given official assistance un
der the provisions of the project. From a management point of view the decision 
to help those who had demonstrated that they were "worthy" of help seemed 
sound. From a development point of view this selection of participants was less 
acceptable.

If assistance went to those who had demonstrated self-sufficiency, what 
would happen to thot. who were not selected? If the well-off were to be given 
project a".istance, how were the very poor to catch up? If the well-off were out. 
standing and were helped, what was to happen to those who were not outstand
ing? The logic used by managers selecting participants made for a successful proj. 
ect, but it also necessarily lessened overall impact of the projcct.21 If develop
ment is indeed the contribution made to the overall situation, it would seem that 
a project couid be a success in economic and social terms used in conventional 
project analysis and yet be a failure in terms of its contribution to development. 

http:projcct.21
http:period.20
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We have seen in Chapter 2 that before projects can be identified and designed appropriately the nature of the cultural landscape must be known. Thefirst step in creating a means of systematizing treatment of the cultural dimen.sions of projects is the undertaking of a national inventory of cultural resourcesand human needs. Attitudes, values, aod beliefs should be viewed a importantresouices for adaptation and change, rather than as constraints and obstacles.Such an inventory serves a number of functions.A knowledge of cultural resources can highlight those problems that canand should be solved, given the level of resources available. Decisions about projoct location may become easier, as may those concerned with project size. In essence, such an inventory can create, at the national level, the cultural equivalentof macroeconomic data.
Most national development plans fail to take important cultural
sufficiently into account. As factorsa consequence, there can be waste when a socialscientist is initiadly asked to analyze the cultural dimensions of a project. The social scientist must relate locai project considerations to national considerations.This information is usually more available to economists than to noneconomists.Projects may not be flocatel in the best areas-those areas with the geatest num.ber of poor. Projects may lack replication or spread effects. Many of these consequences can be attributed to a failure to collect and analyze macrolevel culturaldata before turning to project identificailop. 

CRITERIA FOR STANDARDIZATION AND CONVERGENCE 

Some degree of uniformity and predictability is necessary in evaluation ofthe cultural dimensions of projects. This can increase project managers' ability to 

20
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recognie both situations requiting social science expertise and those where ap. 
praisal can be carried out with existing iziources. The range of social sciences is 
considerable and there is wide variation between types of social scientists. Stan
dardization P-4 convergence between project managers and social scientists can 
be achieved y/interrelating criteria to form a common reference framework. 
Criteria ehould lend themselves to quantitative, as well as qualitative, interpreta
tion. These criteria would constitute a national inventory of cultural resources, 
and must be established before project decisions are taken. 

Project managers can then ask that ePcial science consultt.-. fit their re
ports to the criteria. Social scientists, in using such criteria, will have a clearer 
idea of the kinds of information sought at the nacro and microlevels, even 
though individual social scientists may have limited familiarity with the develop. 
ment orgaization. Project managers can then, also using the criteria, be more 
confident about contracting for, evaluating, and using the consultant reports. 

The criteria for a national inventory of cultural resources are as follows: 

Identification of groups--seeking the identification and location of social groups.
 
Social organization-describing types of indigenous social organization.
 
Belief systems-evaluating the signiticarce of ideological considerations for the
 

project proccss. 
Wealth forms-dcscribing types of wealth people try to accumulate, and their 

funct 'ns. 
Patterns of mobility--seeking the establishment of patterns of movement for po

tential project participants. 
Access to basic human needs-creating an analytical description of the poorest 

together with an assessment of the causes of extreme poverty. 

The inventory process produces macrolevel social data, focused on the 
poorest people in the country. It is vital to appreciate that, at minimum, each of 
the criteria must be satisfied. Unless this is done, the ensuing project design may 
well be faulty. These criteria are interrelated in ways that have vital conse
quences for project design. Instead of cultural dimensions being thought of, as 
they too often are, after the main details of project design have been decided, 
cultural factors must become an important part of project design. They are in
trinsic, not extrinsic, variables. 

IDENTIFICATION OF GROUPS 

If scarce project resources are to be allocated efficiently to achieve maxi
mum impact at minimum cost, then the number, identity, and location of poten
tial project participants must be analyzed. Most potential project participants liv
ing in rural areas of Third World nations derive cultural identity from member
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sMp in ethnic, religious, or political associations. , oups in a country 

should be identified and mapped out if they appear to k,; distinctive groups (as 

the Hindus versus the Muslims), with mutually unintelligible languages, opme 
or tribal groups, or different ethnic identities-groupsposing politics] parties 

that, for some reason, act on the b±4is of a perceptior of their difference from 

for an eample of tribal groupings. When tensionsother groups. See Map 3.1 
exist, each group may -teed a separate project. For example, in Liberia it would' 

,o mount a project that included Mande speakers, Mandingos,not be possible 
among the groups are considerable and cooperationand Christians. lensions 

could only be achieved at great cost. Where tensions are great, special project 

design will be necessary. 

Group Delineation Defines Project Parameters 

well-known divisio,s are not sufficiently -articulated in proj-Sometimes 
ects. During project identification in North Africa, Berber, Tuareg, or Maghreb 

populations need to be distinguished from the descendants of Islamic expansion 

of the sixth and seventh centuries; in Nigefria ti-ere has been tension at times be. 

tween die Islamic north and the Christian south of the country; in Sierra Leone 

there has been tension between the Mende and Temne people; in Fiji there has 

been tension between Indian desicendants of immigrant plantation laborers and 

native Fijians. Other divisions are less well known. Medical extension work in In. 

made to have extension personnel move be
dia suffered when attempts were 
tween Brahmin and untouchable clients within the same village. 

Population figures must be disaggregated and replaced with numbers tied 

to distinctive groups. Since social cleavages are in many instances stronger than 
thousandthe ties, it is never sufficient to give aggregate data, such as& that "x" 

live in the northeast region. Delineation of social groups sh-,ld also indicate the 

size of the populations involved: these may range from hundreds of thousands, 

w the Ashanti or Zulu of Africa, down to a few hundred, as in the case ofsu--h 
tisert.an Australian aboriginal band or group of bushmen in the Kalahari 

Group Delineation Indicates Project Impact 

Occasionally, the differences are vital for project oitcolr -. For example, a 

project to resettle the entire three villages of the Phoenix Islands was threatened 

with failure when the Protestant villages refused to cooperate with the Catholic 

Will a project designed with the social characterisvillage. The question arises: 
tics of one group in mind have a beneficial impact on other groups that are not 

on friendly terms with the project participants? 
Group delineation is necessary to identify potential spread and replication 

effects of projects. Unless group delineation takes place, claims about the possi. 
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hie impact and spread effects may be highly inaccurate. For example, if it is
claimed that 60,000 people will benefit from a project because that is the re
gional population, yet social mapping shows that there are only 20,000 in one 
group and no friendly contacts with groups in contiguous areas, social mapping
will be useful in checking the accuracy of project claims. Social mapping is very
important during identification and desig",n of projecLs.

Countries such as Tanzania and Kenya have e:,;,-'en mral surveys capable
of providing this type of information. In other instances, social mapping may
take from two months to a year to accomplish. Social mapping should be en
trusted to experienced social scientists (see (apter 6). 

SOCIAL ORGANIZATION 

Rather than assume that existing institutions and forms of organization are 
inappropriate, it is necessary to assess the nature and scope of those structures so
that every opportunity may be taken to use what already exists. Using familiar 
organizations is much less wastrful tit*an creating entirely new structures. Rela
tionships involving property and the production and distribution of goods and
services are important. Are land and property, movable and immovable, held by
tribes, lineages, families, or individuals? 

Property Holding 

Where projects create or attempt to cbange property rights, these changes
should relate to the existing environment.' Inheritance patterns are uniform in in
dustrial countries, but this is not the case in most Third World countries. Gener
ally speaking, rights to immovable property descend either through mrdes (patti
lineal) or through females (matrilineal). Both matrilineal and patrilineal patterns
of inheritance, in their traditional forms, may be found in a country alongside
the pattern common to industrial countries. Matrilineal and patrilinead property
systems involve related members of a tribe, clan, or lineage. See Map 3.2 and Ta
ble 3.1 for examples of nonindustrial.type inheritaice patterns.

Muslim patterns of inheritance in many countries emphasize division 
among all eligible hirs. On occasion this can result in excessive fragmentation of 
property. Even sir,ge tees have been subject to this law: one writer noticed an 
entry in the Sri Lanka de ds registry for one three hundred and forty-sixth of a
yak tree.? This inheritance pattern is the product of a time and place in which 
different circumstances prevailed.

Forms of property holding need to be mapped out for the country, focus
ing on areal distribution. t)nee this has been determined, an a.essrlent of expe.
rience with "partibility"-the breakup of group or family property through indi. 
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Guinea. The Toa Cocoa Project (TCP) wu a nc-profit making in. 
atitution. Each Tolai gower who wished to have his wet cocoa beans 
processed and sold by TCP, registered with one of the fermentaries, 
which paid cash on delivery, kept a record of quantiti,s involved and 
paid a final settlek _nt after the consignment hod been sold and op
erating costs deducted. In spite of its obvious advantages to Tolmi 
cocoa growers and the pride they took in it, the project began to 
face serious competition from European and Chinese traders soon af. 
ter its inception. The drift away took on increasing proportions. As 
Tolai cocoa production increased so increased the proportion sold to 
independent traders. According to the customary inheritance pattern 
a man's sister's son rather than his own son had first claim to inherit 
his property, crops, money and all. In order to circumvent the tradi
tional pattern of inheritance and give their own sons a better start in 
life, many Tolai tried to avoid having records of their property and 
earnings: they planted part of their matrilirwege land with cocoa 
without registering the trees and sold the wet beans clandestinely to 
Chinese traders who, unlike TCP, kept no record of payments. This 
enabled their sons to accumulate the proceeds from cocoa sales with
out leaving any evidence of the amounts involved. On the old man's 
death his own matrilineal kin would thus not be able to claim the 
money as theirs. 

There were many consientious and shrewd Tolai elders who were 
keen to insure the project's succem and disliked the idea of selling
their cocoa to independent traders for less meney than the project
paid. Yet they were caught in a dilemma and could not see a way 
out. The conflicting p,,lls, emanating from their customary inheri
tance pattern on one hand and from their attachment to their own 
as on the other, account for the apparently irrational and irre
sponsible behavior of many dignified and respectable Tolai men. 

On the basis of this analysis, Epstein postulated in 1969 that unless the 
project abolished growers' sales records, the drift away from the project would 
continue. Shordy after, the project was reorganized and sales records abolished. 
This successfully reduced the proportion of Tolai cocoa sold to independent
traders.' Ron Ciocombe has provided an organizational analysis of such socie
ties, as follows: 

Pacific island societies have neither the degree of internal cohesion 
provided by common religious and defensive goals, which facilitate 
extremely comprehensive cooperative action, as in Israeli kibbutzim, 
nor the powerful external sanctions of the Russian Kolkoz. There is, 
nevertheless, a strong disposition toward joint action, usually by kin. 
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based groups, for particular purposes. There may be acae for coop
erative land holding, the independent family farms held from the co
operative, giving security of groups' cohesion combined with free
dom of individual action in the operation of the farm.... The evi. 
dence mzggctx, however, that exploitation of farms by a joint or co
operative work ticve is likely to be [unsuccessful J.' 

0 the other land, oil palm development has been i hi-bly successful enterprise 
in Malaysia. In that country farmers are literate, their social structure permits 
cultivation of palms by residential fanily: units, and there are sufficient lanA and 
capital to ensure that the projects can be widely replicated. 

BELIEF SYSTEMS 

The form and content of ideological systems deterhine the nature of the 
types of opportunities that can be offered by development projects. Muslim, 
hlindu, and (Oristianbelief systems, for example, correlate somewhat with atti. 
tudes toward projectx. What mnust be evaluated and mapped out at the national 
level s die effect of various belief systems on the relationship between sexes, 
modernization, reproductive behavior, health, and food patterns. Each ideologi
cal system presents different opportunities for change and adaptation. Ethnic 
and religious groups, living in different parts of the country, may have different 
attitudes and beliefs with respect ',) reproduction, health, or economic develop. 
ment. 

Relationship between Sexes 

Development projects have frequently placed women in a less favorable 
position than was traditionally the case. Women in rural areas have, in effect, 
been bypassed by the development process. Women have not been able to earn 
money in a convenient manner. Industrialization has usually given work to men 
instead of women because women cannot always leave their children. Further
more, industrialization has often been restricted to the educated, and women 
have not had the same educational opportunities as men. 

Women hive been underrepresented in agricultural extension services. 
Though women may perform a great deal of agricultural work, projects have 
tended to ignore their role and have concentrated on males. Such negative ef
fects on the status of women are among the unintended consequences of social 
change. For example, introduction of Christianity has often meant removal of a 
traditional taboo on sexual intercourse for two to three years following the birth 
of a child. One of the consequences of this is that female nutritional status has 
sometimes suffered.7 
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Attitudes toward Modernization 

In addition to fatalism or the "image of limited good" mentioned in the 
previous chapter, there may be a range of different attitudes toward moderniza
tion. These may vary significantly depending on their geographical location with 
respect to political or religious associations. What are the desired symbols of 
modernization? Are they education and a white-collar job, material goods, 
money, access to better health, or opportunities to leave home and go to the 
city?$ 

If posible, peoples' desires should be ranked and recorded for the whole 
country, together with any significant variations. In this respect, it is important 
to see if women's wants are significantly different from those of men and if age 
differences elicit differnt patterns. 

Attitudes toward Reproductive Behavior 

In India there is evidence that anxiety to have a surviving son in ereas with 
high infant and child mortality rates has been responsible for large family size. 
In other parts of Asia and South America a large family has been looked on as a 
form of insurance against old age. Family size may also be perceived a an indi
cator of male virility or female utility. Even a desire for immortality can affect 
reproductive behavior: in parts of East Africa a man who dies without issue is 
considered more dead than he who leaves heirs. 

What is tie social meaning attached to having or not having children in var
ious parts of a country? Does family size vary significantly with the income of 
parents? Do rich or well-educattd people have smaller families? Are religion and 
location significant factors?' 

Attitudes toward Health and Food 

Knowledge of belief systems may be an important prelude to satisfactory 
health projects. If disease is attributed to intrusion of an evil spirit in the body 
of the patient, the indc"'ated solution is extraction of the offending spirit. If ill
ness is thought to result from soul loss, manifestly the problem isone of restor
ing the wandering soul. :n neither case is recourse to modern health tieasures a 
logical move. An awareness of the reasons behind such rejection of health ser
vices assists the profe.sional personnel materially in taking advantage of oppor
tunities to change and in substituting the concepts and practices of modern med
icine for those of the traditional culture. It is generally easier to gain acceptance 
for modern practices, such as the use of injections, than it is to instill under
standing of the concepts behind them: yet, until the latter is atcomplished the 
graft of introduced medical culture is not genuinely established. 
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What types of food are popular and which are disdained? Local beliefs 
with respect to foods provide useful clues for those who prepare educational ms. 
terias. Sly is fish disdained? Perhaps because of religious attitudes it is not re
garded as "true" food. The same may hold for pork and lard, as aconsequence 
of which they are only slighdy exploited, even though they are available. Preju.
dice al, plays an important part in limiting diet and should, if prominent in a 
country, be recorded. VWiy does a mother refuse to give her small child cooked 
animal blood, even when the latter is plentiful, inexpenive, and obviously nutri. 
tious? It may be because she believes that the child who consumes blood will not 
learn to talk. Or perhaps the blood is considered more fit for sacrifice to the su. 
pematural. Wh1y is there a idespread prejudice against raising pigeons for food? 
Possibly it is because of the comiction that they bring bad luck to the house
hold. Why, in some areas, are beans seldom eaten? It may be because they are 
thought responsible for liver ailments. to 

WEALTH FORMS 

Project managers have to consider what kinds of incentive are to be of
feed. The number of items that are considered to be wealth must also be 
mapped out on a national basis. Money income is measured in units that can be 
added, multiplied, divided, and so on, whereas criteria of well-being among very 
poor people are often collective in nature and cannot be thus quantified." This 
suggests the inadequacy of global quantitative assessments of income without 
complementary qualitative interpretation of social and geographical groupings 
that reflect distinct social meanings, as assigied by those whose circumstances 
are quantified. 

Ilequacy of Monetary Measurement Alone 

Many things that affect the well-being of very poor people are not in the 
market: cultural integrity and social or community solidarity, parent-child rela. 
tionships, religious attitudes. The performance of traditional rituals can be 
thought of as income. Similarly, health, nutrilion, and education benefits are not 
materialistic or iuantifiable. Individual money incomes may be high or low and 
this fact is not'easily or obviously related to the availnbility of and satisfaction 
with health, education, or nutrition services. These group sentiments are charac
teristic of many traditional societies and, once eroded, cannot easily be replaced. 

Income di.tribution figures do not usually show how income is distributed 
with respect to variables such as ethnicity, social class, education, aptitude, geo
graphical location, and -o on. Each society has a set of religious, political, and 
ethical rulnes--some formal, some informal-that determine who gets what, and 
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why. In reality, much income distribution data describe income averaging rather 
than income distribution. 

Wealth and Social Values 

in traditional rural communities the following have been recognized a 
forms of wealth: liveslock, vegetables, produce, nuts, timber, magical spells to 
produce fertility in gardens, ivory and animal teeth generally, shells, cloth and 
trade goods, and sal These forms of wealth are not general media of exchange; 
rather, specific forms of wealth may' only be used in particular social transac
tions. For example. ivory might only be used for bride price, whilh wegetables 
might only be used to purchase timber. The use of various wealth forms mast be 
understood in their local setting. In many rural areas, money has limited unc
tions, such as for payment of licenses, taxes, or bride price (see Table 3.2 for an 
example of expenditure patterns). 

In traditional agricultural communities, a man's reputation may be the 
most valuable thing he possesses. Status may be much more important than pos. 
session of wealth forms or money income-prestige and admiration may be 
ranked above material goods. The results often seem odd to the outsider but 
they have an internal logic and consitency when die social context is grarped. 
Such values may affect the success of: development projects, as in the following 
example: 

Traditional wealth forms are often preferred to money. Geoffrey
 
Masefield recalls that as a young and inexperienced agricultural offi
cer in Uganda, newly-posted to a remote district among an unfamil.
 
iar tribe, [he] was instructed by the Government to open the first ag
ricultural experiment station in the district, and was provided with
 
money to purchase, among other things, the best local cattle he
 
could find for a foundation herd with which to practice selective
 
breeding. IHe ] bought some young bulls without difficulty, but then
 
found that, such was the social prestige attached te owning numbers
 
of cattle, no stockowner in the district would sell any female animals
 
capable of producing offspring, much less the best ones. Eventually
 
[he] acquired a herd of which half the female animals had to be
 
bought outside the district and were therefore unclimatized, and the
 
remainder were stunted, maimed, or !hought by their owners to be
 
barren-hardly a good start for what was intended to be a model
 
herd to be further improved by selected breeding!"2
 

/ 
"T7>
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PATTERNS OF MOBILITY 

Analyss of mobility patterns at the national level cn aid conceptualiza. 
don of extension arrangements to be included in the design of projects and, w, 
with data on groups, where projects can he most advantageously located. For ag
neiulture it may be necessary to consider not only human movement but also the 
distribution and siting of transport, credit, and marketing components. For a 
population project such consilerations a- location and overall geographic cover
age of medical stations would be important in estimating the number of people 
likely to be affected by the project. 

Patterns of movement at the national level can be brokefn dovn'by signif
cant participant activity (agricultural, trade, or religious, and the :ke) so that 
the most frequented place of personal contact (with opinion leaders, especially) 
could be identi6ed.13 Where seasonal activities are involved, the time of the year 
and the length of time involved can be of assistance. Fishing or harvesting activi
ties are often seasonal: so, too, may be employment provided by touri.-m. If 
project extenion activities aim to involve as nlahy people as possible, then proj
ect managers must consider such seabonal migratory factors. 

In West Africa, for example, over large areas all farmers live in villages 
("nucleated settlements") from which thev travel on foot or by bicycle to work 
their farms, though by no means every day and often ondy for a short time. In 
East Africa, by contrast, there are large, areas in which every farmer lives in an 
isolated house on his owr'holding and where villages do not exist. The effects of 
these two systems on agnicuitural extension work are very different. In the West 
African case, it is rare that an extension worker can find the occupant of a bad 
farm actually working the land when he happens to pass by, and he is therefore 
denied the opportunity to discuss soils, crops, and animals on the spot; however, 
the village system makes it easy to gather together an audience of farmers for a 
talk or a demonstration. In East Africa, it is much easier to find the farmer on 
his farm because he lives there, but it ismuch more difficult to collect the scat
tered clients at acentral point for agroup session. 

A similar obvious connection between social arrangements and extension 
work exists in the case of many grazing areas. Over most of Afuics it is the cus. 
tom that land not under crops or fenced isavailable to any local stockowner for 
grazing. It is impossible in these circumstances for the extension worker to ad
vise any single individual to spend money or effort on the improvement of open 
pastures used by his stock by such measures as irrigation, drainage, or fertilizer 
use. If the individual does so, his neighbors' animals will move in and take ad. 
vantage of the improved growth of grass and lie will get alittle reward for his ef
fort. The extension worker therefore knows lie has to affect group belmvr'-,r or 
concentrate on getting pastures fenced before they will be improved.14 

Best Available DocLument
 

http:improved.14
http:identi6ed.13
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ACCESS TO BASIC HUMAN NEEDS 

Who are the poorest, how numerous are they, and where are they located? 
What access to basic necessities do they now have? Indicating access is a process 
of showing the existing availability and utilization of the basic necemitics re. 
quired to sustain a minimum standard of living. Data should indicate the availa. 
bility of income-earning opportunities, food and shelter, and services for educa
tion and health care, with particular reference to poor rural populations. Health 
eare.should not only include preventive and curative measures for characteristic 
diseases but also adequate supplies of potable water.t5 

Schools and hospitals are often sited near administrative centers whose lo
cations were determined during the colonial period when concern was with the 
maintenance of law and order raliter than with development. ,hen a"essing ac
cess and utilization data, it isnecesary to make sure that the types of service of
fered are appropriate. for example, service by male medical technicians to Mus
lim women may not be acceptable. Counting effectivene" in terms of the num
ber of doctors per thousand p.ople, without knowing whether the usual kinds of 
health problems call for a doctor's bkill-or if doctors will visit sick people living 
some distance away, or if the sick will visit the doctors- is not very helpful 
either. Likewise, estimating health -,re.in terms of hospital beds, while some
times useful ir less so in cultures that consider illness a consequence of fate or 
that place a high value on caring for sick persons at home through use of tradi
tional remedies."1 

Data on provision of access and the extent of utilization are not enough. 
One must know the reasons for those figutres. 1tilization is best understood by 
finding out what the service offered meanis to the people concerned. Data may 
show that a larg,: number of ibarding schools may have been built with "x"ca. 
pacity. But such schoAs may be unpopular and underutilized. Boarding schools 
are often used to achieve rapid change in pupils by taking them away from what 
educators feel to be the diluting influence of their "uneducated" parents. Per
haps the school system istoo closely tied to one religious denomination. Perhaps 
the school system concentrates on one ethnic or tribal group by using their lan
guage, making other groups unwilling to attend. 

AN ANALYTICAL DESCRIPTION OF THE POOR 

As shown in (lapter 2, it is extremely dangerous to assume that creation 
of access to benefits will solve the problems of the poorest. A solution to human 
needs must rely on a knowledge of cultural resources. Poverty is not merely a 
matter of not having things or access to them; it is also amatter of how people 
behave inparticular cultural contexts. 

Unlese analysis of the nature and causes of poverty takes place, fundamen
tal misconceptions about why people are poor will persist. It used to be acom. 

http:water.t5
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mon accmustion by the British that the MWays of %Waya were lazy" farmers 
uninterested in improvement, contrasting unfavorably inthis respect with immi. 
gant Malay farners from Indonesia. Only aknowledge of Malay history enables 
one to realize that the Malaya of Malaya do not primarily regard themselves as 
farmers at all. By tradition and preference they are seafarers (often making their 
living by piracy in the past) aid fihermen. Farming was a distasteful secondary 
occupation, left largely to women and occasional idle hours. 

There is no easy definition of poverty at the national level. In one area 
poverty may be a consequence of a lack of jobs or opportunities to make mon
ey, in another area it may be the result of landle sness and the intv'oduction of 
sophisticated methods of agricultural production. Averages, such as average in. 
come or average caloric intake, can be misleading, since the target population is 
often blow average. 

TLSTING THE DEFINITION 

Regardless of whether social scientists or civil servants have undertaken 
sophisticated professional data collection or have personally produced maps and 
analyses on the basis of data already on record, they can test the adequacy of 
the inventory by considering the following questions. 

Are comprehensive quantitative definitions of basic needs for the poorest 
people available? Are the places where the poorest people live known? Such defi
nitions would comprehend income, literacy rates, morbidity and mortality fig. 
ures, nutritional status, and so on. In a country with great geographical and so
cial diversity it isunlikely that one quantitative definition of poverty, no matter 
how comprehensive, will suffice. These definitions should, as applicable, show 
the education, food, shelter and clothing, medical, and monetary requirements 
for raising people up to anationally acceptable minimum standard. 

Are comprehenmive qualitative definitions of poverty available? Is there a 
significant difference Ixttween official quantitative definitions of basic needs and 
the subjective qualitative definition that people have of their own circumstan
ces? For example, do poor peole the'mm,'lves lblieve that they are poor, unedu
cated, malnourished, and unhealthy, and do they want to make the kinds of 
changes that are implied by project;? 

Why do the poorest remain poor? What are the behavioral reamons for their 
poverty? Do they lack skills in agriculture? Are organization and management 
capability weak? Is an absence of literacy the root cause of their condition in 
life? Is ignorance mproblem? Is fatalism responsible for maintaining poverty? 
Are hunters and gatherers in tropical rain forests or desert pastoralists so at
tached to their way of life that they do not want to participate in wage labor or 
cash cropping? Alternatively, is it the behavior of the rich that must be changed? 
Whatever the causes and reasons, an inventory must analyze at the national level 
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the behavioral roots of poverty. Unless projects reflect the fruits of such a"ay. 
ak, scarce resources will be wated. 

Is there discernible linkage between projects md the achievement of m 
gional or national goals? Information from mapping should provide guidance not 
only on where projects can be most advantageous and what size those projects 
should be; it should also provide insioht into the number of projects required in 
particular locations in order to effect a regional or national plan (see Maps 3.3
3.7). 

RESERVATIONS ABOUT A "BASIC NEEDS" POLICY 

Although the philosophical and humanistic content of a "basic needs" pol. 
icy is attractive, there is legitimate apprehension about the effects of such a pol. 
icy on attempts to improve and institutionalize the cultural appraisal of projects. 
Basic needs is succesor to a number of earlier policies whose main defect was 
that they supposed that all problems were similar and that solutions were always 
possible, while obstacles were due to idiosyncratic cultural beliefs, values, and in
stitutions. Those who devise policy, who plan and execute projects, and who 
give advice only begin to be useful when they recognize that they themselves 
may be part of the problem. Human digiity and culturally inspired self-expres
sion remain the most basic need and are not neces. arily assuaged by the kinds of 
basic nee&b program that are now often discussed. 

Basic needs policies may fall into disrepute unless there is a clear statement 
about who can be helped and wvho cannot. Cultural appraisal procedures do not 
indicate who must be helped-those kinds of decisions usually depend on the ex
ercise of political or economic judgment. However, no matter who the project 
beneficiaries are to be, one cannot forget that it is critically important to attend 
to the need to secure increases in productivity. While a concern that the benefits 
if growth be distributed equitably is to be remembered, one must also not lose 
sight of the fact that some kind of economic growth must be achieved if an in
creasing number of people are to he helped. 

NOTES 

1. See United Nations. Economic and Social Council, Fifth Report on Progres in 
Land Reform, 46th sesa., agenda item 6 (February 24, 1969); Peter NItRaup, "Land Reform 
and Apgicultural Development," in Agricultural Development and Economic Growth, ed. 
Herman McDowell Southworth and Bruce F. Johnston (Ithaca, N.Y.: Cornell University 
Preu,, 1967); Folke Corring, Economic Results of Land Reforms (Washington, D.C.: AID, 
1970); Spring Review of Agricultural Credit (WLahington. D.C.: AID. 1974), this was a pa
per on AID's findings and implications that pointed to a need for new agency manpower 
with ski in land tenure questions. 
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2. This and several other examples ame given in Ernest MeLeod Dowson and Vivian 
Osborne Shepard, land Registration (London: Her Majesty's Stationery Office, 1957) 

3. See, for example. Milton J. Esman, Administration and Development in Mlaysia: 
fmuion Buildingand Reform in a Puwal Fociey (Ithaca, N.Y.: Cornell University Press, 

1972); Fred W. Riggs, Administration in Developing Countries (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 
1964); Victor A. Thompson, Bureaucracy and Innovation (University: University of Ala
bama Press, 1969); Bernard B.Schaffer, "Comparisons. Administration and Development," 
Poitical Studies 19 (1971). This his been underscored many times in recent years. An inter. 
etdng elaboration of the theme is given in Jan C.de Wilde et I., Experience with Agricul. 
hualDevelopment in TropicalAfrica (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1967) 

4. John C.Wilkinson, "The Organization of the Falaj Irrigation System in Oman." 
Oxford University, School of Geogzraphy, research paper no. 10. 

S. Scarett Epstein, "The Idr.d Marriar betwen.the Microk View of the Anthropolo. 
ist and the Macro View of the Economit," Economic Development and Cultural Change 

(October 1976). 
6. Ron Crocombe. Two Blades of Glass, ed. Peter Worsley (Manchester: Manchester 

University PreA 1972). a 
7. Evelyn Kessler, Women, An Anthropological View (Nev. York: Holt,Rinehart and 

Winston, 1977). 
8. See Daniel Leai-r, The Passing of Traditional Society (Glencoe, !ll.: Free Press, 

1958); Lucian W.Pye, Asrects of Political Detelopment (Boston: Little, Brown, 1966)
9. Douwe G. Jongmans and ilenri J. . Claessen, eds., The Negiccted Factor (Am

sterdam: Van Gorcum,1974). 
10. Benjamin D. Paul. ed., l,.ith, Culture and Community (Chicago: Aldine, 1961). 

'Di book provides anumber of example'.
11. Harold K. Schneider, Economic Man: The Anthropology of Economics (New 

York: The Fre. Press, 1974), gives a wealth of useful information. 
12. Based on Geoffrey B. Masefield's paper, "Agricultural Extension Work and An. 

thropology," in 07at We Can Do for Each Other, ed. Glynn Cochrane (Amsterdam: B.R. 
Gruner, 1976) 

13. Ronald G. Knapp, "Marketing and Social Patterns in Rural Talwan," Annals of 
the Association ofAmerican Geographers 61, no. 1(March 1971). 

14. Masefield, "Agricultural Extension Work." 
IS.John McHle and Magda Cordell McHae, Basic Human Needs (New Brunswick, 

N.J.: Transaction Books, ",)77).A report to the UN environment propam. Paul Streeten, 
"The Distinctive Features of a Basic Needs Approach to Development," International De. 
velopment Reaiew 9, no. 3 (1977) 

16. This rests on personal ob2.ervation in South America. See also the entire issue of 
Journal of Development Studies 8. no. 3, ed. Nancy Baster (July 1972). on the use of social 
indicalors for poverty. This was also published as a book, .lleasuringDevelopment: The Role 
end Adequacy ofDq.lopment Indicators (London: F.Cwa,1972) 
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Project managers, either personally or with professional asistance, who 
have the types of information outlined in (apter 3 and who then address the 
criteria given here will increase the chances of having a project that is socially 
sound. As in the creation of an inventory of cultural resources, there are a num
ber of criteria to be considered during project design, as follows:
 

Contextualism -assuring that the project ideas fit with the cultural landscape,
 
Incrementalism-assessing the magnitude'of the social change involved,
 
Minimum participbint profiles-analyzing the social characteristics of project par.
 

ticipants, 
Spread effects-estimating the magnitude of project impact, 
Motivation-providing reasons for participation in projects, 
Estimating time factors-approximating the length of time required for social 

change, 
Benefit incidence-observing who gains and who loses during the life of a project, 
Communication and learning-seeking ways of facilitating and encouraging inno

vation and adaptation, 
Design of extension efforts-building the organization of extension work, 
Using indigenous organization-maximizing the use of local management talent. 

CONTEXTUALISM 

The reason why construction of an inventory of cultural resources is impor
tant is because every development project must suit the prevailing socia! land
scape or else resources may be wasted and popular confidence in development 
assistance efforts eroded. Agricultural innovations may require patterns of work 
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that are incompatible with local work patterns, while nutrition programs may 
rely on types of food that do not lend themselves to traditional methods of food 
preparation. The key factor in determining whether or not a project fits into a 
particular cultural milieu is participation. If participation calls for an abnormal 
response on the part of a project participant, the project will be inappropriate to 
the context and resources will be wasted. 

Housing developments have often ignored the contextual principle, as in 
the following Indian example: 

The model for tle new capital was New Delhi, with its broad streets 
of bungalows and open spaces in the British cantonment style. Since 
Bhubaneswar was to be Orissa's symbol of modernization and 
change, the cantonmentlike spaciousness was considered to be a de
sirahle part of the sought-for higher standard of living. The fact that 
the dispersed settlennt pattenm made informal social gathering--es. 
pecially for women who usually stayed close to home-very diffi
cult; that the open spaces were impractical in a hot climate and hard 
to maintain; and that people had to go further to work or to market 
was less concern to the government than building a clean, modern. 
looking administrative center.' 

Bhubaneswar house builders paid little attention to family living arrangements 
and a good deal of money was thereby wasted. 

Organizational Contextualisn 

Papua New Guinea, for example, entertained a contextual proposal that 
entailed legal recognition of traditional tribes or lineagea as corporate groups.
Project staff from industrial countries, cooperatives, individual operations, and 
small businesses would usually consider laws and regulations to treat three dis
tinct -ms of organization in their context. For the creation of cooperatives,
businesses, and land tenure entities, recognition of lineages requires rules and 
regulations for lineages to trade, hold real property, and sue or be sued. Replac
ing the traditional form of organization would require three new sets of legisla. 
tion and three new sets of government workers. 

In Liberia, attempts to import U.S.-style cooperati-',-s failed while there 
was clearly an adequate indigenous organization that could perform functions as
sociated with cooperatives in industrial countries. Use of a traditional organiza
tion, such as a lineage, can often maximize existing knowledge, patterns of lead
ership, and entrepreneurial skill. 

lMany rural people are confused by a profusion of health, educational, agri
cultural, or cooperative extension workers, all concerned primarily with the fur
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therance of their own department's interests. These individuals are usually un
aware of their collective impact at the village level. The level of structural spe
cialization in rural development organizations should, as far as possible, be deter. 
mined by the social and economic organization of the potential project partici
pants and not the degree of specialization thought necessary for the most effi
cient dispatch of government business by the project planners. In other words, a 
contextual approach is in order. 

In 1971 an industrialist in Birmingham, England was exporting 115 differ. 
ent varieties of garden hoe. Ie related his output to physique, soil type, prefer. 
ence, and so on-an early example of appropriate technology. Attempts to intro
duce Indian plows to parL of Faht Africa failed both because the Poils and to
pography were different from t,,we in India and because the average Indian 
zebu cow weiglls around 800 pounds, while the average zebu in East Africa 
weighs 400 pounds. 

Ideological Contextualiun 

E. F. Schumacher gave an excellent example of ideological contextualism 
in his treatment of Buddhist economics: 

While the materialist is mainly interested in goods, the Buddhist is 
mainly interested in liberation. But Buddhism is "The Middle Way" 
and therefore in no way antagonistic to physical well-being. It is not 
wealth that stands in the way of liberation but the attachment to 
wealth; not the enjoyment of pleasurable things but the craving for 
them. The keynote of Buddhist economics, therefore, is simplicity 
and non-violence. From an economist's point of view, the marvel of 
the Buddhist way of life is the utter rationality of its pattern-amaz
ingly small means leading to extraordinarily satisfactory results. 

For the modem economist this is very difficult to understand. He 
is used to measuring the "standard of li%ing" by the amount of an
eual consumption, asuming all the time that a man who consumes 
more is "better off" than a man who consumes less. A Buddhist 
economist would consider this approach excessively irrational: since 
consumption is merely a means to human well.being, the aim should 
be to obtain the maximum of well-being with the minimum of con
sumption. Thus, if the purpose of clothing is a certain amount of 
temperature comfort and an attractive appearance, the task is to at
tin this purpose with the smallest possible effort, that is, with the 
smallest annual destruction of cloth and with the help of designs 
+,atinvolve the smallest possible input of toil.3 
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INCREMENTAL CRITERIA 

Projects often fail because they try to produce too much change. Success
ful introduction of the kinds of social change represented by development proj
ects calls for the least amount of social disruption consistent with the attainment 
of development objectives-an incremental approach is useful in this regard. 
Whether one is considering machiriery, a systematic way of bookkeeping or ac
counting, or the use of fertilizer, it is necesary to examine the extent to which 
the kinds of social change the project calls for are incremental. John Turner and 
Robert Fichter discuss the need for incrementalism in regard to housing: 

A house is typically an indivisible product. Because of its complexity 
and the fact that it isattached to a particular piece of ground, it is re
moved from the effective demand of vast numbers of people who 
nevertheless have the need and the dc~ire to become homeowneis. 
And even for those who can buy this peculiarly expensive product, 
its complex subsystems often require the homeowner to become de
pendent on extremely expensive labor specialists. 

The imperative here is conspicuous: if home ownership (and this 
includes cooperative ownership of apartment-type structures) is to 
be extended to the many families presently excluded from the mar. 
ket, the components which make up a dwelling must be made sim. 
pier, must be made cheaper, and must be made in such a way that 
they can be assembled incrementally.' 

Contextual Technology 

Failure to ensure that planned changes are of an incremental nature will 
often lead to waste: 

Site and service programs arm publicly sponsored subdivisions provid
ing building lots and (generally minimum) services or utilities for 
low-income owner-builders. ... there is a discernible trend away 
from publicly sponsored low-income housing projects in low-income 
countries. This is partly because they have proven to be so costly to 
the public (the loss of 60 percent or more of the funds invested 
through the beneficiaries' failure to repay loans is common) and 
partly because of the far greater effective demand for land without 
dwelling unitb (which moat low-income people prefer to build them
selves anyway).' 
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lacroental Benefits 

Income for project participants should be incremental. It is not enough to 
simply assume adequate income levels; rather, one must understand the financia 
and cash flow needs of the poorest-what payments, social demands, ritual obli
gatins, and so on are important. Levels of income should be adjusted to the fi
nancial needs of potential participants. 

The use of incremental criteria can also enable project designers to calcu
late an appropriate scale of assistance for participants. It often seems that every 
smnall farmer is to have ten hectares in a resettlement project. Vhy ten? If too 
much assistance is gven, then the ptject may succeed; though in other impor
tant respects, such as potential for spk,-ad or replication, the project may be un
successful. Costs of spread or replication are often too great, and so the benefits 
of such projects arc not experienced outside the project area. 

An example of a nonincremental approach comes from a project to produce 
palm oil in New Britain. Settlers' incomes were projected'at about SA 1,000 per 
annum. Actual incomes of settlers turned out to be $A2,000. People living out
side the project area had annual incomes of less than $A 100 per annum. They 
became antagonistic toward the project participants. The project was an eco
nomic success and asocial failure. 

MINIMUM PARTICIPANT PROFILE CRITERIA 

Project managers who know that people are poor and motivated to partici
pate must make explicit to them te requirements of participation. What behav
ioral changes must occur among participants? If the very poor already possessed 
the skills, attitudes, beliefs, and material resources economic development me
quires, then many projects would not be necessary. When a project manager be. 
lieves a project is necessary, a thorough description of what resources partici
pants have or do not have is an important step in confirming the soundness of 
the design calculations. 

What Do Participants Need? 

A profile of the potential participants should be constructed to specify the 
minimum rLsource requirements. For example, what sex, level of education, re
sources, skills, and attitud,' will make individual participation possible? Is the 
project designed for men and women of a particular socioeconomic status or re
ligious persuasion? For agricultural production projects, being able to read ferti
lizer labels may be important; for marketing projects, numeracy may be impor
tant. With all projects, some change is required. Is diligence, or patience, or per. 
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sevenmce important? Each project demands that participants possess certain 
kinds of skills and attributes. These assumptions about the average participant 
must be made explicit. 

Is It the Right Target Group? 

If aproject is to be properly designed, then the minimum participant pro
file should be based on the attributes and resource requirements that character. 
ize the poorest in the inventory of cultural resources and human needs. It is then 
possible to see who should participate, considering the location and type of 
group with which a particular type of project could achieve maximum effect. It 
should then also be possible to identify those who cannot be expected to partici. 
pate. 

SPREAD EFFECT CRITERIA 

Spread effects develop when the kinds of innovation introduced spread to 
areas beyond the project location. Replication is the process of executing aproj
ect in the same way in anew location. Obviously, spread effects are more desira. 
ble. Since project resources may be too' scarce to allow for every poor person's
becoming a direct recipient of self-help aid. the diffusion of effects beyond the 
initial population is acritical issue in project design." An example of spread ef
fect evaluation is shown in Figure 4.1. Problems to be considered involve charac
teristics of participants, replicability, conformity to the principles of contextual
ism and incrementalism, as well as project location (,ee Figure 4.2). 

Spread Design Focus 

If spread effects are to occur, projects must be designed with the charac. 
teristics of the poorest in mind-the poorest are those who are to be helped. If 
the poorest can successfully participate with the help of project resources, the 
well-off Jiould have a chance to emulate their performance without as many
project resources. Rvverbing this situation would seem to preclude the possibility 
of the poorest being helped. This logic reinforces the need for aminimum partic
ipant profile. 

Anticipating Replication 

Project design must pay attention to replicability.' For example, an oil 
palm project in New Guinea easily exceeded its projected rate of return, produc
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ig very high incomes for farmers. But investment costs of approximately 
815,000 per settler were much too high for the government to replicate this sub. 
stantially. Further, it would have been impoasible for the government to obtain 
the necesary land. 

Poor design, that which is neither incremental nor contextual, can lessen 
the chances for avhievement of spread effects. For example, in a project to im. 
prove the management of Spanish ports, new systems of financial accounting 
were introduced. The port authority was staffed by personnel with long-term ap
poirsntments in the national civil iervice. Financial innovation did not really suc
ceed because the accounting stuff, on limited tours of duty with the port author
ity, perceived that their promotion, in the long run, depended on performan. 
in terms of national civil service criteria, not in terms of port authority account
ing practices. 

Spread can, of course, sometimes occur for reasons having nothing to do 
with a project. In a series of projects to improve Uruguayan livestock, three so
cioeconomic levels could be distingui.hed-the very poor, the midde class, and 
the very wealthy ranchers. Nither the very rich nor the very poor took advan
tage of the projects. With extreme price filtuation2' for meal, the poo.rest could 

not risk participation, since failure mi4it imperil family livelihood. The rich did 
not need additional income. The fli(1,;.'.: class had to participate merely to main
rain their position. 

MOTIVATION CRITERIA 

Motivation criteria can help tailor resources to project needs. Too often 
project designers assume that their appreciation of projects will be shared by 
poject participants. Yet, each group of individuals expected to participate must 
be motiw.ed-the actual motivation of the group, not that of a designer from 
outside that group, must be utilized. As in industrialized countries, some may be 
motivated by a deire for increared power and prebtige, others may desire to fol. 
low the example of opinion leaders, others may seek financial reward, and still 
others may be moved by patriotism due to the key role a project may play in the 
nation's economy. Careful assessment of motivation can avert wasting of project 
resources. Extension budgets need not be high when participants are highly mo
tivated. 

It must not be assumed that all motivations are conducive to development 
a the planners perceive it. Motivation is twofold, comprehending both the in
eendve or perception needed to make a given population interested in a project 
and the population's perception of the probable gains from the project. In Tur
key a printing press with modern machinery failed even though there were many 
orders due to motivation factors. The mana"rs did not like to take large orders 
that would take up all their working time, since they then were unable to fill 
small orders from their friends for wedding invitations and so on. 
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An assessment of perceived need is important beause it points to the 
kinds of extension work that may be necessary. A health project will usually re
quire much more explanation than a road. Ii people perceive aneed for an inno
vation or change, then chances for adoption without significant resources being 
devoted to extension work are good. For example, when able-boilied males left 
their villages to work in Zainbian copper minets, thitse who remained at home 
wanted to learn to write so that they could communicate with the migrants
education projects succeede.d. 

By assessing the degree of risk from a potential participant's viewpoint, 
project managers can estimate the likelihood of participation. New seeds and 
plant types will often be adopted if they can first be tested, but moat farmers 
are unwilling to commit all their resources to an unknown innovation. This is 
true of farmers all over the world, since failure threatens family security and 
well-being. Can the innovation or change be bro e'down into small or simple 
tasks? Can a small amount of a new crop be planted to see how well it does? One 
cannot assume a desire on the part of participants for profit maximization or 
cost minimization without supporting evidence: increased income may not be 
welcome if it obligate.s participntA to upplort a whole new -ave of relatives, for 
example. It should be ptisilble for individuals or groups to participate without 
incurring a heavy penalty. For example, those who have inceased incomes must 
be able to continue to discharge their traditional social obligations. 

ESTIMATING TIME FACTORS 

Every project is an experiement in social change. Sound project design re
quires an assessment of time required for new kinds of behavior to become so 
well established that they will survive and spread after the withdrawal of exte'r
nally provided project resources. If participants learn how to grow coffee from 
expatriate advMers leaching new methods and techniques, will they continue to 
care for the trees in the same manner after the advisers have left? In projects to 
train teachers of Fnglish as a second language, the same question arises: Will it 
continue after the experts have gone? 

Termination of Resources and Social CLange 

It is necessary to distinguish two dates-the date on which all project assis
tance will cease to be delivered and the date by which social change will have 
been achieved. For example, clinics to improve nutrition may be constructed 
and all personnel trained within two years, but the beh',,ioral change in the pop
ulation in response to the provision of these project inputs may take four to fiue 
years. Education projects may not achieve social change for five to ten years; 
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livestock improvement projects may last for five years, although changes in ani. 
mid husbandry may take from 10 to 15 years; family planning programs may lost 
for three years, although reproductive behrvior may only change after adecade. 
If contextual and incremental principles have been followed, there should al. 
ready be some individuals who have successfully adopted the innovation. Time 
estimates in the project should reflect the fruits of this eiperience. 

Time as aTest of Feasibility 

Time allocation by males and females, including seasonal variations, must 
be evaluated (see Figure 4.3).' A livestok improvement project in Papua New 
Guinea encountered difficulties when designers of the project decided that twice 
as much pig food, and higher incomes, could be produced if farmers gave up 
their 'leisure time"; however, the activities to be abandoned for fulfillment of 
this plan were more highly valued than pig food production, thus Melanesians re
jected one of the fundamental assumptions underlying the project. Adult liter. 
acy programs in some rural villages in Ghana failed because it was not realized 
that between June and l)ecend'r many young Ghanians were fishing or working 
on cocoa fanns. Similarly, tourist resorts that rely on labor from surrounding 
rural areas should relate their needs to -. a.Aon'l agricultural labor requirements. 

Simple recording of time spent in the fitlds by 'arious family members is 
inadequate, since their presence in the firlds may only be possible as a result of 
the work of other family members. Wh1at must be estimated is the total alloca. 
tion of family labor throughout the year. What effect do age, sex, vr family se
niority have on the allocation of family labor? Are there significant differences 
between families with high prodaictivity and those with low productivity? What 
kinds of labor are most highly valued and which are least valued' 

In addition to family labor and individual performance, it is important to 
record occasions that call for village work forces or the combined labor of a 
number of families. Such occasions are the construction of new houses or stor
age facilities and the initial clearing of new ground. These data will be of great 
value in project design, since projects should, as Zar as possible, take cognizanie 
of existing work patterns and their time implications. 

BENEFIT INCIDENCE 

Increasing concern with benefiting poor groups that were largely bypased 
by earlier development processes creates aspecial need to identify the social im
pact of a project.'0 The best opportunity to do this isat the initial stage of proj
ct conception and formulation, when it is still possible to reject aproject if its 

social impact is regressive, to modify it to make it more compatible with equity 
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objectives, or to consider appropriate compensatory measures to rectify the 
dmage or losses to those who are likely to be adversely affected. It is important 
that the groups the project is intended to help, those who are likely to be ad
versely affected, and those who may be indirectly affected, either positively or 
negatively (for example, ultimate consumers of a basic product, the price of 
which is reduced or increased), be identified at an early stage. 

In assessing benefit incidence, one must bear in mind that the recipient of 
the goods or services provided under a project is not necetarily the person to 
whom the major benefits of the project accrue. A tenant farmer, for instance, 
may receive new seeds, fertilizer, and ci.-dit to pay for them, thus raising his 
yield, yet the lanllord may raise the rent and so appropriate the lion's share of 
the incremental income flow. In order to continue to hire the"land at the new 
(higher) rent the tenant farmer mus.t continue his new practices, but this may in
volve much more labor on his part and perhaps greater risk. flow much benefit 
does he get? 

Identifying the incidence of benefits is similar to identifying those who 
bear the burden of indirect taxes-both are affected by how much of the benefit 
or cost ispassed on. A.sessment of the distribution of benefits and costs utilizes 
data and insights obtained about the project population in connection with the 
study of the sociocultural feasibility of the plan. In considering equity and bene
fit incidence, alimited number of criteria-access to resources and opportunities; 
employment situation. rural displacement, migration, and urbanization; and 
changes in power and participation---eem e*1eially impm)rtant for ai.sessing the 
,social costs and benefits of projects. 

Access to Resources and Opportunities 

Access to land, capital, credit, education, health, nutrition services, and 
markets, and the ways and extent to which such access isbroadened or narrowed, 
must be assessed. The issues to be identified and analyzed under this heading in
dude, in the case of an agricultural loan, for example, trends in land tenure ar. 
rangements and how they would be affected: the availability to target farmers of 
improved input-, (seeds and fertilizers), implements, and the credit with which to 
finance them; access to technical information and to markets, including the exis
tence and extent of farm-to-market roads; and how price policy, including taxes 
and sulmidies, aff,.ct,. the target group. .Such criteria measure the potential effort 
of die project on the distribution of w,.lth and income. 

Measurement of access is more useful than measurement of money in. 
comes alone, since the very poor do not always use money. Poor people with 
low money incomes might be quite satisfied with their lot and with the level of 
government services; those with high money incomes might be completely unsat. 
isfied with government services, such as health and education. Recent experience 
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in parts of rural Mexko ha shown that standards of nutrition may even decline 
a income increases. 

Using the criteria developed for the national inventory of cultural resour. 
cea and proiect designs, the number of persons with access to basic necessities 
prior to the project can be estimated together with changes in the nature of ac. 
cen and numbers of those having accem due to the project. It should be possible 
to estimate how many more people will have new or improved access to health, 
nutrition, and education &s a result of a project. It should also be possible, using 
the criteria developed, to demon.itrate the demographic and socioeconomic im
plications of the new aecem., distribution. 

Employment 

Among the issues to be in an assessment of employment benefits are fac. 
tor intensity and the related question of the amount and type of employment to 
be generated or eliminated as a result of the project. Employment may be part. 
time, employing people whose major effort is in agriculture in locally situated 
light industry and fitting into agricultural slack periods. It is especially important 
to consider and predict the implications for target groups characterized by seri
ous unemployment or underemployment, such as both rural and urban un.killed 
workers and the educated unemployed. 

Employment policies, besides being directed toward males, are associated 
with the money-using sector. Employment is created and sustained in this sector. 
Thus, a choice of life-styles appropriate to the monetized sector is forced upon 
those wishing to receive government assistance. 11 This contrast between sectors 
is also encouraged by the fact that measurements of development, or lack of the 
same, are in terms of the money-using sector: success becomes the degree to 
which the money-using sector can encroach on the other sector. Instead of con. 
centrating on creat!on of wage-earning jobs, there are many instances in which 
efforts should be concentrated on achieving productive increases in the subsis
tence sector. 

Rural Displacement. Migration. and Urbanization 

Wat groups might be pushed off the land or otherwise uprooted as re
wult of the project, where would they likely move, and how would they be reb
sorbed into the economic and social life of the country? Public works projects 
often uproot people. Since project participants are often middle- or upper-class, 
poor people sometimes must move if they are to survive. 

Because contemporary rural development planning overemphasizes in
creases in agricultural production at the expense of the integrity of the rural so
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cial systems, economically sound projtcts often produce unintended and unde
irable social conwquences. For example, production could perhaps be increased 

among an African or Asian family working as agroup to produce goods and ser
vices from family lands by individualizing tenure arrangements; however, those 
land tenure arrangements would be socialy disruptive while group sentiments re
mained strong. The weak and unskilled would be forced off the land. Models of 
behavior encountered in rural education may lead rural pupils to seek an urban 
existence as a nurse, engineer, government clerk, or construction worker. Urban 
migration as aconsequence of such education constitutes asocial coast. 

Changes in Power and Participation 

Changes in power relationships and participation may take place among 
the tArget group and different socioeconomic, regional, ethnic, and other group. 
ins. As each of de preceding criteria (access, employment, and displacement) is 
related to the redistribution of power and opportunities for participation, ways 
in which such shifts affect the capacity of different groups to influence public 
policy must be recognized. 

Nigeria provides two typical instances of such issues, both concerning an 
important cash crop, the oil palm. Ilere the advice to plart oil palms of high. 
yield varieties, instead of collecting fruit from low-yield wild palms, was at first 
reisted by local chiefs on the ground that it would lead to claims of individual 
tenure of land and thus undermine tribal authority. A little later, the introduc
tion of oil presses and of nut-cracking machines to obviate laborious manual 
methods of preparing oil and kernels was bitterly resisted by the women because 
they had previoudy done the manual work, earning useful cash that cuntom al
lowed them to keep for themselves. In the case of the chiefs, it would have been 
useful to involve them in discussions at the project design stage. The opposition 
of the women to the introduction of new machinery was probably inevitable and 
should have raised doubts as to whether the innovations were appropriate tech
nology. 

COMMUNICATION AND LEARNING 

As every project isan educational project, project managers must articu
late a pedagogical model that will highlight exactly learning needs of the project 
participants, how this learning is to take place, and how long the procem should 
last. Communication with potential participants in the project and nearby areas 
is a priority issue in estimating spread effects. This is often complicated by the 
cultural distance between change agents and participants, especially when the 
latter are rural, poor, uneducated, and may belong to different ethnic, linguistic, 
or religious groups.' 2 
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Socid Context of Laming 

Some years ago short residential courses for practicing farmers were 
started by the agricultural extension service in Uganda. People to attend these 
courses were at first selected by extension officers on the basis of what appeared 
to be outstanding ability or interest. Such a process naturally collected individ. 
uals from different areas, usually not near neighbors. Follow.up soon after the 
courses revealed that most soon gave up using any improved methods that they 
had been taught and relapsed into using the methods piacticed around them. It 
was diagnosed that three things were wrong: isolated individuals soon forgot 
much of the detail learned in the course, whereas agroup with the opportunity 
to discuss it together might have had a better collective memory; isolated indi. 
viduals attempting improvements not understood by those around them, and 
who often provoked scorn or hilarity, tended to lack the strength of mind to 
persist with them, whereas a neighborhood group mi-t have provided moral 
support; and, in some parts of the country, control of land use was in the hands 
of the extended family, and a single, generally young, member of the family 
group could not alone make the changes required for improved methods. 

After this diagnosis, a different policy was adopted, one of selecting course 
participants as neighborhood groups and, in relevant cases, as groups (usually of 
varied age and status) within extended families. It was found that although this 
method resulted in fewer individuals of outstanding chara. 1er being selected the 
ultimate effects in farm improvement were greater than under the former policy. 

In West Africa, an agricultural extension service urged farmers to give 
cropped land a perimlic rest under planted grasses to restore fertility. When a 
few farniers began to adopt this method, a problem arose with these gra.ed 
areas because other famiers claimed that, under customary law, land not actually 
planted with crops waz4 available to the community either for free gra-ing (which 
in this case. usually meant overstocking and consequent erosion) or for realloca
tion to other fanners who wished actually to plant crops. A solution was even. 
tually found when the extension workers discussed the matter with the tribal 
chiefs, who decided that they could interpret the customary law so that planted 
grasm was deemed to be a crop and thereby given protection against encroach. 
ment. 

Technology for Learning 

Projects need an explicit statement on the learning model to be used and 
the strategy to be employed in conveying the message. Projects involve behav. 
ioral change. Decisions need to be taken as to whether participants' learning 
should be based on example, reading, or seeing. 13 How, for example, are illiter
ate peasants supposed to learn how to use condoms? Amedical team was trying 

http:Follow.up
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to enlist the cooperation of villagers in a malaria eradication project by showing 
movies of a greatly enlarged anopheles mosquito. The team got little cooperation 
because villagers, never having seen huge mosquitoes, did not think the program 
related to their needs. 

Rather than assuming that all peasants should learn in the same way, an at
tempt must be made to find out how learning isbest accomplished in aspecific 
cultural milieu. Attempts in East Africa during World War II to encourage Afri. 
can erIistment in British armed forces tried to whip up martial enthusiasm by 
showing George VI reviewing the air force, the army, and the navy in three dif. 
ferent uniforms on three different occasions. The advertisement drew little re
sponse from the intended audience because the idea of any man having three 
suits of clothes was not believable. 4 It was found in the South Pacific that assis. 
tant medical officers could promote cocoa growing better than could radio, pos. 
ten, or contact with agricultural extension workers: amsistant medical officers 
had much more status than agricultural assistants. Solomon Islanders watched 
the smistant medical officers when they went home on annual leave. When they 
saw them grow cocoa they did the same. [lad the Agricultural Department taken 
advantage of this situation the results might have been interesting. 

Successful communication requires a strategy-identification of points of 
origin and destination for communication, identification of roles of planners and 
participants, and the establishment of frequency of communication. News media 
links-for example, radio, newspapers, and personal contacts-have to be insti
tuted. Decisions should be made on which media to use and on how to facilitate 
feedback so that necessary improvements can be made. 

DESIGN OF EXTENSION EFFORTS 

Relying on what has been learned from communications analysis, the com
position of project teams can proceed. The sex, ethnic, religious, or linguistic 
background of project personnel should correlate with local learning needs. Spe
cial ttention should be paid to estimating the social distance between project 
personnel and village people. Where social distance isconsiderable, extension ef
forts will have little impact on the behavior of potential project participants. For 
example, an extension worker in South America, anxious to demonstrate that he 
was an "educated person," much superior to 'illiterate peasants," regularly ar
rived in the fields to talk to his clients'wearing apinstripe suit and a homburg 
hat. 

Mobility Patterns 

Extension design must take people's movements, seasonal or permanent, 
into account. Were do they go to work, to market, to shop, to look at demon. 
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aration fau, or for leisure? See Figure 4.4 for a comparative e cample of such 
patterning. Each group has a radius of mobility, or outer limit, beyond which 
there are few personal contacts1 s 

Mobility patterns for officiab-:,'-ld be planned on the same basis, reflect. 
ing the maximum distance traveled from home stations, location of home sta
tions and areas to be visited, activities, duration of contacts with clients, and fre
quency of such contacts. Since in planning agricultural extension work it is often 
difficult to reach village people working on their farms, evening visits may be the 
most useful. In a project to improve maternal health care in South Asia, fixed 
facilities were constructed to handle serious cases; however, since the most ill 
preferred to stay home by their fires, and the medical staff did not like to walk 
long distances through rough terrain, health care remained inadequate. If demon. 
stration farms are to be visited by women, then the farms must be in close prox
imity to villages, since women with responsibilities for child care cannot travel 
far or be away from their homes for long periods. 

Epidemiologists have made great use of mobility 'patterns. In the fight 
against smallpox in West Africa, an understanding of mobility patterns proved to 
be crucial in containing the spread of the disease. It was noticed that the disease 
spread less rapidly during the monsoon season when poor weather made travel 
difficult. With this knowledge, the most efficient way to contain and eradicate 
the disease could be planned. 

Jobs and Training 

Jobs should be designed with the contextual and incremental criteria in 
mind. Project managers should be careful about uncritical use of industrial coun. 
try expertise and "know-how." Jobs of a particular historical type-teacher, 
lawyer, doctor, agronomist, and so on-are often the product of the unique ex
perience and development of industrial countries. The appropriateness of train
ing for these jobs often needs to be questioned. For example, in West and East 
Africa there are African barristers who follow British legal training and tradition. 
These barristers have, however, little knowledge and understanding of traditional 
African law and custom. It might have been better to try to design these African 
legal jobs to cover the totality of African legal experience. ilow can specializa
tion be made congruent with the maximum utilization of indigenous manage
ment potential? 

Training deemed necessary to promote the modernization process should 
be designed, in terms of its organizational concomitents, to mediate between the 
traditional and the modern. Instead of providing agricultural officers in develop. 
ing countries with professional training primarily based on cash cropping and in
dustrialized-country agriculture, they should be taught more about traditional 
agriculture in their own countries and how increases in productivity in the sub
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uitence sector might be achieved.' In this way, the unforturate and unnecs
lay dichotomy between agricultural models emphasizing cash cropping and 
those emphasizing subsistence can be avoided. 

Training is a firly pragmati,. process in the development business. Training 
programs convey a sense of agreement betweet, donor and recipient about what 
is to be done."17 Training, often depicted as the tra-isfer of skills, is in some sense 
removed from the kind of debate that engulfs employment policies, income dis
tribution, and so on. "Institution building" is thought to be accomplished by 
strengthening the middle manaement and reviewing the salary structures and 
promotion procedures. Types of training used by trainers combine to footer the 
idea that trainin: is a universal problem in development, with a more or les uni. 
versal oet of respontes. 

It is not helpful, in a consideration of training, to make plans for the trans. 
fer of institutions or die tranbfer of resources. One cannot transfer institutions 
from one society to another: such an attempt represents an effort to graft ideas 
about institutionalized items of behavior that originated in one culture onto a 
situation that appears to have similar needs, although situated in another culture. 
For example, one could transfer the institution of marriage to a promiscuous so
ciety but there is no way to ensure its having the same meaning in its new setting 
that it had in its original setting. 

Designing projects on the asumption that the process is one of a transfer 
of resources is also a mistake. When a phy.ical training instructor gives muscle
building advice, die physical development of the pupil is not the result of a re
source transfer. Whtn a doctor cures or helps a patient lie does not think of him. 
self as transferring resources. Both pupil and patient play their part and deter
mine the final course of things. The notions of "transfer" and "counterpart"are 
misleading in a training context because they downplay die most essential ingre
dient, the participant's contribution. It is,.however, possible to identify practices 
that have been successful in diverse societies in the formation and operation of 
institutions. 

USING INDIGENOUS ORGANIZATION 

Project managers must decide on the basic organizational design for a proj
ect. This means deciding what existing organizational forms will be suitable and 
what kinds of adaptation may be necessary. A lack of management capability for 
local action can create a serious impediment to die succes of rural development 
projects-which are fundamentally "people" and "community" oriented and the 
effective execution of which ultimately depends upon indigenous management. 
They not only elevate production levels, but attempt to do this in ways that 
serve distributive ends. However, attempts to improve management often do not 
work because over-trained people may be unwilling to do work not consistent 
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with their level of training. It may be useful to experiment with innovative pro

grams involving cycles of work and training over an extended period of time. In 

this fashion the desire for and desirability of higher levels of ed,.-cation can be 

aligned with practical requirements for carrying out the specific tasks of devel

opment activity. 
Projects to promote rural development must be carried out in an extraordi

narily complex social and economic framework." ConceptualizAtion of rural de

velopment has to start with an appropriate mode for production and distribution 

of goods and services. Later, health and nutrition measures must be.linked to 

those productive and distributive activities. The kinds of education required to 

prepare for such a life must then be designed. The interactions and intf-!c-i 

dencies of these complex elements make it highly unlikely that any alien organi

zational form will be highly successful. 
The basic decision to be taken involves, initially, an assessment of the 

workability of the local institutions. There is nothing new about such decisions. 

British colonialism rested largely on its ability to work with and through local 

rulers-indirect rule. Indirect rule concentrated on social control rather than so

cial change. Perfected by Lord Lugard in northern Nigeria, it meant governing in 
The problem with indirect rule wascooperation with local chiefly structures. T1 

that it usually buttressed an archaic social system. It often strengthened the posi. 

tion of chiefs who had previously been tottering on their thrones. This govern

ment structure was suited to collecting taxes and having orders passed down, but 

it neither favored widespread local participation nor rewarded local development 

initiative. When colonial thinkini swung in favor o' social change, it did not al

ways meet with success, partl y due to a failure to realize that northern Nigeria 

had a social structure suited to indirect rule, and was thus very different from 

countries without central in,,titutions and elaborate class hierarchies, such as 

Serra Leone and Guyana. Th.s situation has not changed. In some instances new 

institutions must be created; inothers old institutions must be modified. In all 

instances the principles of cortextualism and incrementalism must be applied. 

Organization de;iLn requires judgment: the exercise of judgment can be aided by 

the application of a number of criteria. 

Organizational Charter 

What isa local organization's charter? What range of things are forbidden 

and disallowed? For example, age-graded organizations made up of young men 

of a particular age in East Africa provide help and assistance to visiting grade co

horts; however, such organizations, if composed of men living within awide geo

graphical area, have limited potential value for projects requiring large-scale lo
ritual kinship relationshipis of Southcalized organization. The compodra:go 

America and the slametan mutual aid relationships in Indonehia are localized and 
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per.m.l and would not easily lend themselves to adaptation n project4pecific 
form of organization. Secret societies for males, Duk Duk of the New Hebrides 

or Poro of Liberia, are obviously dedicated to activities unhelpful to project 
work. 

On the other hand, voluntary associations made up of Mexican urban mi. 
grantp to the United States have organized projects ranging from provision of 

ban and clubs to hiring of teachers and arranging of health insurance. Lineage 
and clan organizations have, in addition to performing traditional kinship rol,., 

operated storeq, plantations, milling facilities-a whole host of entrepreneurial 
activities. Experience suggests that voluntary associations and traditional kinship 
groups have the kinds ofcharters that are moat eabily adapted to project organi. 
zation. 

More specialized forms of traditional organization may suggest their appro
priateness because traditional and modern functions appear to be similar. Fol. 
lowing this thinking, "barefoot doctors" have been given health roles and tradi. 

tional priests have been given teacher roles. These attempts have seldom worked 

because the charter under which barefoot doctors and traditional priests work is 

not easily redefined to include modem functions. The functions may appear to 

be similar, but modem health and modem teaching are neither understood nor 

recognized within th. beliefs that constitute the organizational charts. 

Membership and Affiliation 

It is important to asess the utility of organizations that are already widely 
representative. If such oganizations are to become involved with a project, 

membership or affiliation ought to encompass both sexes and a3 many able. 

bod;ed adults as possible. Membership is usually not a card-carrying matter in 

-rural areas, nor is it necessarily a fact of daily life. Kinship groups and voluntary 
associations usually have more flexible membership rules than re!igious associa. 
tions. Many important organizational memberships are activated only when spe. 

cific work tasks have to be accomplished or when seasonal harvesting is neces. 
sary. Considerable judgment is required to make these assessments and it is likely 
thatproject managers will seek professional guidance. 

Functions and Leadership 

The full range of functions performed by a traditional organization should 
be fully investigated. For the most part, rural organizations in the Third World 

are multipurpose, that is, they perform a wide range of functions consistent with 

their charters. Degree of technical skill, as rc "raledby task completion, literacy, 

and numeracy of organizaticn members, should be covered by the investigation. 
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Projct managers can then compare the results with project organizational re
quirements. 

It is im; mtanrt to delineate the characteristics and functions of leadership 
inmaasments of traditional organizations. Where individual choice isnot cir
cumscribed by social olhligations or institutional regulations, it will be useful to 
know who oplinion leaders are and where they are located. To what extent are 
they enthusiastic about the project! To what extent can their support be en
listee? Successful projects always need positive publicity. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Anticipation is the cardinal principle of project design. If future problems 
ae recognized at the design stage, then implementation becomes easier. Stress 
on anticipation as a principle is all the more ii.portant because, hitherto, social 
science assistance has usually been sought after prohlems have arisen. While it is 
not posible, in the abtince of asati.Jactory dteory of social change, to correctly 
forecast all eventualities, it is posible to di sign projects to minimize negative 
factors and to ensure that should negative factors intrude they can be speedily 
recognized. Iihe criteria examined in the initiad stagws of project fonnulation as. 
siat in assmianent of aparticular project's prospects for success. 

The only really valid assumptions in adiscussion about project design are 
those for which data can be supplied. One cannot assume that opportunities pro
vided for the poorest will be utilized by the F ,orest. Food can be made avail
able, incomes can be raised, birth control materials can be made accessible, 
schools and hospitals can be constructed-project designers must assure that 
these will be advantageously used by the intended beneficiaries. 
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During the implementation stage project managers concentrate on testing 
design features against results in three ways, by ase~sing: time, to see if they are 
ahead or behind schedule: cost, to see if they are over or under budget:; and per. 
formance, to we if goals are being met. Cultural considerations reinforce these 
concerns. There are four cultural criteria in project implementation: identifica. 
tion of critical behavioral factors; establishment of the greatest possible proxim. 
ity between project events and implementors; establishment of a system of mea. 
surement to determine whether or not project goals are being achieved; and ar. 
ticulation of a conceptual approach toward the cultural aspects of projects that 
enables such le.sons to be drawn as can serve as the basis for better projects in 
the future. If project managers or their consultants pay attention to these cri
teria, time, coat, and performance of implementation should benefit. 

0 

CRITICAL BEHAVIORAL FACTORS 

In every project certain kinds of social change are critical to project suc
ces (for examples, see Table 5.1). By critical is meant the fact that, unless such 
social change takes place, the project will fail. For example, during the course of 
a successful nutrition project it may become obvious that the project will have 
minimum spread effects because new methodA of food preparation will remain 
unpopular without increased demonstration. In an education project, the in
struction may be excellent, yet all the graduates go to the cities: an indication 
that graduates will stay is thus a critical behavioral factor. In a resettlement proj
ect, the participants may simply walk home: an inlication that permanent resi
dence will be established isthui acritical behavioral factor. 
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Type of Proiect 

Population 

Education 

Improved livestock 

Nutrition 

Rural development 

Malaria eradication 

TABLE 5.1 

Behavioral Factors Affecting lmplementatlom 

Erampleof Critical 

BehavioralFactor 


(Mlildrenare wanted as old-age insurance. 

Population planning is considered morally 
wrong, 

,1ite-collar education is considered best for 
children, 

Education for girls is not accepted. 

Numbeus of catde owned is valued, rother 
than quality of livestock. 

Cereal with a particular taste is used for tra. 
ditional dishes. 

Fatalism prevails: position in life ordained. 

The belief that malaria is unavoidable persaista. 

Necessary Innotutios 
andAdaptations* 

Smaller family size is now being accepted am 
economically sound. 

It is considered morally better to have weD. 
cared-for family. 

New enthusiann has developed for nonfonmd 
education s a consequence of seeing that 
white-collar education leads to unemploy. 
ment. 

Education for girls is seen to be potentially 
useful. 

Smaller numbers of high-quality animals come 
to confer status similar to that aceruing to 
those with large numbers of animals. 

Nlw hybrid varieties with different taste char
acteristict lre aepted. 

Confidence that they can improve their own 
circumstances grows among participants. 

Knowledge of nature and cases of malaria, 
and willingness to take measures to reduce 
incidence of disease, increases. 

Within an estimated target population of "X, it isnecemary to have changed perceptions among "Y- families within two ye. 
Soour: Compiled by the author. 
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Idinduto 

The bast way to identify critical behavioral factors is to know the existing 

social lnd&sape and then to asses the opportunities for new uses of traditional 

knowledge and values. What cultural perceptions cause people to act a they do? 

Which perceptions are critical? For example, poor people may, for good reason, 

have little confidence in government extension agents. If those attitudes remain 

unchanged a project may not be fully successful. Project implementors need an 

inventory of participant perceptions that imperil project outcome. In the field of 

education, negative attitudes toward educating women or toward village life may 

exist (for example, among young educated males)-unlesa these attitudes are 

changed, project outcome will be imperiled. 
Occasionally, critical behavioral factors stand out. If growing certain kinds 

of crops isconsidered women's work, iai participation in an agricultural proj

eact may be imperiled: fear of adverse socir's comment may be critical because it 

threatens those who decide to adopt innovations. 
Obviously, not all behavioral factors are critical. For example, population 

control projects in two different culture areas felt that die route to buccem was 

through stressing small families' ability to enjoy life. In India, one of the culture 

attitudes toward family size were strongly influenced by economic argu
areas, 
ments, that is, the cost of having children. In South America, the other culture 

ara, attitudes toward family planning wrere influenced by child care considers-
The Indian attitude was not

tions: smaller families made for better child care. 

critical to project success since similarity existed between local perceptions and 

p roject goals. In South America, changes in local attitudes were critical because 

the project would fail without them. 

Selecting CriticA Factors 

With every successful project, social change must take place; if no social 

change is to take place there is probably no need for a project. These social 

changes must be described, ranked, and given some weight so that tie most criti

cal can be identified. For example, in alivestock project in Mali aimed at increa

ing livestock production of drought-stricken nomads by improving pastures 

through prevention of overgrazing and by improving livestock quality, the be

havioral factors to be considered are the following: (1) ability to learn the new 

rang. of maiagement techniques, (2) participants' ability to alter their perspec. 

tives that owning large numbeni of pom)r cattle is prefcrable to owning small 

numbers of high.quality animals, and (3) willingness of nomadic peoples to 

adopt a sedentary way of life. The critical behavioral factor is probably (3), fol

lowed by (2), and then (1). 
In a population project in South America, key obstacles to change might 

involve male perceptions of reproductive behavior; the contraceptive technology 
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employed; the behavior of medical personnel to their clients; religious beliefs; 
perceptions of infant cam, mortality and oldage needs; and educational attain. 
ments of participants. These factors must then be ranked so that the degree of 
change in those deemed to be critical can be sesed during the implementation 
process. 

An agricultural population project in Turkey seeks to persuade farmers to 
produce new cash crops so that the supply of opium poppies can be moe rigidly
controlled. Obviously, there are a number of behavioral opportunities for change;
however, the critical behavioral issue in this type of project concerns whether 
farmers can abandon production of a crop that they do not perceive to be dan
gerous and that is tied in with so many facets of their lives. Once behavioral fae. 
ton have been assessed and the most -critical identified, attention can shift to 
other important stages in the implementation process.

Concerns that have surfaced during the inventory of cultural resources and 
the design stages must be highlighted, disussed, sharpened, and acted on during
the implementation process. This means that desigers and"implementors must 
ask themselves what kinds of opportunities exist and what sorts of things must 
change if the project is to succeed. Project design will have evaluated ways of 
learning, the extent of existing motivation to learn, presence of any real cultural 
barriers, and so on. IHowever, changes are yet to occur, and the task of implemen. 
ton is to assure occurrence of such chanmge in those areas critical to project suc3 
ces. 

PROXIMITY 

An accurate and timely flow of information during the fife of a project is 
essential for effective management and ensuring that project redesign, where 
necessary, will be properly handled. Because the outcome of projects designed to' 
reach the poorest is uncertain, it is very important to be able to effect changes as 
necessary. Prompt action can save a project or take advantage of overachieve. 
ment. As a rule, it is best to concentrate on only the kinds of information that 
ae essential, that is, tritical behavioral factors, as opposed to information that 
"it would be nice to know." Close scrutiny of performance is essential: the 
longer the lines of communication, the gref ter the danger that significant events 
will go unobserved. 

Project Implementation Organization 

It is vital that an integrated project organization be established in close 
proximity to the participants. By integrated is meant having all specialist compo.
nents-medical, social science, and agricultural-report to, and be subordinate to, 
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TABLE 5.2 

Monitouing and Evaluation Procedures 

Otanges in behavior associated with a project must be shown to have taken 
place u a consequence of project activities. Evaluation and monitoring must 
make it clear that those changes would not have occurred without project inter
vention. This means that full information on the project area and those areas 
where spread effects are anticipated must be available prior to the initiation of 
project activities. 

Impact can be measured through answering such questions as: What kinds 
of change have or have not taken place, and in what areas? Have chamges taken 
place in accordance with predictions made during the design stage? Do these 
changes involve the kinds of people the project was designed to affect? Who 
components of the project have been responsible for %thatkinds of behavior 
change? To structure evaluation and monitoring to answer these questions, it 
is best to begin by designing a suitable instrument for measuring impact. Atten
tion can then turn to design of a suitable sampling procedure that will be neces
sary to supply valid data. Following this, attention can turn to estimating causal
ity. Though a range of statistical methods may on occasion be employed, it is 
unlikely that multivariant or reg' ssion analysis will be useful. 

oSuace: Compiled by the author. 

the project manager. These lines of authority should last for the life of the proj
ect. The implications of such an organization should be agreed on by all depart. 
ments concerned prior to project initiation.' The project authority should be 
given discretion to undertake redesign, to increase financial provisions, and to 
initiate project close-out, if this is earlier than planned, all without reference to 
higher authority. Only with proximity can the significance of data be assessed. 
The need during the implementation phase is not simply for data collection but 
also for understanding why certain kinds of data are being produced.

Evaluation and monitoring carried out by the implementing Organization 
should both utilize the data base provided by the inventory of cultural resources 
and human needs. This referral process can help to verify whether the project is 
having an impact on the target group. When the spread effects are also revealed, 
this may aid in determining where future projects ought to be located. 

Monitoring is usually conducted with die object of obtaining data for man
agement use in ensuring that the project design is being adequately implemented. 
Evaluation is usually conducted to show that a project meets or has met certain 
policy, audit, or legislative criteria, or with the object of applying what is learned 
from the evaluation process to other projecto. It is preferable to have the same 
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data base for evaluation and monitoring; the means of information generation 
should be the same and the data base should be capable of serving both needs. 
Differences between monitoring and evaluation should relate to the time when 
sampling is undertaken and uses of the data. Often an immense amount of ef
fort isexpended by a group producing data for monitoring purposes, and then at 
a later point another group, charged with evaluation, independently produces a 
similar data base. Table 5.2 describes procedures for monitoring and evaluation. 

PROJECT CLOSE.OUT 

If behavior of participants is changing sooner than anticipated, project 
fife should be shortened. Proximity is also necessary to establish when proj-xet 
close-out activities should begin. Cose-out can be viewedas a progressive series 
of actions that terminate each stage of the project, such as design or implements. 
tion. Termination is not to be considered only when a project nears the end of 
its scheduled life; termination needs to be considered throughout the life of a 
project. If the level of project input proves to be more than adequate, it should 
be scaled down. If it appears that there will be too many trainees, plans should 
be altered. All such possibilities must be constantly reviewed (see Figure 5.1). 

The later stages of project close-out should be triggered when it is deter
mined that behavior changes introduced by the project have become institution
al ed among the target number of project participants. An assessment of spread 
e,,..cts should then be made; if minor uncertainties exist, the project might be 
continued (if oeats so permit) until the requisite data are obtained. 

The traditional project sequence-three to five years of problem analysis, 
followed by project evaluation and redesign-may not be practical. Where a 
pilot project adlreses a vital national or regional problem that continues to 
women during the life of the project, it may be necessary to make decisions about 
mounting similar projects before the scheduled completion date of the ongoing 
project. The management information system for project monitoring and evalua
tion should be constructed so that it can produce the necessary information at 
short intervals. Traditionally, projects have been supervised as they progressed 
and evaluated only at the end of project life. In many countries the problems of 
poverty cannot await such alearning sequence. 

The duration of most projects, three to five years, still reflects the needs 
of infrastructural development projects. Construction, training, and so on can 
usually be accomplished within five years (although tree crops may take longer 
to mature). However, 10 to 15 years may be a more realistic period when be
havioral change is a factor. Time is a variable: instead of maintaining rigid fore
casting and keeping to rigid schedules, it may be necessary to make changes as 
performance is reviewed. 
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Although an estimate of the time factor will have been made during proj
sct design, it is necessary to check continuously the progress of these (timely) 
behavioral changes. In an agricultural project the time required for the arrival of 
commodities, fertilizer, machinery, and so on will usually figure prominently in 
project calculations. So, too, will the point at which project output emerges in 
the form of trainees or crops. These considerations are often thought to be the 
real substance of implementation. Such reporting comments on the delivery of 
project assistance and the effects, in physical terms, of delivering that assistance. 
Infrastructuril development projects concerned with bridges and dams are quite 
well served by this kind of tre.atnent of time factors. It is usually the case with 
such projects that if men and materials are supplied, then, within a predictable 
period of time, results in the form of miles of road completed, participants 
trained, or bridges or dams built will emerge as project output. 

With rural development, population, nutrition, or education projects, these 
traditional input-to-output calculations, while they continue to be important, 
must be supplemented by other considerations. A most important characteris
tic of such projects is that they seek to produce behavioral change: calculations 
about when the change must occur within the project cycle are vital. For exam
pie, how long will it take for new management and cldivational practices to be
come institutionalized? This kind of calculation is the most important, and the 
most sensitive, in the entire proce. of managing the behavioral dimensions of 
projects. It will constantly require "fine tuning," so project designs should allow 
for this. 

MEASUREMENT
 

Some years ago, community development was very popular. One reason 
why community development lost favor was because it w&. not possible to mea
sure the achievements of such an approach. Legislatures tend to distrust claims 
that a policy is being carried out in the absence of reliable measurement. Sooner 
or later there will be widespread appreciation of the fact that most of the men. 
urements now employed, although they are useful, say too.little about social 

change. 
Neither input nor output statistics of the type now produced adequately 

measure social change. Nor is the length of time such changes will take metsured. 
Records of monies disbursed, fertilizer supplied, or machinery delivered say too 
little about the consequences of those activities. Phavioral change, time, and as. 
sociated costs must be linked (see Figure 5.1). Social change may well have not 
occurred even at a time when the delivery of physical input is escalating sharply. 
For example, despite the influx of bullion from the New World in t!e fifteenth 
and sixteenth centuries, Spain continued to decline as a Europea', power. In the 
Anglo French Condominium of the New llebridcs, copra production was around 
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25,000 tons in 1939; by 1960 government development expenditures had in. 
creaed by well over 2,000 percent, yet copra production still stood at 25,000 
tons.. 

The reckoning of success of the "green revolution" depended largely on in. 
creases in production. In many Asian countries these increases were spectacular
and it was assumed that, notwithstanding technical difficulties, the social impact
was beneficial. In many instances, however, well-off farmers found it more prof.
itable to use more fertilizer and less labor, and so the position of many poor peo.
ple worsened (see Figure 5.2). 

Increased Productivity. Equity., and Utilization of Benefits 

Without any clear data indicatin, how the benefits of increased production
have been distributed within a population, it may be that a project that has in. 
creased production has widened the gap between rich and poor. For example, ag.
gregate production figures from an area where well.to-do farmers as well as poor
tenant farmers may both be project participants must be disaggregated. We need 
to know which individuals are producing what amounts, since it might easily be 
the case that all production increas derive from a few prosperous individuals. 
For example, in a South American livestock project directed toward small hold. 
ers, production increased as the number and type of project participants de. 
clined. The smallholiers, under presqure from large landowners, either sold out 
or abandoned their new propertv, and the small units were absorbed in the largerand more efficient latifundia. Therefore, where increased prot., tion isenvisaged 
as a project output, a series of samp!es of the poorest must be identified and
monitored, with their output being compared to gross production (see Figure
5.2). Simple arithmetic will produce the sought-after comparison to the total 
number of project participants.

A common mistake is to measure the success of a project in terms of de.
sired consequences. This isreally a process of measuring assumptions. For exam.
pie, population programs arc claimed to have an impact because buildings have 
been constructed or so many condoms handed out. AKenya population project
that spent almost $20 million on the construction of physical facilities has hadsmall impact on reproductive behavior. Condoms were eagerly received in one
South Asian country; however, later study showed that ihey were being sent to
urban houses of prostitution. Constructing a food processing plant or distribu
ting food is no final indication that a project will improve the nutritional status
of project participants. A livestock production project in Papua New Guinea was
claimed to have beneficial consequences because it would increase the quantity
of nutritious food available to poor people. %hat was not made clear was the
Ztia that apound of meat cost more than a laborer's daily wage, and there was no
evidence to show that poor people would eat meat on a regular basis at such a 
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TABLE 5.3 

Construction of Statistical Samples 

Sampling strategies require close cooperation between social scientists and 
statisticians. The social scientist must describe all the variables that, from his 
point of view, may affect samples. Ordinarily, among issues to be considered are: 

adequate and inadequate construction of questionnaires,
 
poor or efficient administration of sampling instruments,
 
social distance between surveyors and those interviewed,
 
ethnic or religious differentiation.
 
socioeconomic differentiation by class,
 
interregional or district variation,
 
timing of sampling, that is, frequency and duration necesry,
 
variability in the above i.sues due to different project types, and
 
determination of respondent settings, that is, should instruments be adminis.
 

tered to groups or to individual men and women? 

However, if the steps already ro'consu.-ritd.l f,.r the inventory of cultural 
resources aid project de.mipi have Iw,:n followG d, the number of variables that 
must be considered will be considerably reduced. Areas with high degrees of aim. 
ility that are suitablk as p.oject areas, project spread areas, and control group 
areas will already be identifiable. 

Questionnaire survey methods are not so usef'l when dealing with atti. 
tudes. In instances where i. is impdrtant to gain accurate attitudinal data, it will 
be more useful to select a number of areas for participant observation. Social 
scientists should live in the areas selected for a period of at least several months. 

Source: CompUed by the author. 

price. The need is'to mra.-ure the number of people who have benefited, to show 
that Jiey are tie target group identii~ed in the 'nveniory of cultural resources 
and human needs, and to show that bLOavior has cbanged and that the changed 
behavior will endure after the withdraw, of project assistance (see Table 5.3). 

Quantitative versus Qualitative Measurement 

Population projects can be measured quantitatively, in terms of lower fam. 
ily birthrates and, qualitatively, in terms of the socially sanctioned behavior 
change giving rise to that figure. Nutrition projects should not be measured in 
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terms of food processing or storage plants erected, or amounts of food distribu

ted. Measurem -nt ah,-ald be quantitatively and qualitatively related to behavior 

change in order to show thi numbers of poor people utilizing and enjoying the 

new opportunities for better nutrition. Participation figures require accurate .,

cording of who has participated, where these persons live, and which other indi

viduals may reasonably be expected to participate as time passes. 

It is always difficult to measure achievement in education projects quali. 

tatively. In addition to describing te quantitative aspects (for example, numbers 

trained), however, one can describe individual changes. To what use has the edu-

Have the roles of men and women, or those of 
cational experience been put? 


their parents, been affected? Are educated people prepared to live in rural areas?
 

Many people may have been trained or educated: was it the right training, the
 

right education?
 
Although the nature of development projects changed substantially during 

the 1970s, methods of measurement have not. Input and output measurements
 
as they are, such types of measurement


still dominate project papers. Important 

are not enough. As Robert McNamara said at the 1970 Conference on iterna

tional Economic Development held at Columbia University in New York Ciy: 
that go beyond the mea.

"We... require... relevant 'development indicators' 


sure of growth in total output."
 

CONCEPTUAL APPROACH 

Many project managers now talk of carrying out projects directed toward 

The virtue of this is that it emphasizes
the poorest in an experimental mode.' 

nature of project outcome and it also stresses the need to learn
the uncertain 
from projectsi. Using this analogy, project design can be thought of as hypothesis 

setting; implementation then becomes refining and restatement of the hypothe

sis. 

Donor Performance 

Innovation and adaptation concern donors as well as recipients. This is why 

the total project environment should be examined. It is all too frequently the 

really examine the efficiene- and effectiveness with 
cue that projects never 
which their assistance is delivered. Project papers usually justify a project and 

then show how it is to be carried out. Many official evaluations of projects com

pleted after all project funds have been disbursed examine how well the partici

mention how well a ministry or other entity
pants p rformed. They may even 

givei responsibility for executing the project did. But there is also a need to eval

uate the work of those who originally approved the project, as well as thce who 
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supplied finance or who continued to monitor performance. R! aspects that af
feet a project must be examincd, and their respective influences weighed, if proj
ect managers ar: to ases correctly the reasons for under- or over-performance. 

The whole system used by donors needo to be examined in terms of the 
principles of contextualism and incrementalism.' To what extent do donor re
quirements fit a particular country' needs? Are allowances made for the nature 
and availability of locally trained manpower? If the object, for donors, is grad

.uallv° to work themselves out of a job, those donors must question the reality of 
a particular country's eve-- k~ing able to operate its project system satisfactorily. 
It may be necessary for donors to adjust their requirements. 

Increased Organizational Implementation Capacity 

The second thing to consider, since an object of most project issistance is 
to increase the capacity of the executing organization to carry out such projects, 
is whether indeed that organization will be in a better position to carry out this 
kind of a project at the conclusion of Fr-ject assistance. After all, one of the im
plicit notions underlying any project shoiuld be that the implementation capacity 
of the executing organization will be increased. 

It is important continually to similify the project process so that the proj
ect cycle can be carried out by local government units rather than central gov
emments only. To this end, the financial requirements, personnel requirements, 
and operating procedures of the irmplementing organization should be examined 
to see if changes should be made. Project procedures may themselves be an ob
stacle to progress.' 

Many projects are completed satisfactorily but then collapse when project 
assistance is withdrawn. The easiest way to guard against collapse is to design the 
project so that support is withdrawn before the end of the project. If perfor
mance is maintained, it can be reasonably assumed that the organizationls imple. 
mentation capacity has improved. The actual decision as to when to withdraw 
advisers is best left to the implementation stage; it is a matter of judgment based 
on performance. 

To make such a judgment about withdrawal, those responsible for project 
implementation ntust use their knowledge of the state of the project and their 
proximity to events to establish and continually adjust two dates. The first is 
the date when project participants will be able to function without project as
sistance because they have institutionalized new behavior patterns. The second 
date is deduced by estimating when the maximum feasible number of partici
pants will have institutionalized the new patterns. Thus, the project assistance 
completion date and the project god achievement date will be different. These 
dates ought to be finally determined by project implementors. 
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]Participant Perfonnmance 

Should the design of this type of project be altered in the future? Were the 
incentives meaningful and were the intended participants able to take advantage 
of what was offered? Was the training or extension work as good as it should 
have been? Did both men and women join in? Were some people against the 
project? An asse.ment of how the participants viewed te project's impact is re
craired. 

Project managers need a bottom.up view-the view of the participants-a. 
a check on other kinds of performance data. Most official reporters do, after all, 
have a vested interest in ensuring that project performance ison schedule. Par. 
ticipant views are very important not only during the life of the project but also 
during redesign, since other projects may benefit from participant suggestions. 
While it is important to find out why people are participating in the project, it is 
equally important to find out why others are not participating, particularly if 
their participation was originally souglt by project design.' 

Spread Effect 

The final consideration involves the need to make some assessment of 
spread effects generated by the project. Location, type, magnitude, and time are 
all things that should be considered. Where are !he spread effects being experi
enced? What kinds of things are spreading? How large is the impact and what 
numbers of people are involved? How long will the process take before some def
inite results are to be seen? Are there any obvious lessons on spread effects to be 
learned from this project that can be applied in future projects? This involves an 
asm'ment of the likelihwmml of o'prefad or reliicability. Before proceeding to ex. 
amine how thebe needs can be met, project managers need to consider their proj
ect goals carefully. 

Establishing Broad Success Indicators 

Where increased production is the index of success, a proje.t might be 
thought unsuccessful if it reached 60, 80, or 90 percent of the target production 
figure of the original design plans. An advantage of specification of different im. 
plementation assessments is that it enables project managers to estimate success 
and failure of their projects in more realistic and accurate terms than is the case 
when success is measured solely in terms of levels of production, levels of in
come for project participants, or construction of buildings or miles of road. 

Using the four assessments proposed above, and bearing in mind the need 
to learn from projects, it can be seen that aproject might fail to meet design esti. 

http:bottom.up
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mates of performance for participant involvement and yet be succesful. For ex
ample, a project may fail to meet increased production estimates, but achieve 
substantial spread effects. Another project may fail to achieve either spread ef
fects or increased production targets,,but subtantially increase the implementa
tion capacity of the organization executing the project. Projects that have been 
defined as successful because during the life of the project they achieved certain 
levels of production may, in fact, have minimal behavioral consequences. In
cremes in production, even when attributable to the project, may decline when 
advisers leave: the results may have been obtained at a much highercost than nec
essary, the participants may not have acquired any new knowledge or skills, or 
spread effects may not have developed. 

RECOGNIZING SOCIAL CHANGE IN IMPLEMENTATION 

Projects whose success depends primarily on achieving social change are 
more difficult to implement than projects where social change is subsidiary to a 
primary goal of construction. Infrastructural projects involving engineering and 

construction are examples of the latter type. The designers of such projects can 

form predictions with some confidence and thus be fairly certain about the out
come of construction efforts within a given period of time. With infrastructural 
projects, the implementation phase can be distinguished from the p'anning phase. 
In such projects implementation is somewhat mechanical-it can often be moni
tored from site records, engineers' reports, and so on. Problems are likely to in
volve the nonarrival of coimodities, a delay occasioned by bad weather, labor 
disputes, faulty engineering work, and so on: the range of problems may be 

fairly narrow and predictable. The social change elements in the projects, al
though they do, of course, ultimatVly affect people, are secondary and often as. 
sumed rather than explicitly treated by project papers. Obviously, construction 
projects do have severe problems on occasion; however, die state of the art is 

fairly advanced-there is a body of knowledge, a reservoir of successful experi
ences about how to do things. In addition, those who actually engage in con
struction and so on have done it many times before: apart from problems of 
training, moot of the problems they encounter are of a physical nature. 

The nature of implementution in rural development, education, nutritior. 

population, and health projects where social change is a primary goal, is a differ
ent matter-and even more so with projects directed toward the poorest. In these 
projects it is not usually possible to draw a neat line between die desigrn and im
plementation phases4: de.ign may intrude upon implementation and implementa

tion must constantly be considered (see Table 5.4). In fact, implementation be
gins during the design stage. There are a number of reasons why this is so, among 
then the fact that it is difficult to calculate the reaction of project participants 
to future events and stimuli. The ways in which a road can efficiently be built 



TABLE 5A
 

Summary of Cultural Appraisal Systems
 

ProjectCycle 
Proceu 

Identifying poorest 
(Ciapter 3) 

Designing projects 
(Chapter 4) 

Learning from ir-
plementation 
(Oapter 5) 

Criteria 

1 Identification of 
groups 

2 Social organization 
3 Belief systems 
4 Wealth forms 
5 Patterns of mobility 
6 Analytical description 

of poorest 

7 Contextualian 
8 Incrementalism 
9 Minimum participant 

profile 
10 Spread effects 
11 Motivation 
12 Time factors 
13 Benefit incidence 
14 Communication 
15 Design of extension 

efforts 
16 Using indigenous 

organization 

17 Critical behavioral 
factors 

18 Proximity 
19 Project close-out 

Forwardand
 
Backward LUnkage
 

5,6,10,14,15 

1,3,7,8,11,15,16,18,19 
1,2,4,6,7,11,15,17 
1,2,3,6,11,13,15,17,.20 
1,2,10,14,15,17 

1.20 

1.6,13,14,15,16 
2,10,11,12,13,15,16 

6,7,8,10 
1,2,7,8 
1.6,13,17 
1.6,11,17,19 
1,2,11,14,17 
1.3,5,9,15,16 

1,2,5,10,16,17,18 

1,2,3,7,14,17,18 

1,2,3,9 
1,2,5,12,15,16 
10,12,17 

0The criteria advanced for the appraisal of projects form asystem, thus change in one 
of the criteria inevitably affects other criteria. Since the criteria are logically interconnected 
It i important to appreciate the forward and backward linkages that emphasize the unity of 
the system. 

Source: Compiled by the author. 
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are known to a degree, but knowledge about how one produces behavioral 
change is much less certain. 

Of course, it would be preferable to make the social change goals of infm. 
structural projects primar. Certainly a good number of road projects would 
have been more succenful had they been thought of as experiments in social 
change ralhL.- than constnction projects. Every project involving construction 
or other infrastructural corponents has an impact on people. New opportunities 
for travel or work, which ultimately affect behavior, will be created. %hat pres
ently distinguishes the inf'astructurJ project is that success, which should be 
measured in be'havioral ternnR, tends to be meawured in physical terms. Tokyo's 
new internatioal airport should have been viewed in terms of its social dimen. 
sions rather than as a construction project: as aconstruction project it might be 
considered successful, as a socially relevant project, disastrous. Success should 
also be measured in terms of social change, seeking to know what people have 
done with opportunities crtated as aconsequence of project construction. 

NOTES 

1. There are a number of important publications, among them: Development Alter. 
natives, Inc., "Strategies for Si.all Farner Development." areport prepared for AID (Wash.
ington, D.C.: Developmoent Alternatives, lay 1975): Uma Lele, The Design of Rural Devel. 
opment (Baltimore: Jo,'ns Hopkins University Press, 1975); Albert Waterston, "A Viable 
Model for Rural Development." Finance and Development 11, no. 2(June 1974).

2. See for example, S. N. Eipenstadt. "Institutionalization and Oiange,' Amerkcn 
Sociologicol Review 29 (1964). 23547; lliram S. Philips, Guide for Development: Institu. 
tion Building end Reform (New York: Praegr, 1969). 

3. James S. G. Wilson. Economic Surtvy of the New Hebrides (London: Her Majes.
ty's Stationery Office, 1965). Wilson supposed that development could take place if Mlane. 
mans were taxed into working on plantations. Once faced with material, m,he supposed that 
they would acquire a new pattern of preferences. It was the kind of thinking that needs to 
be done, even if the conclusions were a bit wild. See the author'&review in Eonomis, 
New Series. 35. no,138 (MNay 1968). 

4. LUle, The Design of Rural Development. p. 130; Robert (lambers and Deryck
Belhaw, Mauuing Rural Development, discumin paper no. 15 (Brighton, England: Insti. 
tute for Development Studies, 1973) 

S. Donald C.Stove, "Removing Aelminitrative and Planning Constraints to Develop. 
ment." Journal of Adminiaratin Ow.rsa, 12,no. I (January 1973); (Ii.Yurn We, "Train. 
ing in Public Administration for Development," Journal of Administration Oversass, no. I 
(January 1971). Guy Hunter has recently pointed up this eclipse of noneconomic social 
science skills in "The Implementation of Agricultural Development: Towards Criteria for 
the Choiee of Tools," Agiculuial Administration 1,no. 1(1974): 51-72. 

6. Dennis A. Rondinelli. "lntemational Requirements for Project Preparation: Aids 
or Obstacles to Development Plannin" Journal of American Institute of I'anners 42,no. 3 
(July 1976). He makes the valuable point that project procedures must adapt to local capa.
city rather than the sophisticated standards that prevail in industrial countries. See also Ed. 
gar Owens. "The Local Development Program of East Pakistan," International Developn=74t 
Reuiew 9(March 1967). 
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?. See, for example, The Social and Economic Impimtian ofLw-Sme. fntroduc. 
of New Vwkties of Food Grin (Geneva: UN Rearceh Institute for Social Develop. 

ant, 1974); Anthony Leeds, "The Significant Variables Determining the Character of 
Squatter Settlement&" Americe La n. 12. no. 3(1969); Emiut Schumacher, Smal IsBeam. 
gff.: Econouksa ,if People Mattered (New York: Harper & Row, 1974) 



Project managers who have to handle the cultural appraLnal of projects 
usually have two questiom, both equally important: how do you get the data 
you need and how do you know when you have the right data? As with project 
design, die simpler the dai collection, the better. lligh-powered team research 
and sophisticated mathematical analysis, perhaps using computers, will usually 
be out of place. Data colleetion systems should, as far as possible, be contextual 
and incremental. 

The guidance given in this chapter is not intended as acomprehensive blue
print, a teaching "how-to-do-it." For the project manager with sufficient social 
science background, this chapter should serve as an aide-minoire. For the proj
ect manager with little socida science background, this chapter should reinforce a 
disposition to obtain suitable social science assistance. If a project manager needs 
thorough instructions, external assistance isundoubtedly required. In such ces 
the chapter can illustrate the general advantages of various kinds of data so that 
project managers can ente: into a useful dialogue with social scientists. Social 
scientists may find the analysis of project types auseful aide.memoire. The data 
is based on personal experience in various countries and an in-depth analysis of 
World Bank projects. 

Previous chapters have identified principal data requirements for mapping 
cultural resources and for project design and implementation. Existing data must 
be matched against the requirements before decisions on design revision are tak
en. Quality of quantitative data roughly correlates with a particular country's 
level ofsocioeconomic development: very poor countries h&%e very poorly devel
oped data collection systen,, and what is collected is usually not very accurate. 
!N such countries, accurate quantitative data concerning attitudes, -salues and be
liel, or production output (acreage, mileage, and so on) are usually unavailable. 
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Auesments of what people want or feel may be based on supposition. Often fig. 
urea on new trees planted or new lands cleared or placed under cultivation are 
produced by people who have no idea of what an a:re or hectare actually is
kilos and tons of production may be counted by people who have only a vague 
idea of what a kilo or a ton actually is. In parts of West Africa, for example, 
weight is equated with lorry load. 

There are a number of reasons why yields are hard to estimate from farm. 
era' own records and data: harvesting may be spread over some months so that 
totals are neither noticed nor recorded; harvesting may fail to record the amount 
used for family consumption and for barter, recording only cash sales in local 
markets: figures may be deliberatily falsified to avoid taxes or rent increases by 
landlords; and markets may be officially controlled, resulting in extensive smug
gling and black-market trading. 

Crop.cutting surveys are one method of getting snore accurate data. Asam. 
ple area of land is harvested under supervision. From this sample yields can be 
calculated with some accuracy. lowever, to be valid this method needs crops 
that are customarily harvested at one time and well-:leared, open lands of uni
form fertility. Crops produced in tropical rain forest, or in rough, broken coun
try are not suited to the crop-cutting technique. In s-me instances, the number 
of economic trees and tie number and weight of bunches of fruit must be 
counted comprehensively. Samples can only constructed when there is assur. 
ance that data are representative. Asatisfacto., method, assuming that plots and 
families have been linked, is to assess yields prior to hirvesting. Cocoa, coconuts, 
coffee, and so on can be estimated by an experienced agriculturtlist; as can grain 
crops, tubers, and various legumes. 

Project managers should guard againitt bias in reporting. Figures may be in
flated to please or impress: figures may be reduced to avoid crutiny, jealousy, 
or even higher taxes. Productivity might even c infltted by biased data collec
tors who are eking an indication of ethnic superiority and leadership in the 
struggde to modrnize. Ahen asked to collect data on the attitudes and aspira
tions of very poor people, collectors often produce the kinds of data they know 
their superiors want to see: thus, data collection often confirms planners' ideas 
of what poor people really want. It is important to ensure that alternative or 
contrary ideas-to thoise suggested by a particular project- have a chance to ap
pear. Data should be able to deny as well as confirrn.1 

QUESTIONNAIRE SURVEYS 

With quantitative date, project managers must be able to feel confident 
that the figures are valid and reliable. Household surveys and other kinds of 
queetionnaires are often required for project design cildculations." These surv.ey 

eci figures on production, distribution, consumption, attitudes, values, beliefs, 
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income, aspirations, and so on. Project managers can question themselves and 
those responsible for the collection and dissemination as to which quantitative 
data will reveal the important strengts and weaknesses of project implementa
tion. 

General (aracteristica 

The strength of well-designed questionnaire surveys lies in their ability to 
answer specific questions that project managers may have, and to answer these 
authoritatively by means of sampling. A further advantage is usually thought to 
he in the fact that administration of questionnaire surveys can be carried out by 
low-level manpower. The methods and techniques associated with questionnaire 
surveys are also better known and more readily accepted by most project mana. 
gers than are qualitative data. 

The weaknesses involved with questionnaire surveys spring from their of
ten having been designed by people with no real understanding of the social cir
cumstances of those who are surveyed. One must know what kinds of questions 
are permissible. Can one properly ask what kind of education a man wants for 
his children, or whether lie and his wife want to have children? I it permissible 
to ask about incomes? Will people fear that giving honest answers will cause their 
taxes to increase or that they may have broken some law? People may be ashamed 
of their position in life and may not want to have th!ir distress recorded. It is a 
matter for wonderment that people who would not, in their home communi
ties, address a stranger unless introduced-and whose deeper feelinp are seldom 
revealed to their wives and clke.st frinrL-should habitually assume that ques
tionnaire surveys will, in some miraculous way, evoke acompletely different re
sponse i~t others. 

Design Considerations 

Expert advice is needed to determine what kindi of questions can be asked 
and also how such questions should be phrased.3 Questions must take language 
differences into account, as well as values, beliefs, and attitudes. Expert advice is 
also needed to determine who should be asked which questions: whoever desigrs 
questionnaires should know about socioeconomic status and about differences 
between groups, occupations, and sexes. Finally, expert advice is required to de
termine who should admini.ter the questionnaires. Will the best results be ob
tained by training people drawn from similar comm'inities to administer ques
tionnaires? What level of education, what status, what ethnicity, or what sex 
should those administering the surveys have? How long must survey staff spend 
in a village before adminutering questionaires? liese considerations are espe
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Construction of Questionnairm 

A small mount of high-quality data is prefera6e to a large amount of er
ror-ridden data. Questionnaire construction is a "chicken-and-egg" problem be. 
cause a certain amount of information must already be available. Consideration 
of the following factors isrecommended. 

Presurvey Resources 

Qualifications and experience of those who will construct questionnaire: An an. 
thropologist or sociolog'it at M.A. level familiar with the language and cus
toms of those to be studied is essential. 

Training for those who will administer questionnaire: What age and educational 
level should those administering the questionnaies possess? How many ad. 
miniatrators are needed? Should men work with vromen respondents, or vice 
versa? 

Implications of project characteristics: How long a period should questioning 
-over and when should questioning take place; for example, is harvesting 
piecemeal or seriatim? Must one wait five to seven years till tree crops ma
ture? Is there a known calendar of important ritual events spread over so 
many months? 

Motivation of respondents: It is useful to require iadministrators of question. 
naires to asswes why it is that respondents answer questions? What do respon
dents think the dat- . for? 

Length and content: One way to assess whether designers of questionnaires are 
sensitive to mattei of length and content is to ask what would be too long and 
what kinds of que.stions cannot be asked. 

Sample design: Sta "stical analysis will be useful in handling sampling errors, pre
cision, reliability, and so on. 

Instead of relying on one presurvey and then launching into full-scale ad
ministration, it may be better to gradually perfect the instrument and the 
method of administration. It may be necessary to vary methods for different re

ions or sexes. Administration of the questionnaires should consider the follow
ing factom. 

Format of questions: Because those who administer questionnaires w'' ;nevita
bly be associated with officialdom, questions asking farmers to say what they 
learned, or did not learn, from extension agents are unwise. It is better to say 
"some farmers think this, some think that, what do you think?" 

Context: Sometimes administration to a goup will ie more accurate than indi
vidual administration. Sometimes short lists will be preferable to long lists. 
Sometimes it will be better to ask the questions and record the answers later 
rather than asking respondents to reply privately. 

Source: Compiled by the author. 
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cially important where data are to be collected in communities with low literacy 
levels and little history of having received benefits fronm officials (see Table 6.1). 

There are advantages and disadvantages of various staffing options. Well. 
educated survey workers may be reluctant to spend adequate amounts of time in 
"backward" villages and may wish to emphasize social distance between them
selves and the village. If local people are trained as survey workers and they turn 
out to be unsatisfactory, then it may be hard to dismiss them because they may 
then have adverse effects on the project. The best survey workers are unrelated 
to those in the svvey village, possess appropriate langjage skills, and have career 
prospects. 

Past Events 

In assessing data, project managers must decide whether data have been 
collected with sufficient frequency and if there have been adequate time inter. 
vals between collection. Can one usefully ask farmers about agricultural input 
used two or three years ago? Data on social conditions are frequently out-of-date. 
For example, many anthropological and sociological accounts are 10 or 15 years 
old. If rapid social change is taking place, this is a dangerous situation for valid. 
ity and reliability. 

Frequency and periodicity must be explicitly considered for agricultural 
production in most projects where social change is vital. Very often farmers re
member only significant events, such as avery lean year or a very good year, and 
questions about seeds used, labor input, and manure or fertilizer may aot be use
ful because such thing-, are not considered worth remembering. It may be neces
sary to collect data as fanning operations take place instead of waiting till the 

next growing season. A conscientious decision about reporting periods should be 
taken, ba;ed on actual, on-the-ground investigations. 

In most rural communities, the time when an event being investigated can 
be established by referring to particularly significant past happenings-World War 
I, an earthquake, when a bridge was built, when a particular government official 
was in charge of a district. In the Solomon Islands, exunples of such events were 
the landing of the U.S. Marines on Guadalcanal in 1942, the murder of a well
known district officer in 1928, and so on. A schedule of such events can be 
drawn up for most areas. 

If is oftcn necessary to try to understand the age structure of a population 
in the absence of reliable demographic data. There are simple physical tests for 
age, such as the le" of milk teeth, the onset of menqtruation (12-14 years) for 
girls, and the growth of underarm hair fof boys (14-16 years). Where more so
phisticated calibration is required, tests can often be obtained from police (who 
need such data for criminal cases) or physicians. 
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Sampling 

Pruject managers concerned with population or nutrition projects should 
pay attention to ensuring that their data cover valid and reliable samplet. Popula
tion samples, when broken down by age, sex, and class, have often been too 
small to establish statistical significance. Regardless of whether samples are of in
dividuals, families, lineagei, tribes, or villages, one must be aware of the social 
landscape before determining sampling units: what is a typical individual, a typi
cal family, or a typica• vi. age? Samples must be based on an understanding of 
the representativeness of the data to be employed. Social mapping, if it has been 
properly carried out, can be very helpful here. 

Samples must also he constructed in such a way that surveys c.mn be carried 
out speedily, as required for management decisions. If few survey researchers are 
available, the sample may Oave to be small; where large numbers are available, it 
may be possible to survey an entire village. Surveys ba.sed on questionnaire ad
ministration should not last more than a month. If surveys take longer, memo. 
ies may lapse and respondents may have inaccurate preconceptions about the 
purposes and meaning of the survey.' 

Samples must be comprehensive if at all possible. The population from 
which samples are drawn covers the entire area where project effects are antici
pated. A common mistake is to survey the participants while failing to survey 
project staff or cooperating officials. Samples should cover the project environ
ment and meet the criteria advanced in the chapter on implementation. Care 
must also be exercised to ensure that samples deal with a broader social scene 
than villages and households alone. 

Village information built up of household data may obscure sip;ficant 
factors affecting the acceptance or rejection of innovation. For exmnple, men on 
the Micronesian islanJ of Yap wanted as many children as possible, yet their 
wives privately disagreed and habitually aborted theimselves: the principles un
derlying reproductive behavior on Yap might not be discovered through house
hold samples. Were power is exercised by religious leaders or by male secret so
cieties, household samples will also have limited utility. Data should cover the 
criteria given in the chapters on cultural resources, mapping, and project design. 

PARTICIPANT OBSERVATION 

Project managers seeking to assess the validity and reliability of data on at
titudes, values, and beliefs will encounter the anthropological methods ar i tech
niques known as "particiipant observation." This refers to the means n.o.' an
thropologists have used to, collect their data since Bronislaw Malinowski's pio
neering work in the Trobnand Ilands of the Western Pacific in the years follow
ing World War L Anthropoloie.. field work begins with a sustained period of 
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immersion in the culture. The anthropologist "joins" the community for a pe. 
riod of one to two years, learning the leguage, living as a member of the com
munity, and recording data as a participant observer. Familiarity with language, 
seasonal activities, and the entire round of community affairs allows tke anthro
pologist to get close to events.$ 

Method 

The anthropological field worker relies on a number of informants to up
ply data. Ideally, information from one informant car, be checked against that of 
anothe:. Anthropologists usually try to use a number of informants of different 
sex, socioeconomic status, age, and so on. The informants should be representa
tive of the social milieu; their number should permit adequate cross-check~ng of 
the data. 

Tie one to two years allowed for field work is the usual time period &sso. 
ciated with a first visit. The first visit is usually associated with pursuit of a doc
toral dissertation. Subsequent visits to a field work area should not require more 
than a few months. The length "f the initial visit is not merely occasioned by the 
fact that the first vi.sit is a tiaining ,isit for the anthropologist; it is also neces.ary 
that the entire environment be surveyed before decisions on appropriate research 
strategies for specialized issues are made. 

Strengthb and Weaknac ,s 

The strength of this method of data ollection is that it can produce data 
of high quality. It becomes possible for th,. arthropological investigator to un
derstand why certain kinds of data are produced: he or she can understand why 
production figures are high or low, why peop'le want more land, or why heath 
facilities are used or unused. A further strength in this kind of data collection is 
the fact that any anthropologist exposed to this initi d field experience inevita
bly develops a reservoir of experience that is not apparent in publications. Ques
tions can be asked of ruch an anthropolocist long after he or she has left the 
field. in diis way the fill value of the field work can 6- garnered.' 

Some weakneses of field work are that it is carried out individually and 
that it is hard to driAw results of wide-ranging geographical significance from such 
studies. An individucl anthropologist, if male, may have trouble collecting mate
rial on female aspects of childbirth. A female anthropologist may have similar 
problems assessing male attitudes. Anthropologists c'oose particular locations 
because the social conditions are uriquc: it therefore becomes important to ask 
what general considerations can I, extrapolated from much studies. 

i 
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AUEQUACY OF THE DATA BACE 

The data base, a mixture of quantitative and qualitative elements, muL ?oe 
such that it permits constant monitoring of project participant behavior in the 
light of the criteri! &dvanced in previous chapters. Does the governmeni have 
good sources of information on the pvople where the proJect is located? flow are 
data collected and analyzed? When singhe-source informational resources are be
ing assessed, covering, for example, farmers' attitudes, women's aspirations, or 
the socioeconomic position of adopters of new innovations, two tests can be em
ployed. 

Thc first test is an asessment of authenticity. Where data are produced 
from a single source, as with official statistics, is any independent verification, or 
means of verification, of the data provided? Are the data accurate and represen. 
tative? 

Where independent verification of sinoe-source data cannot be carried out, 
project managers should themselves attempt o achieve such verification if the 
integrity of the data is vital to project success. Quantitative dat- derived from 
questionnaire surveys should always be checked very carefully o ensure that 
there is no distortion. The methodology employed in questionnaire surveys, per
sonnel used, representativeness of the bjmple, and manncr in which investigators 
are regarded by the people! living in the sample area 4lould always be indicated. 

The second test of ingle-source data awesses objectivity. Where official in
formation is collected and disseminated, one must assess the motivation und:rIy 
ing the donation of data. Why do respondents answer personal questions? Why 
are certain ki Ai of data collected and disseminated!' Information can be relied 
on only when underlying motivation has been estalished. Project participants 
and officials may have a number of reasons for giving information, such as fear, 
pride, hope of promotion, or patr.itism. People do not usually provide inf,'oMa
tion simply because they believe in well-designed projects. 

COLLECTION OF DATA 

Project managers should personally c .ck qusntitative and qualitative data 
on the ground level. In addition to asessing the accuracy and rel'ability of data, 
they can use these observations toward development of adequate data collection 
procedures. The ,inds of data that need to be checked on the ground level in
elude, as previously mentioned, production, income, calorie intake, births, 
deaths, acreages, and so on (see Table 6.2). The data must make clear the project 
mituation and m~ust include not only information on t6e project. ocation but also 
on areas where spread effects are anticipated. 



Table 6.2 

Required Quant~tative Baseline Measures 

&xduotionof the PreprojectSituation 

Characteristics of the situation, such as a reprodactive rate of 35 per 1,000, 
caloric intake of 2,000 per day, literacy rate of 2 pricent, the monetary income 
of poorest, and the presence or absence of particular skills and knowledge, are 
important. 

Definitionof Samplcs 

nThree (six, if possible) groups should, at minimmn, be identified: 

A. In the area to receive project input, 
B. In the area ultimately to be affected by spread effects, 
C. In an area similar to., but where no project impact is anticipated. 

Ooiceof Samples 

Sample groups should be as nearly identical as possible in respect to, for 
example, size, social structure and organization, values and beliefs, resources, 
and language and environment. 

Schematic of Samples 

Samples can be represented graphically as iollows: 

B A C 

I II I I
 
Monitoring and Evaluation 

Tiune, cost, and performance should be monitored and evaluated in A, B, 
and C: 

By comparing Awith B and C,results attributable to d6e project can be estimated. 
By comparing B with A and C, results attributable to) spread effects can be esti

mated. 
By comparing Cwith A and B, results attributable to the project can be estimated. 

Source: Compiled by the author. 
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Identification of Groups 

The best way to uncover differences among groups that are significant 
enough for recording is to visit widely, interacting with the widest possible range 
of people. The problem does not lend itself to questionnaire survey methods; 
rather, participant observation by one or more pcrsons (depending on country 
size) is preferred. Three sets of questions will uncover most differences. One 
seeks information about different ethnic groups and how they usually interact. 
is there tension, fighting, or cooperation? A second refers to "modernization" 
and the progress of varions groups or geographical regions. Which groups are 
thought to be advanced, which backward? 

In many nations where tensions between ethnic groups are high, discussion 
of ethnic differences is strongly discouraged. National unity and the need to 
project a national consensus discourage attempts to identify ethnic separateness. 
Another objection sometimes raised against social mapping is that mapping can 
be thought colonialist in ideology. Those who make thischarge suspect mappers 
of wishing to preserve archaic social distinctions whereas they, the critics, seek 
extraordinary or revolutionary social change.7 

An answer to thse objections is that there ii no necessarv evil in social 
mapping; rather, it is an attempt to produce better projects in order to avoid 
wasting resources. It can be shown that in most countries where strong inter. 
group antagonisms exist failure to allow for such situations in project planning 
leads to poor results. Social mapping is not judgmental-it merely seeks to de
scribe the existing situation as it is. 

In North Malaito, in the Solomon Islands, differentiation exisca between 
social groups thaL live in the inland hills and worship their ancestors and those 
that live within easy reach of the sea, which are (Izistian. Ethnic cleavages are 
not so strong. The Christian group views itself as progressive, literate, money
making, and healthy. The ancestor worship goup views itself as backward, un
healthy, and malnourished. Members of the vvo groups do not cooperate and are 
either hostile toward each other or, at Best, indifferenit. The distinction between 
the groups is based on geography, s;,ice the coastal people had greater access to 
government and missionary peronnel. The inland people had no way to earn 
money because copra and cocoa were not suited to their environment. The same 
kind of distinction can be seen between plains people and hill people in Burma 
and other Southeast Asian countries, such as Thailand, Laos, and Cambodia. 

The third series of questions about social classes was not important in Ms 
laita, although elucidation of class differences may be very important in other 
countries. For example, in Peru there are several well-defined social classes: at 
the top are the descendants of Spanish colonists: at the bottom of the social py.
ramid are the aboriginal hidian inhabitants, or Choke. In India, there were tra
ditionally four well-defined classes: priests, warriors, merchants, and untoucha
bles. Althoug the pw'sage of time has lesaened the impact of some of these di
visions in Indian society, some of them must still be utken into account. 
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The best way to tet whether intergroup differtnces have been discovered 
is to make sre that some are identified in the course of a survey. No country is 
without some such distinctions, whether among ethni: groups, between the sup. 
posed advanced ard the backward, or between those of high social status and 
thosok of low status. This process, if undertaken on a full-time basis, should not 
take rAore than two man-months. 

Social Organization 

it is almost impossible to appreciate the natuie of land tenure arrange. 
ments in a country solely by reading books vritten by anthropologists or legisla. 
tion on land tenure. Anthropological coverage is seldom complete and may cover 
only a small number of traditional areas. Land tenure legislation ij usually di. 
rected toward primogeniture and thus may not affect wide areas held under ha. 
ditional tenure. 

Within the chosen sample, the land belonging to or being used by each 
household or family should be mapped out. That is,a plan of the village should 
numerically identify each household. Each household should be associated with 
its lands in nearby farming areas, the size of the plot or plots bein, carefully 
measured. Often boundaries are hard to identify, particularly in broken country 
or wooded areas. It is often the case that fijmilies may have different parcels of 
land-one used for grazing, another for gardens, and another for producing tim. 
er and other materials used in house construction (see Table 6.3). 

In areas where population fluctuates due to seasonal er - .yment, urban 
migration, or dramatic increases in population growth. it is es. .i that data on 
landholdings be checked, since official records may be misleading. This can help 
establish whether plots are becoming smaller in response to population increase 
or because certain socioeconomic groups are increasing their landholdings at the 
expense of others. 

Local court rez-ords are the most satisfactory wNay to obtain land tenurm 
data. Recent cases provide a commentary on social change because they illus
trate both pressures for new kinds of land tenure an' those for maintenance of 
traditional arrangements.* Sufficient case data must be collected to permit a 
map, detailing tenure arrangements and their distriblition, to be made. Court 
data can usually be supplemented by data from the 'ocal lands and survey de. 
panment, which will have all recent surveys on record. Records should show 
which pieces of ground have been registered in the niimes of indivi'dual owners, 
which registration requests qre pending, and which areas have the lowest number 
of requests.10 Coll, ctiop of such data can be accomrlished within two six-man 
monts, depending on the size and social complexity of the country involved. 

To obtain data on types of family structure and work organization, inves
tigation might begin with what happens at markets. Sensitively designed ques

http:requests.10
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TABLE 6.3 

Investigation of Land Tenure Patterns 

What I Held? 

It is essential that the nature of all available types of interest in land be de
lineated. Ownership is a bundle of tights. These rights should be specified. In 
many societies, there is nothing akin to the concept of landownership found in 
industrial countries. For example, the owners of topsoil may be different per
sons than the owners of subsoil. Perhaps neither sub.oil nor topsoil owners own 
trees that stand on their ground. These categories of rights, or what is held, must 
be investigated. There may be few rights that resemble ownership: instead, land. 
use rights may only be usufructuary. However, even in those countries where 
substantial areas are held under traditional tenure, it will usually b,. the case that 
large areas are also held by primog.niture, that is, the common pattern for in
dustrial countries. 

How I It Held! 

For all categories of interest in land, some performance is required on the 
part of the hol!ers of those interests. For those with ownership rights, land may 
have to be used productively or it will be confiscated. Those with lesser interests 
may have to pay rent, perform ritual or economic services for kinsmen, or follov. 
the customs of their ancestors. 

Rho lolds It? 

In any country there will be substantial areas held or used by individuals. 
Other areas will be held by groups of people. The nature of the qualifications for 
membership in such groups must be expiered. It is epiafly important to describe 
the circumstances of those who have no land-use rights. 

Source: Compied by the author. 

tionnaire surveys can be used to elucidate how goods are produced and how the 
proceeds of sales are distributed. This will reveal palri- or matrilineal features. 
Questioning in villages should be directed toward the manner in which capital as. 
sets have been created. Ilow are houses, roads, wharves, churches, clinics, sch.As, 
and so on constructed? These kinds of structures at b'yond die construction 
capability of one household. By asking such questicris it shotidd be possible to 
uncover the existing f'.dms of work organization-what their membership crit,tria 
are, how often they meet, and what constitutes the permissible range of furc
tions under their charter. The investigations should be completed within two 
man-months. 
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BeiW Systema 

Both questionnaire survey and participant observation techniques should 
be used in studying belief systems. Samples should again be made up from the 
groups that social mapping has shown to be significant. Establishing the geogra. 
phy of religions can be a complex business: census data may be available, and 
missionaries can often fill in the gaps. Further useful data can sometimes be 
gleaned from police records, since there may be revordh of complaints against 
dose who break religious injunctions. A useful way to highlight differences be. 

tween belief systems is to examine the role of women. 
Attitudes toward social change can be uncov(red by using questionnaire 

survey methods to asaes which cultural features itspondents feel should be 
changed and which preserved. However, personal qujestioning is usually better 
than administration of qustionnaires where populat:on issues are involved. The 
first thing to be determined is how decisions about having children are made. 
Such qubtioning shoul.', be.directed separately toward men and women drawn 
from different social pf.oups and eocioeconomic ievels 

One obvi%.,is wey to determine attitudes toward health is to consult mcdi. 
cal personnel in hospita s and at dressing or first-aid ststions. Both mae and fe
male personnel should be consulted. The demand for medicines and services is an 
important indication of attitudes. What kinds of illness are brought in for treat
ment? This kind of information can be supplemented by interview material 
drawn from sample villages. Questions should be directed toward older women 
and men and indigenous healers. They can be asked to list the most dangerous 
illnesses and appropriate kinds of cure or treatment. 

Beliefs about distribution of goods and sernic(6 are important to investi. 
gate. A careful record .,ould be kept of amount; and types of food retained 
from yields and used for family consumption or reserve. This record should in. 
elude livestock as well a grains, tul, -. , fruits, and other vegetables and tree 
crops. In addition, it is useful to record the most (:ommon methods of food 
preparation and actual food distribution within the family. What c-iteria are 
used for intrafamily food distribution? Do malhs get niume than females? Do por. 
tions increase with age and seniority or with physical size? 

Within the community itself, food given in exchange for goods and services 
enjoyed by the family should also be recorded. How muci goes to the landlord 
or other families for satisfaction of debts contracted with stores and so oi? 

The portion of family production offered for sale should be recordedl. 
Sometimes farmers are forced to sell all their marketable surplus when prices are 
low, sometimes they have poor leverage and nust sell individually to well-orga
nized middlemen, and son'times th'y sell only when cash is required. 

Productivity may be thought to be affectd by failure to perform an im
portant ritual, such as giving a feast for dead ancestors. Productivity might aleo 
be affected by exposing lands to impurity: a menstruating woman is thought re
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)ponsiblefor infertility *in certain parts of the would. Does land have to be 
blessed? Do important and costly rituals have to be carried out to ensure fertil
ity? 

If undertaken at the same time as other bas-c diata gathering, collection of 
this type of data should require two man-months. 

Wealth Forms 

Wealth is a dificult topic to investigate in poor rural communities. Quem. 

tionnaire surveys tend to produce inaccurate data be,-ause people are unwilling 
to give a precise reckoning of their wealth lest they be assessed extra taxes. Addi
tionally, many surveys concentrate only on monetary holdings, thus ignoring im
portant categories of indigenous wealth. However, it thould be possible to cover 
this topic in one man-month. 

Among the poorest people in any developing community, money may not 

be the general medium of exchange. The first task is to find out what forms of 
wealth exist and which kinds of social transaction those wealth forms are used 

for during a year. Most of this information can be obtained from studies of mar

ket transactions, analysis of household possessions, and discussion with such 

people as bankers and anthropologists or other social scientists wo, ng in the 

area. Samples should ;egain be drawn from all groups found to be significant. 
Family income may arise from a variety of sources: sale of produce, sle 

of labor of family members, rental of lands or equipment, sale c,'livestock or 
artifacts, remittance from urban relatives, pensions, and so on. Care must be 

taken to compile a representative sample and to monitor data accuracy, since 
people in most poor rural communities are reluctant to discuss monetary in. 

come. 
Farmers' reasons for wanting a monetary income should be recorded. Is 

money wanted for consumer items, such as soap, salt, clothing, kerosene, bicy. 
des, radios, and mosquito netting? Is money required to pay rents or govern
ment taxes r" various kinds? Are large amounts of money required for security 

or as an index of status? Is money in the form of coins or specie preferred, or 
paper (many traditional communities dislike paper money because it quickly de
teriorates)? (See also Table 3.2.) 

Mobility Patterns 

This data can be collected in about two man-months. Well-constructed 
questionnaire surveys taken at markets can establish significant patterns of 
movement. In most rural communities these patterns atre affected by the need to 

reach markets, stores, medical services, police, churches, and workplaces. Partici
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pant observation inquiries directed toward medical peronnel and police officials 
can help establish patterns of seasonal movement. 11 Medical personnel often 
have valuable data on the spread and containment of diseases based on mobility 
patterns, while police officials often have to know where to find people at par. 
ticular times in a year. Local government officials also tend to know a great deal 
about mobility patterns. Tax officials can be a useful source for this kind of data, 
since they study the movements of those who pay tax es-and those who do not; 
agricultural, medical, or educational extension workers, on the other hand, are 
often not affected by the presence or absence of particular individuals in villages 
when they visit. They tend to see their jobs as involving visits to villages rther 
than contact with people. 

Basic Human Needs 

The matter of which categories of poor in what areas can realistically be 
helped is a political decision. However, that decisin-making process can be 
helped by a supply of good, accurate data on the poor and their problems. Un
derstanding of basic human needs is an outcome of a national inventory of cul. 
tural resources. This process cannot be satisfactorily avoided or circumvented. 
If national figures-income, caloric intakes, and so (In-are relied on, it isun
likely that dey will he ,ithier conlprehensive, since narrow samihples are often 
biased, or accurate, since a tefnh.iiey to aggre.gate and average data dominates 
such exercises. Useful data can be collected within one man-month. 

REVIEWING PROJECT DESIGN 

Prious chapters have concentrated on project managers who must iden
tiy, design, and implement projects while handling the cultural dimensions them. 
selves or obtaining assistance from social scientists. There are, however, many oc
casions when project managers inherit projects identifid and designed by others. 
Guidance is given below on the kinds of behavioral problems typically encoun. 
tered with some common project types. This treatment focuses on issues that 
should, as much as possible, be viewed along line! suggested in previous chapters. 

INTRODUCTION OF NEW CROP TYPES 

Frequently, projects to introduce new types of ciops pay insufficient atten
tion to existing forms of social organization. The issues treated in the chapter on 
project design, Chapter 4, need emphasis. The cultiation of certain types of 
crops entails acycle of activities that have social, and possibly ritual, significance. 
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Oiange may affect the utilization pattern of land and labor. Distribution of time 

calculations by potential project participants will be important. 
A first step is to eramine the incentives from the individual's, and uen 

brom the association's, point ofview in order to assess motivation. Are changes in 

the design of the project called for? Shifts in the distribution of power, wealth, 

and status and their effects on the grolp can be asoessed along lines suggsted 

when benefit incidence was discussed with respect top roject design. Are long-term 

structural realignments within the group called for? Are credit arrangements sat

isfactory? Vliat will the cotequenes of the new income generation be on pur

chasing power and leistire time? Will nmigration to cities 1w affected? Will crop 
specialization have an%marked effect on nutrition and reproductive behavior? 

Estimation ofspread effects is particularly important. If macrolevel dL' are 

available, e4perienced consultants should be able to collcct these kinds of data in 

two weeks. What is the relationship between this project and the wieer society? 

Is the project special to this region or group of people? Are the results capable of 

emulation and are the necessary measures an explici': part of the project design? 

W'hat kinds of evidence suggest that the project will be enthusiastically support

ed? W at i the attitude of local leaders and opinion makers? What decisions are 

asked of participants? Can the positive and negative features of these decisions 

be elucidated? Give-n a basic concern with sul,.istence needs, does the project al. 
ter the ba.,ie confidence of theiparticipant in hi. or her ability to provide for a 
family? If succe seem to depend largely on the quality of government or other 
official int.rve.ntion, what 6e the local opinion of officialdlom? 

RESETTLEMENT PROJ ECTS 

A starting point in seeking critical behavioral factors is the pattern of re

cruitment: reasons for participating in projects and the kinds of satisfaction of
fered. The dissatisfied can oftc.i simply walk home.' 2 This action in itself is a 

critical behavioral problem. Disgruntied people who have not been notably sue.. 
cessful in one community do not always have the potential for success in an

other. The best form of recruitment involves the total community-the removal 

of a viable community from one area to another. No matter what the method of 

recruitment, one must know what the settlers have been told they will obtain. 

Random selection of settlers is problematic when the people come from differ

ent ethnic groups and communities. It may be difficrilt to achieve a viable settler 

community. Will the resettlement be viewed as a lowering or raising of status? 

To what extent has the group been consulted before resettlement? Data on moti
vation can usually be collected within two weeks. 

The next factor is the envisaged pattern of organization for the new com

munity. Is there a departure from traditional forms and, if so, is there reason to 
believe that it will be unattainable? lere it is nccessory not only to envisage pat
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ten oC oiganization in the 'economic spher; but also the political, die 2ocial, 
and the religious forms of organization common to the settlers. What isthe rela
tionship envisaged between the new community and neighboring communities? 
Will the neighboring communities view the scheme, for instance, as an attempt 
to preempt their uncultivated (but cultivable) lands? 

As alnady indicated, design of mueh projects must pay special attention to 
contextual and incremental factor. New setthement. appear to present opportu
nities to devise new systems of tenure capable of overcoming what are thou 
to be inappropriate features of traditional systems. B]ut there is a need to appre. 
ciate that a tenure system is a reflection of a socidl system, not a capricious or 
arbitrary feature, the alteration of which will autoar atically be greeted with re
lief by settlers. What are the functions of the traditional system; to what extent 
are these made redundant by resettlement? How was the arc&of resettlement ob
tained, and from ,hom? 

at is the nature of the residence pattern proposed under the resettle. 
ment scheme? Are the proposed patterns different from existing patterns; do 
they, for instance, envisage nuclear family residence as opposed to joint family 
residence? Does the new pattern alter family relatinships and authority? Is it 
lowering the status of women, or increasing the domestic burdens of some mem 
ben of the family? Does it result in diminished care -or children through the dis
persal of relatives formerly residing together? What types of house construction 
are envisaged: how is a house to be constructed, by whom, and when owned? 
WVhat wii the effect of new residence and housing patterns be on reproductive 
behavior? 

It should be potsible to estimate how long social change will take within a 
two-week period by examining other resettlement projects. 

IRRIGATION PROJECTS 

Two types of irrigation projects are of concern: the first involves the open. 
ing of new lands; the wecond, the improvement of aecess to available water. The 
degree of control and coordination required from all who are saSociated with 
such projects is exceptional. The engineering required to ensure the proper and 
timely supply of water is of an exacting nature, and the maintenance required is 
no less difficult. The social problems are of equal complexity. An adequate in. 
vento-v of cultural resources is very important. 

Rigats to water have usually gone hand.in-hand with the development of 
sophisticated lepal systems to regulate those rights. These legal systems arz part 
of the wider syrtem of social control, and they need to be thoroughly under. 
stood. Primarily, they regulate aece. that springs nainly from one's position in 
society. Any altcratio,. of the existing social control of access to water must be 
closely regarded. 
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Benefit incidence requires special attention. (Ctingesin access to water fre
quently alter the social position of one or more individuals, giving them a pre. 
eminent position and an ability to control others that was not traditionally their 
tight. Very often the social consequences of redistribution have not been fully 
studied. Because irrigation projects demand such clcee social control, one con. 
cern is with utilization of existing institutioi, both in the supervision and the 
collection of such charges as may 'be levied, as well as arrangements made for 
maintenance. Such data can usually be collected within two weeks. 

Of more ha.sic concern is tie question of whether the resourcem provided 
will actually be used. Tiere are instances of tube wells in India and irrigation 
schemes in Iran and Thailand where dams have been constructed but the wrters 
are unused. The furm of agriculture-disciplined coordination, residence require. 
ments, relative in.la.sticity in terms of production-are all facts of life that have 
been mastered only after many centuries of experience by hydraulic communi. 
ties. Therefore, this type of project requires thorough evidence that the social 
calculations are correct (see Table 6.4). 

TABLE 6.4 

Improved Water Supply, Upper Volta 

To reduce the incidence of water.home disease-. in northern Upper Volta a 
mumber of wells were to be constructed by AID. Existing wells, while useful, 
tended to silt up. Deeper well construction was planned. However, similar proj
ects executed in other areas of the Sahel had experienced severe problems. 

When water supplies were improved in North ',lali more cattle were intro. 
duced into the area. Despite attempts to get villagen. to follow improved range 
management, overgrazing and de..truction of gra&lands resulted. Improving 
water supplies was not a technological problem but ,?aier a social one. 

Learning f-.om previous experience in West Africa, the All) project studied 
the social landiscape-bocial groups, social organization, mobility patterng-in or
der to decide on the optimum location of wells. By dispersing the wells over a 
wide geographical area rather than augmenting existir g village supplies, overgraz
ing was prevented. Anticipation through analysis of social dimensions was impor
tant. 

Souce: Compiled by the author. 

IMPROVED LIVESTOCK PROJECTS 

Projects to improve livestok form a major part of agricultural project 
work. In many parts of the world, traditional methods of animal husbandry are 
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inimical to the establishment of modem methods of livestock management. Ui 

tia] inquiries relate to the social significance of the animals: are some sacred, a 

in India, or is possession an indication of social status. as among the Masai? What 

a the relationship between the social system of keeping animals and the kinds of 

changes called for with improved huebandry? Some want to sell cattle, some 

want to increase herd size and, thereby, their prestige, and some, like the Nilotic 

Nuer, may want to keep animals and drink their blood. 

A second point of interest concerns the ownership of livestock. Does own. 

ership rast with men, women, groups. or even with thi- gods? iat are the group 
"s".-gar 

I' . rights m , 
What happensindividuals or groups, or are they dispersed through the socieLy. 


to cattle when they die or are slaughtered-are they i source of protein for the
 

community? If so, are there important questions of taste to be taken into con

decisions made about castration, caling, the relationship
sideration? How are 
between the numb "of cattle and pastwre resources? What food resources are re

quired for animal 'usbandry and what are the conseqtaences of improvements in 

thete factors? 
Have opportunities for change been correctly identified and is it polwible 

to mount extension programs that take these concerns into account? What is the 
to grazing or water and the improvements? Is im.rrfationship between access 

Firovement in livestock leading to adiminution of other rights locally considered 

bnportant? What is the pattern of inheritance? Is cattle ownership asignificant 

fictor in the relidonship L-tween generations? All cf these factors will be im

poiltant in determining apprope' t 'ommunications Etrategies. This can usually 

be accomplished within a two-week period. 

NUTRITION PROJECTS 

Nutrition projects sometimes suffer from the sz'ne problems as population 

projects in that misunderstanding can arise between technical personnel with 

biochemical training and social scientists. Nutrition projects have sometimes 

found it difficult to stop distributing food in favor of increasing local capacity to 

produce aeupply of nutritious food. 
Food patterns are deeply ingrained in most communities and often associa

ted with intricate systems of religious belief or social standing and status. Intro
selection of traditional foods for fortificationduction of new foods or even 

needs to be done with care and, as with population Frojects, die progress of nu

irition proje,:ts must be carefully olberved to ensure that initial desi6n asump

tions are valid and that unforeseen participant reactions do not threaten project 

success. The following issues should receive attention: 
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What is the social meaning of food? What is the place of aparticular type
of food in a community? ISit-associated with sickness or health, with feast orfamine? Is it associated with old or young people? I)o the wealthy people and
the poor both eat it? Does the food have areligious or ritual significance?What is the system for food distribution and food preparation? Do menget the large it share? Is there some logic behind th. method of apportionmentwithin fami',es? Is food prepared in a way that resulti, ii,a loss of valuable nutri.ents? Can the food be stored for long periods so that. abalanced supply is avail. 
able? 

Are taste and preparation characteristics important? Do the new foodtypes meet important taste needs in the community and can they be used in traditional recipes? Are the food typeg introduced related to those that can be pro
duced locally? If food is grown, will it reach the right people in sufficient quan.
tity? 

POPULATION PROJECTS 
Population projects often reinforce the idea that a major difficulty in implementation comes not from project participants but from officials. Medicaland social science personnel traditionally have had different approaches, philosophies, and ways of working. Policy issues are also far 1r)m clear since some coun.tries want to increase population while oders want to 'reduce population growth

sharply. 
Reproductive issues-conception, spacing between children, abortion, and so on-are potentally explosive an,' devisive: population projects are among themost sensitive undertaken. It is therefore necessary, a3 early as possible during

the implementation process, to ensure that initial design calculations are accurate. The following questions are designed te identify commonly encountered 
problems: 

Hlave the advantages and disadvantages of not having children been correedy identified? Are. children a form of insurance against old age? Are children 
an indication of womanhood so thit to be barren carries aheavy social penalty?Do men feel social pressure to have children as an indication of virility? Are menand women who die childless thought to be more dead than those who leave 
children behind? 

How isa decision to limit family size reached? b it adecisior that can bemade by women alne? Is it a joint decLsion of husbands and wives? Does theproject recognize the decision.making con text?
Is the metlod of birth control convenient? Is it understood by men andwomen? Is there a pc.Aibility of pain or discomfort is a result of using thismethod? Is there a cost factor involved that may limit: adoption? Is literacy a

key factor in reproductive behavior? 
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Are project personnel able to establish rapport with clients? Is it easy for 
pesnonnel to talk to women? Does the local indigenous system of medicine treat 
reproductive behavior? 

Is the media campaign handling the right kinds of incentives and controls? 
Is the reaction favorable? 

EDUCATION PROJECTS 

An inventor)' of cultural resources isa necessay prerequisite to education 
project identification. The language of instruction, the nature of instructional 
technology, the social position and attitudes of the teacher are all important. 
Equally important are the process whereby pupils are selected, the forces that 
tend to encourage or discourage attainment of individual goals, the opportunity 
costs for individuals, the attitudes of parents, the location of the schools, and 
the kinds of things taught. 

Education projectD are not o ily concerned with the transmission of cul
ture but also presuppose planners'c:onceptions of a future 3tate of society. Insti
tutional barriers to educational reform must be viewed in an attempt to spell out 
the value conflicts involved; fo? example, in many countries the educational sys
tem teaches that the hihest expression.of cultural values is found in careers in 
government, the church, or the army. 

Reform of such a system may have to address itself to the problem of in. 
culcating attitudes and values more conducive to businr s and commercial ex
pansion. Tiie same is true in the runral areas. One must.calculate the potential for 
social change inherent in proposed educational reforms. 

This leads to an assessment of the social reali;m involved in educational 
planning against the background of that society's bMicf- and values. The ques
tion becomes "Education for What?" Is the syst,.m satisfying local aspirations hi 
addition to producing people who are motivated to work in certain key posi
tions? Will they remain in those positions for some time? What ate the structural 
consequences of the system with respect to creation of new roles, effects on so
cial stratification, and results in terms of rtwly eifergent forms of access to 
power and status? Is there a good fit between the educational environment and 
the social environnent, or is the systeni producing too many people for thde lim
ited number of positions available? 

With formal education there is a more or less captive audience, a fair de
gree of consensus among administrators and administered about what education 
is or ought to be, a definite time period for inst-uction, a possibility for feed
back, and an assumed motivation to learn on the part Df the student. 

Are educational goals meaningfil to pa.iciptints. Since the traditional 
classroom situation is not usually replic;Lue on the desired scale, there is often 
heavy use of mass media. These cai serve t -, &"us attention and raise aspirations 

http:expression.of
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while e. the same time indicating the means for schieving wish fulfillment. This 
being the case, it is axiomatic that media messages have a good cultural fit. The 
need for continuous monitoring and adjustment isafirit requirement. 

How isknowledge passed on and who is responsible for this process? What 
are the aims and objectives of traditional education? %ho isresponsible for what 
kinds of inotruction? Is instruction by example, by pnictice, through discussion, 
or writing? What are the rules for participation with respect to age, sex, parental 
constellation, or belief? New programs must be graftel in attempts to introduce 
entirely new and untested forms of instruction. 

The following issues must be considered in an valustion of formal educa
tion programs: 

What are the social characteristice of actual or potential pupils in terms of 
sex, age, parental constellation, religion, and ethnic or tribal origin? What are the 
mechani6 ,s makiisg for exclusion or inclusion of particular groups? 

What are the social characteristics of the teachers, with regard to the lan. 
guage of instruction and their likely attitudes toward s selected series of occupa
tions and roles? 

InL the case of nonresidential institutions, what Is the degree of reinforce
ment attained by different home backgrounds during rionschool periods? Are in
struction methods culturally relevant or failing to minimize the development of 
potentials? 

Does contert analysis of instruction methods indicate the existence of 
value conflicts or tend to downgrade use of training in occupations coridered 
key in economic development? 

What proceses wid influences aire at work when students select their ca
reem? Ischoice primarily a result of access to particular kinds of information, 
the example of parents and peer group, teacher atti'.udes, or media presenta
dons? 

What are the structurp- consequences-creation of new social distinctions 
lused on education attainment-of education for new jobs? What are the socially 
conceived components of job success, and is it possible to attach these compo
nents to sectors of the economy with a demand for high-level manpower? What 
does. it mean to be illiterate or without ed.cation in urban and rural areas? 

%lhat are the political consequences of education for tribal or religious ten
ions? Is education seen as a way to promote nationil integration? What are the 
consequences of promoting denominational education! 

Shat is the relationship between new methods and traditional forms of in
struction; istoo great a break presupposed? Isit possil)le to reform and build on 
the traditional methods? 

What is the local perception of education in tevms of what it should do, 
who it should provide for, what should be taught, how it should be financed and 
controlled? Is the system responsive, or can it be made so? 
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The following mues must be considered in an evaluation of nonfonmal 

education pLoi.ns: 

What are the social characteristics of the audience? Is instruction or advice 
being directed to the right groups and the right people in these groups? Is the 
traditional division of labor appreciated, and the social motivations behind that 
division? Isthe message too broad in its design to have necessary local impac? 

What is the actual or amumed motivation on the part of recipients? Is in. 
struction relevant entwigh to focus attenition and raise, aspirations? Is rrgnal or 
tribal variation required? 

Are both the time ailotted and the place of instruction conducive to suc. 

J the nessage cognitively rclevznt and is it likely to be understood by the 
average person in the target area? Does it pay sufficient attention to what people 
already know and feel about the subject matter? 

Where media are employed, have the right kindi of media been used and is 

there sufficient provision fr feedback? ias the messtge a good balance between 
repetition and demonstration to ensure learning ard yet prevent boredom? 

Has attention been paid to the need for development of community asso
ciations and the importance of seeking their advice? Does the message take into 
account existing fonrs of organization and ways of doing things? 

What is the local perception of media-are they thought to be unduly po
litical or biased? Can media succeed although nccemiry backup and supporting 
organizations fail, thus imperiling future work! 

Where local people are to be trained as teachers, has sufficient attention 

been paid to ensuring that they possess the requisite personal characteristics and 
social backgrounds for access to all members of their community after training? 

(See discussions of "Proximity" and "Measurement" in Chapter 5.) 

ROAD PROJECTS 

Often only minimal attention is paid to cultural impact of road projects 
because roads are seen as having considerable economic appeal and because the 
design and implementation of road projects are generally considered engineering 
problems. Many engineers feel that the need for roads is so great that any road, 
no matter where located, will bring sizable benefits. 

Roads po&- other interesting problems. One is the fact that, once a decision 

is made on the location of a road, issues of participation are not as important as 
in other types of projects: people living in the project area will be affected by 
the irapact of a road project whether they like it or not. Project managers there
fore have a special responsibility to identify in the fullest way possible the 

stream of costs and benefits that will be created by a road project, to ensure that 
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full advantage is taken of the benefits and that full precautions are taken tomeliorate the negative consequences of road construction to the extent possible.Another problem concerns the location of roads. Since the effects of roads
normally extend nine to twelve kilometers from the roadbed, a Iccation decision
should be based on needs of suitable beneficiaries, as identified by the inventory
of cultural resources. Normally, however, location is decided b;,a combinationof engineering requirements and political pressure.
When the matter of location has been decided, attention can turn to three
problem meas that account for most of the costs and benefits associated withroad projects. These are land, labor, and services. Careful attention needs to be
paid to the pattern of land utilization be.ide planned roads. Apositive effect is
that productivity 
 may be increased because of the introduction of new croptypes, provision of easier access to market,, anI mcxe readily available agricultural advice. On the negative side, land may become more precious and scarce,excessive fragmentation 
 of plots may take place, and theri may be pressure to
register lands held under traditional tenure in the names of single owners. Familymembers who must leave their home areas and go to towns as a consequence ofthis registration process constitute a cost to the project. Litigation in local courts
may increase over lands located beside roads.
Many of these problems can 
 be prevented by a suitable land utilization
plan. Such a plan must recognize the tendency to alter traditional cuaivation cycles beside roads. Road construction can result in a loss of food crops, as a cone.
quence of substituting cash crops, and a loss of fertility because land beside the
roads no longer goes through the traditional fallow cycle.
There is increasing emphasis 
on labor-intensive rod projects. Among theimportant considerations here are the manner of recruilMent abd the relation.ship of the technology employed to normal work patterns. Where there are large
numbers of unemployed, attention 
must be paid to some locally acceptablemethod of job distribution. This can be done on a geographical basis; that is,
those living in a particular district are employed when th, road is constructed in
their district. When construction moves to another area, the people of that district are given jobs. The disadvantage resides in the need to train new groups in.
stead of accumulating skills.
The ways in which construction gangs are organized and the kinds of
methods and techniques they use for road construction shoild, as far as possible,
fit in with normal work patterns. If this is not done, constuction may take long.
er, cost more, and may fail to leave many permanent contributions of value tothe community. Skills learned during 'oad construction should benefit the community when construction hia been completed. Data on organizational factorscan usually be collected within a month by experienced personnel.With respect to the provision of servicLs-medical, educational, agricul.tural-it is necessary to identify, positive and negative mpects so that these can &treated by project design. In what ways will the access of poor people be widened 

NO2 
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rime and Cot 8 Estimates for Data REquirennts
 

Time in Cost 
Type ofDoto Components Alan.months (dollars) 

cltural resources 1 Social mapping 6 30.000 
and human needs 2 Social organization 6 30,000 
(Chapter 3) 3 Belief systems 4 20,000 

4 Wealth forms 4 20,000 
5 Patterns of mobility 4 20,000 
6 Access to basic hu. 

man needs 8 40,000 

Subtotal 32 160,000 

If foregoing is available, 
the following times 
can beas follows: 

Project design 7 Spread effects Y2 2,=,, 
((apter 4) 8 Motivation 2 2,500 

9 Estimating time factors Y2 2,500 
10 Benefit incidence Y, 2,500 
11 Cmimuni'ation 1 5.000 
12 Upoing indiige'nous 

organization 1 5,000 

Subtotal 4 20,000 

Project implementation 13 Critical behavioral 
(Chapter 5) factors 1 5,00 

14 Project close-outb - -

15 Measurementb -

Total 37+ 185,000 

abased on foreign expert probale costs. 
bDepends on project life. 

Note: The larger the country, the better the existing data base. 

Source: Compiled by the author. 

"3J 
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or amowed as a consequence of road construction? In many instances, motor. 
JB-ed visitation will become common in place of foot patrols. Thi can mean that 
fewer service personnel will be in villages overnight so that those who work all 
day in the fields may not receive attention. There may be reluctance among ser. 
vice personnel to visit inland because of a feeling that those wanting services 
should visit roadside stations. Critical behavioral factois of this type can be col. 
lected in about one month (see Table 6.5). 

NOTES 

1. U-eMu advice s to be found in Donald P. Warwick and Charles A. Uirdnger, Ar* 
S*s3ph Suny: Theory and Practice (McGraw.Hil. 1975). 

1. United Nations, Research Institute for Social Dervlopment. Contents and Wee. 
arem'stof Socio.Economic Development: A Beneficial ilnquiry (New York: Praeger, 
1972). 

3. For a good discusion, Pee Samuel L Payne, The Art ofAsking Questions (Prince. 
ton, N.J.: Princeton University Prem, 1951); Frank Lynch, field Data Collection in Devel. 
opingCoarnines, report no. 10 (New York: Agricultural Development Council, 1976). 

4 Village studies have a long tradition in India. See Michael Upton and Michael 
Moore, Vollage Studies in LDC'a, i.D.S. discussion paper (Susiezx, England: Institute for De. 
velopment Studies, n.d.). 

S. Conrad M. Arcnsberg and Solon Kimball. Culture and Community (Gloucester, 
Mas.: Peter Smith, 1965). The anthropolocical method of data collection begins with the 
consideration of a broad number of facts and proceeds to the selection of a particular hy. 
pothesis. that is,the facts sutmest the theory. teortomists. however, begin with ahypothesis 
or certain asumptions for example, perfect competition. The scientific method of econom. 
ka is inductive. This dutinction isargued in a fa.rinating exchanwr between the economist 
Frank ILKnight and the anthropologist Mrlville Ilerbkovits. publ, hcd in Journal of Polit"l 
Economy 44, no. 2 (April 1941). 

6. Author's paper "The Cae for Fieldwork by Officias," Plan 6, no. 2 (June1971) 
diacuses these problems. 

7. 1firt heard this argument at aconference at Uppala. Sweden. Later, while work. 
ing in Morocco, I talked with people who admitted that allowance should be made for Ber. 
ber populations n that country, though they said that this would be difficult in political 
terms. 

S. A classic accunt of this isto be found in kirris Carstairs's book, The Twice Born 
(Bloomington: Indiana University Pres. 1958). which describes a physician's attempts to 
move between Brahmin and untouchable children in tht ssme village. 

9. See Glynn Coehrane, "Land Tenure: The Case for Traditionalists," Oceania65,no. 
2 (December 1974); and "Ooice of Residence In the Solomms and a Focal Land Model," 
Jourel of the Polynesian Society 78, no. 3 (September 1%I) 

10. An excellent discussion is found in Ernest MkLeod Dowson and Vivian Lee Ds. 
borne Sheppard, Land Registration (London: Ier Majesty's Stmioneiy Office, 1956). 

11. See fass Media in an African Context (Paris: UNESCO, 1974). an evaluation of 
Senegal's Pilot Project, prepared by hlenry R. Cassirer from H. de J'ong and others. 

12. Glynn Cochrane, "The Administration of Wagina Resettlement Scheme," Hum., 
Organization29, no. 2(1973). 



Data collection forcultural appraisal should be accomplished within ayear. 
Project managers will not themselves be primarily responsible for data collection. 
Instead, the. will arrange for data collection, and evaluate and interpret data a 
they are produced. A strategy for data collection should begin with an inventory 
of existing cultur-l resources in order to estimate which can provide die kinds of 
data called for by diac sixi.l diiilimi..of projects. ie "nae methodology use:d 
in projects can be useful, that 6, definition of groups and so on. Social science 
faculties at local universities, colleges, and training institutions should be as. 
sessed together with all other groups poesessing distinctive information collec. 
tion and interpretation capacity. Oversret resources should be examined next. 
With respect to organizational issues, what kinds of institutional resources are al. 
ready available? Should grants be used to expand capai.ity in certain areas? 

Without a atrategy for collecting macrolevel Pocial data to complement 
macrolevel economic data, wastage and error are inevitable. The social scientist 
asked to advise on a project must try to select the kinds of data required of an 
inventory of culural resources and human needs before going on to tackle de
sign and implementation issues. Since different social scientists are employed on 
different projects, duplication is inevitable. It is more likely that the real nature 
of poverty will not be determined and that, due to lack of information, project 
design will be faulty. Location of the project may also bt. poor. 

A lack of macrolevel social data is more serious when important design de
cisions are being made because cultural factors that should be part of project de
sign may be ignored or, if thouht important. may be considered too late in the 
project cycle. This creates a situ'tion in which cultural factors are "added in"a 
if they were extrinsic variables; thus, design cannot adequately anticipate posi. 
tive and negative cultural factors. 

Since information functions are not markedly different from economic 
functions, they can usefully be examined to see if they are contextual and incre

ils 
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mental. For example. questionnaire surveys have lr.g been used in India: to at. 
tempt the same thing in Burma would probably be disastrous because Burma has 
fewer people with the required skills. Statistical inte:rpretations should be incre
mental, otherwise there i a danger that, when introduced, they will have mini. 
mal spread effects. Therefore, any attempt to improve the information resources 
should begin by Assessing the functions of central government, local government, 
and the academic community. Following this, contracting and research needs 
can be assessed. 

GOVERNMENT STRUCTURES 

It is the author's view that the collection and analysis of the types of infor
mation required for the cultural appraisal of projects must increin-,ly become a 
local government responsibility in developing countiies. Improvemcnt of resour. 
ces for government collection and analysis of data can be viewed in terms of 
"centralization" versus "decentralization."' In centralized systems. powers, du. 
ties, and responsibilities are concentrated in the capital; with decentralized sys. 
tems the reverse is true. Information gathering, analyiiis, and discrimination func
tion. -.-e embedded in te rrlationship between the center and the field. There 
are, however, disadvantages to this kind of dichotomy. Discussion of decentrali
zation implies that thing. are being transferred from the center to rural areas. 
Yet it is not true that the center and the field are e.qualy suitable locations for 
similar sorts of powers, duties, and functions: the p.)wers, duties, and responsi. 
bilities of central and local government are different. Treatment of information 
will also differ. 

With respect to information, which powers, duties, and responsibilities are 
beat exercised at the center, which in the field? In some instances-for example, 
customs or national defense-decentralization is not really plausible. It s often 
dear that the center must have responsibility for national policy making and al
location of scarce resources. But local government regulations and bylaws can 
only be made at the local level. 

All government activities can be cl1asified on a departmental basis into 
eontrol or extension departments. Those responsible for control would be (na
tional) police, judicial, audit, posts and telecommunications, and so on; decen. 
tralization is not relevant to most of their work. There is broad agreement on 
how much departments obtain and use information. 1hose responsible for exten
sion might be agriculture, health, education, and so cn. Devolution or, more im
portant, decentralization isnecessary for such depariments. Controlling depart.
ments administer nationally determined .decisions in local areas and exercise a 
minimum of personal discretion. The personnel asaociated with such depart
ments may serve in local areas and coordinate their activities with local officials 
but they will, in the main, answer to central authority. 
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With extension departments, the quesion is more difficult. Within the na. 
tional guidelines the question of which information functions are to be carried 
out locally, and how these are to be accomplished, ipa matter for local determi
nation. The sharing of responsibility is between the central government, which 
may indicate broadly what is to be done, using as positive and negative sanc
tions, legal penalties, and financial incentives, and local government, which must 
plan and implement to suit the local context. 

The object of creating more genuinely democratic structures at the local 
level is not simply to promote economic development or to obtain maximum cit
izen participation (it is, after all, known that many people in industrial societies 
do not participate in elections-to use this as a test oi the viabilitv of democracy 
might be dangerous). The need is to create a multi'urpose information frame
work at enables local people to plan, execute, and review a wide variety of 
activities. Local government must become responsible for more and more project 
work. For example, what is taLught in local schools, whether education should be 

the same for boys and girls, %hat is the best emphasis in agricultural planning, 
what should the nature of health care be-all these insues are best settled at the 
local level.' And it is at the local level also that the best chance is to be found 
for the identification and alleviation of the probl-ms of the poorest. 

The means of achieving the best mix of powers, duties, and responsibilities 
between field and center for information needs is not to divide up what already 
exists but to look at the overall alloation of powers and then make the new al. 
location. Many developing countries have incorrect ministerial portfolios; many 
should completely reorganize their ministerial structu-es. Reorganizing local gov
ernment information functions c,n the assumption that the center is correctly or
ganized will often be self-defeating. 

Colonialism initially concentrated all significant information, powers, du
ties, and responsililities at the center (district administration personnel were 
agents of the central government). As,the competenes and capacity of local gov. 
ernments increased they were, year by year, given more responsibility. The aim 
would, ultimately, have been an adequate division; however, in many countries 
this p~ocess was arrested at the time of independence. Postindependence activity 

often 7eversed the trend to stronger local government, strengthening central gov

ernment instead. In some instances, so little was known of the real meaning and 
nature of local government that ditrict administration personnel were consid. 
end part of local government. 

The search for a methodology to deal with local government would be bar. 
ten if it were not part of a lUrger exercise directed not only at the reorganization 

of all government activities and delineation of the distribution of powers, duties, 
and responsibilities but also at the identification of reans of coordinating field 
and center activity and the extent to which local sccial patterns are explicitly 

recognized in any ensuing arrangements? 
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Local Govemment Fance 

Someone must pay for information functions. Few local government au
thoties have access to regular, substantial revenue ond as a consequence their 
development activities and the quality of personnel that they can attract and re. 
tain suffer adversely. Forest products, minerals, trade, fishing, indirect taxation, 
custom triffs, most direct texation, and proceeds of international development 
assistance usually accrue to the central government in the first instance.4 

Local governments -btain most of their revenlie from licenses (firearms, 
radios, stores, and so on',, from rental of facilities su,-h as markets or abattoirs, 
from flat-rate taxes l'Jied on all able-bodied males, an',so on. The characteris
tics of local government finance are that the amounti are usually small, the ad
ministrative costs of tracking down those liable ore heavy, and the incidence of 
improper avoidance is usually high. It is bad for con1idence to know that many 
do not make their proper contributions. It is bad for morale of local government 
officials to know that a high proportion of what is collected goes for their per
sonal emolum,.nts. 

Block grants are often given to local governments on a per capita basis or 
as a result of specific local government prolosals made in answer to central gov
ernment announcements of fund availability. Ile block grant has the disadvan. 
tage that money is often taken from the rural area and then brought back again, 
a process that throws a heavy strain on sparce administrative resources. On the 
other hand, the grant proposal method requires repeated application for specific 
sums and thus tends to favor the local authorities with large staffs possessing the 
necessary grantamanship skills. 

Obviouply, the size of the tax base isa crucial isue. In many countries the 
ize of local government reflects divisions suitable for purposes of colonialism, 

instead of reflectinr economic factors. Extreme variation in size operates to the 
disadvantage of the smaller authorities-a minimum local government entity 
should probably be created by law. 

rercmane 

Information functions require sufficiently well-trained personnel. Colonial 
local government failed %omanage staffing sluccessfully. Third World countries 
have to live with this heritage. The most able peopt, often wanted to join the 
central government. In all too many cases there was no unified local government 
service with comprehensive pensions and other benefits and provisions. It proved 
difficult to transfer local personnel from on, authority to another. Those who 
were of local orgin in a particular local author;ty were often too closely tied to 
kinsmen. It proved to be very difficult to get financial personnel to audit local 
government accounts. Often personnel who had been sent overseas on expensive 
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training courses and had begun to make real progras were lured away by the 
higher salaries offered by private enterprise. 

INFORMATION CONSTITUENCIES 

Information means different things to diffenrint people in government. 
Therefore, it is important to delineate different infonnation constituencies. Min
istries will sometimes conceal information from each other; some kinds of infor
mation will be ignored or suppresed. l)elineation of information constituencies 
is not simply a matter of mapping different group., but of understanding the 
values responsible for their treatment of information. 

Although many Third World universities are organized on interdisciplinary 
lines, it is important to appreciate the strength of traditional disciplinary inter
eats. Academic communities have information constituencies like those found in 
government. Each dicipline has its own values an,! belier,, and solutions to 
problems are favored to the extent that they support the values and beliefs held 
important by the discipline. 

Anthropology 

The disciplitie of anthropology ha.q been collecting data on poor people for 
over half a century, yet these resources are at present little used. Anthropologists 
can collect high-quality data and have considerable abilities for analysis of func
tional relations at the local level. The discipline contains specialists in population, 
nutrition, education, and rural development; an increasing number of youager 
anthropolo.gits are interested in practical careers. If consulted early enough, 
they can offer very valuable insights on most of the s.eps outlined in the chapter 
on project design. 

Anthropologists have tended to shy away from involvement in governmen
tal affairs; thus, organizational experience israrely avuilable in t;ae teaching insti

tutions, which has affected the discipline's views and attitudes. Basic textbooks 
still show little awareness of contemporary development policies, problems, and 
practices. Teamwork, as in most other disciplines, is not very strong, demo
graphic and quantitative skills are not emphasized, aid little attention is paid to 
communications media. Anthropologist i have concentrated on first.hand, per. 
son-to-person contacts. 

The practical consequences of this situation is that numbers of anthropolo. 

gists would be required to help with countrywide or -egional social mapping, be
cause the real strength of the discipline is at the village level. Ideally, anthropolo
gists should be giv.n a period for learning about organizational requirements be
fore being given astignments. On the other hand, they are expert at data collec
tion and should, if possible, be asked to evaluate data collection. 
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It is advisable to draw up a roster of anthropologists for a whole country 
or region where projects are to be carried out. The number included in the roster 
should permit geographical as well as functional (for example, education proj
ects, nutrition, and so on) coverage. When this roster is being drawn up, care 
should be exercised to record the extent of each anthropologist's experience 
witl project work. It is also wise to ensure thAt each anthroplologist on a roster is 
basically *.i sympathy with the known philosoiihiml .sumptions underlying 
project work. Development is, after all, a political process and some anthropolo

5 
gists participate quite vigorously in that process.

Economics 

Economists have considerable strengths and w!aknesses for project work. 
Strengths stem from several decades of highly successful leadership in project 
work in developing countries, the fruits of which have: filtered back into teaching 
in the universities. The simple vigor of project calcu'ations is a testimony to the 
common sense approach of econolnt.: and their ability to focus on the essen
tials of a problem. Given their strong quantitative skills, economists can, in addi
tion to normal financial and economic analysis, give valuable help in di. aggMgat
ing national figures and statistics and in estimating benefit incidences, project. 
impact, and spread effects. 

Economists usually have no firthand experience of social conditions in re

mote rural areas of developing countries. Where they have experience as econo

mists in developing countries has usually been in.regional urban areas or the 
capital. Economists are usually not interdisciplinary and too few take the trou
ble to see what other social scientists can do.' Aconrmon problem among econ
omits involves their. tendency to adopt an oversimplified view of positive and 
negative incentives to production, an approach sometimes revealed in the atti
tude of economists who believe that aproblem that has not been quantified is a 
problem not yet sufficiently thouglht through. As with anthropology, a consul
tant roster should be drawn up. 

Geography 

Geographers are in some ways similar to anthrcpologists, especially if they 
cal themselves "human geographers." Human geograp'hers undertake fieldwork
their real expertise lies in handling spatial relationshi-s. In this connection, they 
perform valuable wnrk in mapping-in working-out the location of projects and 
the probability of achieving spread effects. ;eogwaphers can also contribute to 
an understanding of the relationship between sciety, culture, and enviroiment 
insofar a.s th,e concepts are related to incremental and contextual consider'ations 
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a described in the chapter on project design. Geographers usually have had good 
quantitative training. 

Modem geography involves a considerable degiee of specialization, some
thing that is only natural in a discipline trying to spar the gap between the phys
ical and social sciences. Economic and human geographers will usually b.-useful 
in project work. They will. however, gencrally be of more utility at the macro. 

planning-land use ratber tha 

they are to 

Political Science 

Development is a political process and political scientists have a great deal 
of useful information about how things happen as a result of events in the politi
cal arena. They are particularly adept at analyzing how development programs 
can gain and maintain support, how institutions can be strengthened, and what 
the role of factions and minority groups islikely to be. As such they can do valu
able work on matters such m. delineation of groups, leadership, benefit inci
dence, and identification of ol,stacle's. 

Much of this work. however, has been concentrated on national politics at 
the expense of the local level. This concentration does not illuminate the posi
tion of the poorest, many of whom do not participate in national or even re
gional political life. Attemlpts to build models, use statistics, define moderniza
tion processes, and so on have usually add-d a good deal to the basic phenomena 
being studied. In the past, too few political scientists have been trained in ob. 
taining high-quality data at the village level. This position ischanging and an in
creasing number of political scientists shouHt be able to offer valuable assistance 
on questions involving local government and its relationship with central govern. 
ment.m 

Public Administration 

The traditional concerns of public administratitn with management, bud. 
geting, and personnel have now been augmented by iconcern with analysis of 
public policy. Past interest in local government of de'eloping countries has died 
away and most work in the 'ast few years has centered on large public bureauc. 
racies. Public administration specialists know how thcse organizations should be 
run and how people can be trained to run them. They also have skills in what has 
been called "institution building" and the devising of management information 
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systems to fit local capacity. Since the contribution of public service to develop. 

ment isvital, public administration specialists are important people whose views 

should be considered at both the mapping and the proj-st design stages. 

One weakness of public administration involves the fact that many grad

uates have little administrative .xperience. Because the subject matter-public in

stitutions, civil servants, and their responsiveness to the public will-is by nature 
interdisciplinary, there is a certain theoretical self-consciousness among public 
administration teachers. This self-consciousness resulti in frequent self-examina
tion and attem 'sto gain academic respectability by what can be called "scienc
ing," for example, using theories and computers in a way that sounds good but 
really helps understaiding very little. 

Specialization can be a weakness of public administration since what dis
tinguishes the good public administrator is humanity and an encompassing grasp 
of societal matters, combiied with an aldity to see relitionships and possibilities 
where others re none. If management is wanted, the Answer is to be found 

ammg the graduates of bus.ini,..e are wanted, diesctelIs, if iuanpitativ.- metlhod, 
answer is to he founl amzotg stati.,ticiais ani recononi.'tricians; if policy analysis 

is required, the answer Ls to be found among political scientists; and if one 
wishes to see how these elements combine to lift performance in the public ser
vice, the answer ought to lie with public administrator. 

Soca Psychology 

Social psychologists have good quantitative skill and an increasing number 
are capable of collecting high-quality data at the local level. They can play a very 
valuable role in handling data about local perceptions of development and pover
ty, motivations for change or nonchange, appropriate role behavior, and ways in 
which people learn to innovate. These factors are potentially of great importance 
to population, nutrition, and education projects. It is vital that more social psy
chologists become associated with projects at the earliest possible moment. 

Because social psychology has little field data cf value on record, there is 
often delay because requests can only be met through new research. Social psy
chologists are usually better working with microlevel problems. Most social psy
chological research has been executed with research, rather than operational, re

quirements foremost in mind. The most operationally relevant work has been 
done in the communications field (for example. what do figu- : :- r,oabols on 
posters mean in other cultures-what do size, shape, e,'or, and form convey to a 
cross-cultural audience?).' These posters have been used in several countries to 

promote health and agricultural development pro.ram!). 
The great strength of most social psychologisL is that they have good 

quantitative training and can perform well in questionnaire surveys. Further

more, they do not require excessive amounts of time to carry out their fieldwork. 
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Sociologists have ,ood quantitative skills and have worked well with ecom. 
emista in recent yean. They can perform valuable s.rvice at the mapping stage 
and at all stages of project design. They have the capacity to obtain high-quality 
data. They are problem. and issue-ori, nted and are u:,ed to giving judgments and 
opinions. They are also capable of carr'.,ing out origiral research within a reason
ably short period of time. 1 

Most of what has been said about anthropology also applies to sociology. 
The difference between the two is that generally the former has been attracted to 
problems in developing countries while the latter ha. concentrated on problems 
in industrial countries. The practical consequence of this is that sociologsts usu
ally have, during their training, been less exposed to data from developing coun
tries thai, have anthropologists. Though the problems chosen by an anthropologist 
and ocionost may diffcr in nature and setting, the methods and techniques 
used in analysis are similar. Many anthiopologists, however, call themselves so
ciologists because of the feeling in many developing nountries that having an an. 
thropologist study one's society implies that the society isprimitive. 

CONTRACTING WITH INSTITUTIONS 

%len information needs have been assesd. eontracts may be given to 
suitable institutions. The capacity of academic institutions, particularly where 
univmities in industrial countrs areconcerned, isveiy difficult to estimate, and 
great care should be taken to study an institution before scarce resources are 
committed to contracts that may benefit 'he institulion more than the govern. 
ment. Many academic institutions have a good deal of window dressing: they 
may have well-known acade-mics on board and may obtain visibility from a few 
high-level studies, but most of the day-to-day busineso and research iscarried out 
by low4evel people. A weakness of many research inititutes isthat not only are 
they unwilling or unable to commit their best people but often their best people 
have pad academic reputations and all too little practical experience. Unless 
employment of persons known to have practical experience isstipulated, or the 
project manager himself has access to someone with extensive academic experi
ence, .. T acting may be amost dangerous business. 

A contract for mapping or project design should be given only after solicit
ing proposals from a number of institutions. Part of his may be apsychological 
problem arising because these may be the project rianager's former teachers, 
part may be due to the idea that institutes and univeisities are nonprofit organi
zations. Academics do go through the equivalent pro:e when they apply to re
search grants. A competitive process is the most satisfactory way of awarding re
search contracts. 
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Governments also have n interest in developing research capacity so that 
it can continually be drawn upon. The information needs of acountry, both in 
the short anti the long term, may suggest the advisa'lity of an institution build. 

2 
ing grant. 

Consultants 

When acountrywide or regional inventory of cultural resources and human 
needs iscompleted, and this should be accomplished within ayear, attention can 
turn to project work. A first step isto assesw the nalure and scope of project op. 
erations planned for the next five-to-ten-year period (or within national plan lim
its if this isdifferent). This can be broken down on asectoral and regional basis, 
that is, transport or population projects in the north and south. This will estab. 
lish the n..-ure and reope of projects to be carricd out. Cultural appraisal data 
can then be identified and the rosters for various disciplines can be consulted. 
Thereafter, if a nutrition p.oject is contemplated in a locale, it should be possi
ble to contact soneone with the appropriate kind of expertise. Ahen that indi
vidual has finished, areport on her or his work should be kept. The inventory of 
future project work should be matched by an inventory of individuals with the 
necessary skills to work on such projects (sec Table 7.1). 

Consultant Management 

Construction ofa roster of capable individuals does present some problems. 
Not every well.known academic is suited to project work. Teamwork, the subor
dination of self in favor of common enterprise, and the capacity to take a back. 
seat on occasion are qualities and attributes not always highly rewarded in uni
versity life. Where an individual's technical contrib'ition to aproject is seen A 
vital, something about his or her personal outlook and bureaucratic ability must 
be known well in advance of the award of an assignir ent. 

The most economical way of managing social science consultanis is to as
sume that the relatio.ship between project staff and academics or consultants is 
to be long-term ,nd mutually beneficial. A first sti before any specific amign. 
ments are given is to ensure that the individuals bein,; considcred for assignments 
are given an opportunity to learn about organizational ptocedures and practices. 
The object of such familiarization is ensuring that those who are being consid
ered know what kinds of data are required in projects, what kinds of judgments 
and opinions are needed, and when these things must be accomplished. Anyone 
accepting an assignment frc-n an organization without knowing its absorptive ca
pacity is unwise. The best report in the world is only as good as the capacity of 
those who receive it to translate it into an organizationally relevant document. 
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A second step for oficials writing descriptions of the scope of work for, 
ecmultants is to become familiar with the wavs in which universities, institutes, 
or consultant firms operate. They need to know the kinds of research carried 
out, the kind of writing usually done, what the rewards and penalties are, and so 
on. Contracting for social bcience expertise has to b a bilateral affair in which 
each party gets something of value and each tries to accommodate the other's 
needs and deires. 

The final step in the precontracting process is n meeting to discum.ss the na
ture of the assinment, Here the project manager needi to demonstrate that he or 
she has clear, substantive areas in mind and a firm !ieries of expectations. The 
project manager should stress that the format of the report must address already 
identified categories and frameworks, for example. sleps presented in the chap. 
ten on inventory of cultural resources and project d.:ign. In addition, the spe
cific possibilities suggested by the project type checklists can be referred to, and 
highlighted during, discuzsion. 

The actual timing and nature of the work output should also be discussed 
at this time so that both parties are quite clear about what is required and when. 
Of course, it is not always l,'csiblc to settle all itenis at te precontract stage. 
Where fieldwork, quantitative surveys, or original research are involved, it is well 
to allow six months to a year. Where the data are idread' available or the re
searcher is familiar with the area, threr months will prnbably suffice. Some field. 
worken may insi.nt that tile-%. n.ed a year or two in the fild, hut this is not nec. 
essary wher,, a.,,i,.menLtU4 are given on the' bais of ex.erience. Vic point of con. 
tracting is not to a.:,ist the universitiesi in the training of new graduates-th:*t 
takes years-but to employ those resources already created at public Expense. 

INSTITUTIONALIZING SOCIAL SCIENCE FOR DEVELOPMENT 

The history of social science usage in U.S. development assistance illus. 
Irates some common problems. Anthropology provides a good example. Why, in 
1974, in a country where some anthropllogri.ts are household names, was there 
no anthropological P1.). permanently enployed by AIr) (or the World Bank)
and this at a time when development a.-.tanee wa suppo.aed to go to the poor
est oversea.s? The empha.is on program. to reach thos, bypa.sed by previous de
velopment a.sistancc called for te kind. of experri.e that anthropologists poe-

It is almost 20 years since anthropologists and other noneconomic social 
scientists were first used by AID. The la;t usage was with community develop
ment programs during the 1950s and early 1960s. Bu':, despite the fact that it is 
still prominent in the applied anthropology literature., community development 
was discarded because 20 years ago AID wanted to be able to measure the results 
of its development pro.rams and the benefits of comnunity development were 

http:empha.is
http:anthropllogri.ts
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cemed with creation of training courses to meet t'e demand for new social 
science skills. The third strand involves ensuring that an agency obtain its own 
permanent core of social science specialists to provide supporting services in the 
field. 

Learning from Consulting Firms 

If one compares the intellectual resources available to most universities 
and those available to medium-sized consulting firms in industrial countries, it is 
hard to see how many of the consuating firms specializing in social science sur
vive. Of course, a few universitie- do not use their best faculty in fulfilling re
search contracis. However, this in itw,'if is not a sati4actory explanation for the 
relative success of consulting firms. By and large, the universities do have better 
talent, but the consulting flints are reputed to turn in a more operationally rele
vant product. 

Consulting firms bein by studying the client organization. They know 
what their clients can and cannot use. They do not feel the nek J to appear schol
arly, to show intelligence or brilliance, or to rebut what so-and-so wrote a few 
years ago. They seem to be reasonably objective profensionals at the job of meet
ing their clients' needs. Consulting firms adapt their s"9affs and organizational re
sources to the task at band, ithout being bound by trade unionim or jurisdic
tional disputes. 

Research Strategi-9 

Frequently, research into such areas as reproductive behavior, agricultural 
credit, or education fails to have any impact on project designs. Many problems 
result from industrial countries' ethnocen! ic approach to research and develop
ment rather than Third World countries' reactions. One example of this is seen 
in the industrialized countries'stress on participation-the idea that development 
asistance projects should aecur. the maximum participation of the poorest citi
zens. In a sense the issue is wrongly stated: the issue L.not to secure "their" par
ticipation in "our"projects, !-ut is rather to justify "or'r" participation in "their" 
development. 

The level of skills called for in particular developmient assistance proijects 
must be related to the level of ,xi.ling skills in a liarticutlar de.ve.lhting country 

rather than the level found in an industrial country that can produce a soinewhat 
ideal solution. Ti6 draws attention to the fact that projects and program sys
tems cannot usefully be drawn up at a global level. Project systems-even with 
ueful global suggestions-must be designed to fit local capacity, otherwise de
pendency is increased. 
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The greatest obstacle to genuine participation is the fact that many devel
opment systems are so complicated that communitits cannot gain confidence in 
their development ability: the systems introduced oldy work with the import of 
outside experts. Yet local communities need to gain confidence in their ability 
and capacity to manage their own affairs. 

As a general proposition, it seems reasonable to suggest that any develop. 
ment system devised completely in industrial countlies has a limited chance of 
success. Such an approach may wrong4y imply that tie brains are all in industrial 
countries, whereas research should be collaborative. Furthermore, local idiosyn. 
cracies are part of the research and not something to be added in later. Research 
is not a privileged niche that is omelow exempt from the concept of collabora
tion. Research netltodohes, like planning, must iecognize the need to begin 
from die bottom and work up to the top. 

Linkage: Operations and Research Manpower 

Even allowing for a necessary time lag while research findings trickle down 
to projects and programs, it does seem clear that there is a wide gap between re
search and operations. The actual calculations made, for example, in the course 
of the World Bank's project cycle, have not changed significantly in the last dec
ade.' 3 Too litte of.suc, costly swial science research becomes operational. 

There must be a clearly .tatli linkage between the manpower capacity of 
the research organization and that of the development ,csistance or other orcani
zation that is itupposed to implement the research. 'ith each piece of research, 
the kinds of manpower skilk that will be needed to operate the ideas must be 
specified: these skills should be compared with the existing inventory of man
power skills and early arrangements made to adjust for any shortfall. Ifa research 
team is made up of famous academics straining their brains and using all their 
skill to find an elegant solution, how will the reseai-! be operationaized? 

IN-HOUSE CAPACITY 

Some organizations operate under the assumption that their own perma

nent manpower core of skills is not vital to operati ona effectiveness, the logic 

being that the entire lange of skills that might be required cannot possibly be 
used on a permanent ha.is. Unusual demand_. should I-e met through consultancy. 
It isbetter to get bpecialists on demand from the universities-they will be tech
nically fresh. 

Such a manpower utilization procedure, however, requires at least a mini. 
mum of in-house (that is, within an agency) capacity in the specialty in question. 
Without this minimum the agency usually does not even know where to look for 
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a specialist. How can the terms of reference be drawni up? If there is no in-house 
capacity it is hard for the agency to know what the person in question actually 
can or cannot do. It is equally hard for the specislist to know what kinds of 
things the agency should be told. 

The danger is that, through lack of in-houe ca'acity, funids will be wuted 
and research d,,plicaled. This ha.s probably happen.d on numerous occasions. 
Weak, uneconomical research results are usually attributed to the weakness of 
researchers, instead of being attributed to the initial inefficiency of the people 
concerned with drawing up terms of reference in the igency. 

Research Drafting to Operational Specifications 

Social science research is too often carried out far from where operations 
are executed. Research should be drafted to meet operational specifications. For 
example, instead of always increasing general knowbdge about income distribu
tion a group of researchers could, on occ&sion, be required to develop their con
tribution and new methods and ways of handling income distribution, based on 
reiearch findings, could be instituted so that not only the operation of the orga
nization but also its level of performance woudd be permanently affected. 

Researchers too often meet only their research counterparts in an organi
zation. In fact, they should spend a grwt deal of time with those who will carry 
out the operations. lowever, one very seldom encounters operational people 
when agency and academic personnel hold conferences to discuss research mat
ters. 

Responsibility for Implementation 

Most of those in organizations exercising over;ight on behalf of agencies 
are not in an operational divis.ion. Many have never been in operations or have 
been away from the field for years. When &research contract is first envisaged, 
thought must b'i given to having one person associa':ed with the research team 
and another associated with the development ansistance agency, both of whom 
will be re. onsilile for imple.mentation of relevant rcse!arch findilnps. It is too late 
to think about implementation when a contract is finished; research must be car
ried out with implementation firmly in mind. Project managers who are effective 
in implementing r,,.,earh findin- are niot overly concerned %ith whether a piece 
of work is conomties or public adivin, traion-their sole concern is to get the 
job done well. 

Universities, particularly in industrialized countries, are still organized along 
fairly medieval lines. Too few universities have a nutrition department truly inte
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prated with the social sciences. Too few social science departments or develop
ment center have agriculture integrated into their activities. Too few univerities 
are organized along intellec-jal lines to produce the kind. of thinking that rural 
or urban development require. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Popular theories about development assistance! produced in industrialized 
countries, and the policies that reflect those theories, have usually ignored idio. 
syncratic cultural factors. Projects with the emphisis on achieving economic 
growth and increa.es in productivity have been planned without sufficient atten
tion having been paid to the cultural context of the society in which lthe projects 
were to be located. The recent adoption of a "basi needs" policy may not be 
helpful, tince it con tains a.sumption about the nature of problems and their so
lutions in too sule.rficial a manner. "l'i is no lens tue for private voluntary or
ganizations than it is for official a.-sistancc. 

Cultural factors are still not handled systemalically in development proj
ects. The norms of many private and official devel.opment assistance organiza
tions responsible for projects still stress spending of funds rather than achieve. 
ment of social change. Lines of communication are ftill too long. Responsibility 
for the project cycle must be localized and the loc:al people more involved in 
planning and executing their own projects. This is ln important goal for those. 
who recognize a need for participation in the planning process by the recipients 
of project a.sscistance. 

Identification of the po-sibilities for productive social change is vital to an 
improved project proc,.-:s. Cultural apprai.al can be Fystvinatically carried out in 
an economic fa.hiion. iegardles. of which project beneficiaries are selected as a 
consequence of economic and political decision mating, a national inventory of 
cultural resources and human needs is still necessar', for project identification. 
The treatment of cultural factors at the project identification stage must be sys
tematized, When an inventory has been constructed, it becomes possible to plan 
where it should be located and to estimate where brefits will be experienced. 
Without such an inventory, scarce resources may be wasted or not used to their 
maximum advantage, and such quantitative data as eist may be misunderstood. 
This is so because quantitative data on income, caloric intake, or education may 
mean very little to thoee not living in the project area unless complemented by 
information about the sc-ial ein'imtances (if those concented. 

Project de':ign can be molded to die social land:,eape of project partici
pants in a svstentatic manner rather than molded to the intellectual land.cape of 
planners. Project design mu-t reflect the cultural context and can then provide a 
balis for the integration of die various forms of project analysis-die organiza
tional, financial, economic, and so on. 

http:apprai.al
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Instead of each piece of analysis being separately und;rtaken, and separ
ately evaluated, by project managers. it i possible to examine each of the crate

na for cultural appraisal and then to have the different analyses address the same 

criteria. For example, organizational criteria. discusse 1 in the chapters on proj

ect identification and project design, can be examined by an anthropologist (or a 

sciologist or social psychologit), by an economist undertaking economic analy. 

sis, or by a political cientist underting organizational analysis. Motivation cri

teria can be handled in the same manner. 
Implementation to minimize co4i ant maxintize performance requires 

that project managers leave 11,'al dicretion, a sound unde.rstanding of the range 
and good sources of data. From a cultural ap.of possibilities for social change, 

praisal per'pective, the implementation plete haA two I#-ons: the vital impor

of project manag.rs' ai.e-e of the various dmrnsions of the socialtance 
change process and the advisability of project managers undertaking small, man

ageable projects. 
To create a suitable data bwse'for the cultural appraLial of projects requires

both funds and time, not an unrea.onalble investment., but, rather, one that can 

be shown, to re,..lt in savings through production of better projects. For project 

manaever, better data ineie' an incr,.-ed ability to inake: tinely project ecisions. 

It i not neces-ary for project mauagers to conceptualize "hard" and "soft" 

data. Hard data must be interpreLed in cultural context, that is, they need a soft 

componvent to be fully comprehensible. Soft data nerd a hard component to be 

useful in project work. Project managers, using cultuaal appraisal, can focus at-

tention on criteria that have both a quantitative and qualitative dimension. An 

excess -''fquantitative or qualitative data alone is likely- to be misleading. 

Project managers in the field need support from their headquarters. Most 

multilateral and bilateral development assistance organizations are not organized 

to carry oit policies that empha.-ize reaching the poorest overseas, and they have 

provided Tird World countri's interested in the cultural appraisal of projects 

with. few examples. Third World governments have undertaken their own initia

tives. Consequently, disparity between the resouices devoted by the major multi. 

laterals and bilateras to improving economic and technical analyses and those 

devoted to improving cultur-l anal-%is continues. 
Progres has been made in All) blut the Worli. Bank till has 1.000 staff 

members with economic and busint-s qualifications lor every one staff member 

operating as an anthropologist or sociologist. 
Because of the absenct 3f asuitable cultural appraisal methodology, social 

scientists and project managf.rs have remained at arrr's length from each other. 

Social scientists have traditionally resisted gving "how-to-do-it" advice because, 

recognizing the complexity of cultural arang.menL. they feared appearing to 

endorse what to them appeared to be simple, mech iical procedures that might 

do more harm than good. lowever, there is a fundamental difference between 

"how-to-do-it " kinds of gtidance and cultural appraiual information timed at in

http:managf.rs
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mject manager-s awareness of "who.can-do-it. Project managers are, 
c ... •---.U clua tasl eiinsiefaming itp 

after al, the linchpin in the process of undertaking cultural appraisal. Decisin 

that project managers make-whether help is needed, what kind of help, and so 

on-will continue to determine standards in the cultural aPpraisal of projects. 

The implications of this analysis for cultural appraisal are similar to the les

son anthropologists have learned from the study of culture. Cultural appraisal of 

development projects procedures must be holistic and must be undertaken com

of data developedwith the kinds 
Appraiing indiVidual projects

prehensively. 
or project design alone would be as mis

resource-from an inventory of cultural 
practice that allows' each social .;rientiet to interpret the 

as tlit currentleading 

meaning of cultur'l apprai.al.
 

If the now popular development amis
new inputs. coun-New policies require the need to reach the poorest develoing 

tance policies continue to stres 
with what is written here),

well be arumnent or dispute
tries (and there may more energetic 
there cannot be a denial of the need to explore such ideas on a 

basis. 

said Alice, "Would you please tell me which way
"Cheshire Pum.," 

I should go from here?" 
on where you want to get to," said the 

"Tbat depends a go)d dlel 

eat. 
where," said Alice." don't much care 

"Then it doesn't matter which way you go," said the cat. 

"-so long as I get somewhere," Alice added. 
said the cat, "if only you go far 

to"Oh you're sure do that," 


enough."'
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